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i
AB3TRACT

The Palwo are a branch of the Lwo who settled on the 

northern part of Bunyoro-Kitara kingdom. Their histoiy 

is essentially that of rivalry between two ethnic groups, 

the Lwo and the Bantu, vying for supremacy in the empire of 

Bunyoro-Kitara, Originating from the Sudan, the Lwo settled 

in the hitherto exclusively Bantu inhabited empire, 

overthrew the ruling dynasty, and set up a new one. While 
intermarrying with the majority Bantu population, the 
Lwo kings ensured that only sons born to them by their Lwo 

wives (full-blooded Lwo) succeeded them. It was an attempt 
by the Lwo to make the throne their exclusive preserve.

When one of the Lwo kings found himself compelled by 

circumstances to bypass convention and chose one of his 

children b o m  by a Bantu woman to succeed him, the Lwo 

protested. They attempted to undermine the authority of 

this Bantu king who had no other alternative than to wage 

a war to 'crush the rebellion'. Henceforth children b o m  

by Bantu women ascended the throne. The period of the 

rule of the Lwo appeared to have ended.

While taking refuge from the war Which crushed their 

rebellion, a good number of the Lwo left Bunyoro-Kitara 

and established their hegemony in the neighbouring areas.

But some of them later came back and with the coming of
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more Lwo from the Sudan and Northern Uganda, the Lwo 
population in Bunyoro-Kitara a centuiy after their rebellion 
was back to nearly what it was before the war.

But the memory of their clash with the Bantu king 
was not forgotten by the Lwo. To them, it was humiliating 
to be deprived of a throne which for centuries had been 
occupied by their own people. Taking the Northern extreme 
of present day Bunyoro district as their base, the Lwo 
directed their activities for the following two centuries 
towards regaining their lost privileged position in 
Bunyoro-Kitara empire.

However, in spite of their success in undermining the 
authority of some Bantu kings and launching series of 
military attacks on them, in spite of their economic boom 
caused by the activities of foreign traders, and which the 
Lwo attempted to turn into military advantage, they never 
succeeded in winning back the throne of Bunyoro-Kitara. 
Kabalega, a Bantu king, permanently converted them into an 
insignificant minority in the empire.
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PREFACE

The Palwo now inhabit Kihanda county of Bunyoro district 
in the north-western part of present day Republic of Uganda, 
They are a product of the circumstances to which the entire 
Lwo group have been subjected. Raving been compelled to 
leave their homeland in the Sudan, the Lwo travelled south 
towards Uganda and reached Pubungu where a quarrel among 
the sons of Olum, the leader of Lwo, resulted in a big split.'1 2 3 
It was from this split that the Palwo as well as the Acholl 
and Langi emerged. The first group of the Palwo settled in 
the northernmost part of Bunyoro-Kitara empire then ruled 
by the Bacwezi dynasty. Another wave of Palwo migrants 
overthrew the Bacwezi and set up a new dynasty of kings 
called the Babito, The importance of the Palwo in the
pre-colonial history of Uganda lies in the fact that

2practically all parts of Uganda were affected by the 
activities of members of the Babito dynasty. This was 
perhaps what prompted Uzoigwe to declare that the ’’Pre- 
Colonial history of Uganda must pivot around the axis of 
the Kitara kingdom”.̂

1. For details of the migration of the Lwo see J, P, 
Crazzolara, The Lwoo Part I: Migrations, (Verona, 1950).

2. Bee R. Oliver, ’’The Interior, 1500-181+0", in R, Oliver 
and 0, Mathews, (eds.), History of Bast Africa, Vol, I, 
(O.U.P., London, 1963), p . 187.

3. J, Nyakatura, History of Bunyoro-Kitara, Translated by
Teopista Muganwa'," edited with.Introduction and Notes
by G. N. Uzoigwe. MS, Makerere University Kampala, 
Introduction p, xx.
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xi
But the Palwo who seemed to have dictated the course 

of the pre-colonial history of Uganda have been neglected 

by scholars. Professor Ogot could not help expressing 
surprise at why such an historically important group have 

been neglected by even anthropologists.'1 2' The answer 
perhaps lies in the nature of Palwo society and the his
torical circumstances to which the Palwo have been subjected. 
These have combined to make a construction of the history 
of the Palwo not only a difficult but also a particularly 
uninviting task. It is perhaps necessary to have an insight 

into these circumstances.
It is generally believed that centralised societies 

present less prdblems for study because their social and 
political organisations are more conducive to the accumulation 

of traditions. Their rcyal chronicles form the basis of 
their oral traditions. Buganda, Bunyoro and Nkore are 
some of the Uganda kingdoms whose tradit leans have been 
collected by foreign and local historians. These traditions 

give a picture of the history of those areas and an intro

duction to the various theories and hypotheses. They
2provide a starting point for the research er. The Palwo

1. B. A. Ogot, History of the Southern Luo. (B.A.P.H*
Nairobi, 196l), p. 20.

2, M. 3. Kiwanuka, for Instance acknowledges the usefulness 
of recorded tradition to his research, See M. S.
Kiwanuka, Kings of Buganda, (E.A.P.H. Nairobi, 1971.) 
Introduction.
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do not fall within this centralised group whose 

traditions have been collected. Though the seven 
chlefdome to which Northern Bunyoro was eventually 
divided were presided over by individuals called Rwhodl 
(which, literarily translated, means king), the extent 
of their centralisation cannot in any way be compared 
with that of Buganda and Bunyoro, Moreover, the area 
occupied by the Palwo was an integral part of Bunyoro- 
Kitara empire. "Palwoland” was just a province, ruled 
over by a Saza (Provincial Chief) appointed by the 
Omukama of Bunyoro-Kitara, The court in Palwo land was 
not as elaborate as the one in Bunyoro, It was not big 
and centralised enough to warrant the existence of King’s 
chroniclers as it was in Bunyoro and Buganda,

Centralisation may be conducive to the collection 

of oral tradition of an areaj but, it is certainly not a 
pre-condition, Ogot has mentioned that A.C.K, Oboth Ofumbi1 
collected traditions on the Padhola, a segmentary society.

1, B. A. Ogot, op.clt., p, 21
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Similarly, Lawrence has written on the Iteso of Uganda.1 2 3 
Regardless of the system of government, an area with a 

considerable amount of social and political stability is 
bound to have some of its traditions recorded and kept for 

future use. Political stability was one of the things 
that eluded the Pal wo. The attempt of the Pal wo to re
gain their control of the empire from the "Bantu usurpers" 
was protracted and made it impossible for the Palwo to 
settle on a particular spot for a long time. Their 
attempt to undermine the authority of the first Bantu 

king resulted in the persecution of the Palwo. Some of 
them especially those connected with the royal family 
had to leave Northern Bunyoro for other places. While 

some of them came back to continue the struggle, others 
chose to stay permanently in their "New Pound land" having 
established authority over the people they met on the spot. 
Descendants of such men who now claim citizenship of 

these new areas would have been useful informants. But 

the series of wars against the Bantu in the nineteenth 
century caused the untimely death of many members of Palwo 
ruling dynasty.^ When Kabalega finally defeated them,

1. J.C.D, Lawrence, The Iteso. (O.U.P., London, 1955)
2. This will be seen in Chapter three below.

3. Bee Chapter six below.
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xiv
he took some of them to his capital situated in the Bantu 

section of the empire.1 In 1911 the outbreak of sleeping 

sickness resulted in the evacuation of many of the Palwo to 
other areas, notably Acholi and southern Bunyoro.

The 1911 evacuation perhaps proved most disfunctional 
to the collection of oral tradition among the Palwo, It 
was carried out just at the time Christianity and Western 
education were being introduced to them. It was in Acholi 
and Bunyoro that the Palwo were christianised and educated. 

Most of them however became assimilated and regarded them
selves as citizens of the areas to which they were eva

cuated, Those who remained in Kibanda county were, at 
least during the early period of colonial administration, 
uneducated. Unfortunately, it was during this period that 

literate Africans, namely, Nyakatura in Bunyoro, Kagwa in 

Buganda, and Anywar in Acholi, were being encouraged to 
collect and record the oral traditions of their areas.

Though Nyakatura and Anywar made references to the Palwo, 

these references were only in so far as they help in 

understanding the history of their areas. They could not 
be expected to collect traditions of the Palwo, Educated 
Palwo men would have done the job. But at this time, even 

if the missionaries and the colonial administration were 
interested in any aspect of the lives of the Palwo, it would 
have been impossible to find literate Palwo men to do the job.

1. Bee Chapter seven below
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From the above, the explanation for the scarcity of 

material on the Palwo becomes easy to understand. The 

circumstances of their history were such that in the 
twentieth century they became so numerically unimportant 

that scholars and even their nel$ibours failed to realize 

their existence. Except for the older generations of 

Aeholi and Bunyoro, majority of the people in Uganda are 

not aware of their existence. Such an "insignificant” 
group cannot be expected to attract the attention of foreign 

scholars. The result is that since the Palwo were not able 

to record their traditions, and they were not numerous enough 
to be noticed by foreign scholars, there is no single publi

cation either in the vernacular or English on any aspect of 

their lives. The writer did not come across any written work 

on the Palwo. Little wonder that earlier scholars did not 

study the Palwo, They would have had to make a start from 

no where in particular. It is the challenge of this unpleasant 

task that the writer decided to face.

The lack of any form of written evidence compelled a 

near complete dependence on oral tradition. Except for 

the last half of chapter seven when evidence collected from 

Entebbe Archives in Uganda is used, this thesis is based 

largely on oral tradition. Oral tradition has been
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described as "testimonies of the past which are deli
berately transmitted from mouth to mouth".1 2 3 The case 
for oral tradition as a valid source material for his
tory has already been made and need not be repeated

2here, Vansina's declaration that "there is nothing 
intrinsically less valuable in oral tradition than in 

a written one",^ sums up the attitude of the writer to 
oral tradition, For the purpose of this exercise, 31*0 

interviews were conducted among individuals of Palwo 
origin. This does not include the 20 interviews of 

Acholi clans who claim to have left Northern Bunyoro as 
a result of the persecution of the first Bantu king.

Apart from the occasional trips to Kampala, the period 
between March and December 1971 was spent in interviewing 
people. The interviews on which the thesis is based are 
titled Palwo Historical Text (P.H.T.). They are in the 

possession of the writer and will be deposited at the 
Ibadan university Library,

1. J, Vansina, "Recording of the Oral History of the 
Bakuba", Journal of African History, Vol, 1, No, 1, I960

2. For example (a) B. A, Ogot, op.cit,. pp. 11-21.
(b) M.S.M, Kiwanuka: op,cit., pp, xiii-xviii.
(c) J. Vansina and H, Mauny, and H. Thomas, (eds.),
The Historian in Tropical Africa, (O.U.P., London 1964).

3. J. Vansina, "Recording of the Oral History of the Bakuba 
loc.clt.
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The reliance on oral tradition perhaps explains 

one of the peculiarities of this thesis. As will be 
observed, its size appears relatively small when compared 
with earlier thesis produced in this Department. It has to 
be so because, unlike all other theses, there was very little 
documentary evidence at the disposal of the writer. Oral 
evidence, first collected in 1971, cannot be expected to be 

as voluminous as those collected and written in the late 
nineteenth or early twentieth century. The present study is 
an analysis of all the traditions that could possibly be 
elicited from the Palwo.

Another peculiarity of this exercise is the system 
of dating adopted. The most difficult problem facing a 

historian using oral tradition is that of chronology. 

Difficult as it is, if oral history is to be differen

tiated from myths, fables, and legends, a time scale on 
which a chronology is to be built is a necessity. Until 
1710 when absolute dates were supplied, the writing of 
Palwo history is based on the chronological formula first
evolved by Professor Oliver in South West Uganda,1 2 and

2confirmed by Professor Ogot and Webster’s experiences

1. R. Oliver, "Preliminary Survey of Ancient Capital 
sites of Ankole", Uganda Journal. Vol. 23, No. 1, 1959 
and "Notes on some Historical sites in Buganda'1.
Uganda Journal. Vol. 23, No. 1, 1959.

2, B, A. Ogot, op.cit.
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xviii
among the Padhola of Kenya and the Iteso of Uganda 

respectively. "The chronology", says Webster,1 2 3 * 5 "can be 

applied to all parts of the Interlacestrine region".
The formula does not aim at establishing absolute 

but rather relative dates, The relative dates are based 
on generations, A generation is the time that elapses 
between the birth of a man and that of his first surviving 
child. The length of a generation based on experiences 
in the interlacustrine region was taken to be twenty-seven 
years. Thus taking the length of a generation to be
twenty-seven years, a chronology was worked out for the 

2Palwo.
Vanslna^ might be right in saying that the technique

is not easy to handle and remains somewhat suspect. David
Henige^ also has reservations about the validity of the 

5
formula. Uzoigwe on the basis of the fact that Kiwanuka 

exposed a margin of 22 years in the reign of one of the 

Kabaka says the issue of chronology has to be looked

1. J. B, Webster, Tentative Chronology for events in 
Northern Uganda, (conies available at the History 
Department, M alter ere University, Kampala) Makerere 
University 1971.

2. See Appendix of this work for a table of important 
dates in Palwo history,

3. J* Vanslna, R, Mauny and L. U. Thomas, oo.cit.
U, David P, Henige, "Oral Tradition and Chronology", 

Journal of African History. Vol, II, No, 3, 1971.
5, Nyakatura, on.cit.. Introduction, p, xix.
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afresh into. What the critics appear to have lost 
sight of, is the fact that the system is not aiming at 
establishing absolute but relative dates, not specific 

years, but a range at least smaller than such expressions 
as ”late seventeenth or early sixteenth century”. It is 

pertinent to note that none of the critics have suggested an 
alternative and until a better alternative is suggested, 

Oliver’s dating formula will continue to be used.
In this exercise, the formula was used in the first 

three chapters. Henceforth Nyakatura and other Bunyoro 
sources provide fairly absolute dates. As from the reign 

of Olimi Isansa 1710-1730 the reign of the Banyoro Abakama 

are dated,1 2 In almost all the Instances when the formula 

was adopted, the dates arrived at were corroborated by 
relevant, but independent, researches carried on at the 
same time or before the writer’s, for instance, the date 
of the arrival of the Babito (1U09-H|.36) was corroborated 
by Oliver’s conclusions on the disappearance of the 

Bacwezi which were based on archaeological excavations,

1, By knowing the kings who reigned in Bunyoro at the time 
the events occurred, one could get fairly absolute 
dates,

2, See R. Oliver, ”A Question about the Bacwezi”, Uganda 
Journal, Vol, 11 No, 2, 1953. His conclusions were 
based on excavations carried out at Bigo Hill. Oliver 
is of the opinion that the Bacwezi disappeared in the 
very early part of the fifteenth centuiy. Also
J, B. Webster, Tentative Chronology for the Lwo, places 
the establishment of the Babito at lij.09-li4.36.

xix
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The date of Palwo migration to Acholi and other areas 
was also supported by evidence from areas to which they 
migrated and by Nyakatura. 1 2 These tend to add some validity 
to Oliver’s formula and point to the near-accuracy of dates 
arrived at by using the formula.

One other peculiar thing about this study is the
unusually long period, Uj.00-1911, which it attempts to
cover. The factors which were responsible for the
dearth of material on the Palwo have been mentioned. In
the circumstances, perhaps the most convenient way of
writing a meaningful history of the Palwo is to focus on
their rivalry with the Bantu for the control of the
empire of Kitara. The rivalry during which the Palwo
were compelled to move from place to place and sought to
use factors of religion and economy to achieve their aim,
spread over five centuries. Any attempt to concentrate
on one section of this period to the neglect of others
will result in an unbalanced picture of the Palwo. It
seems the most convenient way of writing a coherent history

oof this numerically Insignificant but historically important

1. Webster dates the arrival at Agago at 1720-1760 
see J. B. Webster, Migration and settlement of the 
Inter lacustrine Region, Maura Garry also dates the 
arrival of ike Palwo at Pajule to 1706-1760. See 
Maura Garry, The Settlement of Pa.jule and the Failure
of Palwo centra'l'lsaiion.' tfalcerereSeminar 'Paper No. 7. 1971.

2, For instance the total population of Palwo*s county 
of Kibanda in 1959 was 12,628, See B. W. Langlands,
The Population Geography of Bunyoro District. Makersre 
Geography Occasional Paper N o . 3 5 , 1971, p. 6.
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group is to focus on their activities during the whole 

of the five centuries.

Yet another peculiarity of this exercise is that 
until chapter four, no particular area was demarcated as 
the home of the Palwo (P&lwoland) - hence the use of 

"Northern Bunyoro". This is because it was not until 
C.1830 that they settled permanently in Northern Bunyoro. 
Hitherto they had cause to move from one territory to 

another.
The title "Political History" has been chosen because 

the struggle for the control of an empire is essentially 
a political act. However, this is not to say that the 

five centuries with which we shall be concerned is full 

of political events to the neglect of other issues, not

ably religion and economics. But as far as the writer 
is concerned in this study, religious and economic factors 
are important and relevant only in terms of their political 
significance. The importance of Palwo gods lay in their 
contribution to the success of the Palwo in undermining 

the authority of the Bantu "usurpers". The economic boom 

is Important only for the encouragement it gave to the 
Palwo in their attempt to defeat their opponents. Throughout 
the five centuries one will not fail to notice that the 
overriding issue was the political struggle for the control 
of Bunyoro-Kitara empire.
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The writer has chosen to write Lwo and Palwo in

spite of the fact that some earlier writers have spelt the
two torts in slightly different ways, 1 Lwo and Palwo

are written as such because the inhabitants of Palwo’s
county of Kibanda pronounce and write like that. Ogot

also suggested that the Alur, Padhola, and Kenya Luo have
undergone certain morphological changes idilch are lacking

2in the Acholl, Lango, and Palwo, This perhaps explains 
the differences in which these two groups of Nilotes 
pronounce and write "Lwo*. It is perhaps worth noting 
that even Ogot who writes Luo for the entire group writes 
"Palwo” for this branch of the Lwo, Moreover most writers 

on the Lwo of Uganda^ write Lwo for the entire group and 

Palwo for those in Northern Bunyoro,

1. (a)

(D)

J, P, Crazzolara, 
Verona, 1950-1954.
B. A. Ogot, on.clt

h lit.ffl»

2, Ibid,, p. 32,
3. J. B. Webster and others; The Central Lwo during the 

Aconya, In Press with East African Literature Bureau,
R. S. Anywar, Acoli ki ker Megi (The Acholi and Their 
Chiefdome). Eagle Press, Kampala, 1954. Translated 
by P, Odyomo,
J, Onyongo-ku-Odango, The Early History of the Central 
Lwo. Typescript, Makerere University Kampala, 1971.
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CHAPTER I
PALWO ORIGIN. MIGRATION AND SETTLEMENT 

IN PAWIR C.1UCO-1571

The Palwo are a branch of the Lwo. A discussion of their 
early history should therefore begin with an insight into 
the origin and migration of the Lwo* Available literature 
Indicates that the Lwo along with the Nuer and Didinga con

stituted the Nilotic racial group.1 2 The question of their 
original homeland has so far defied any satisfactory solution,

Crazzolara places the Nilotic cradleland around the Bahr-el-
2Qhazal region in the present-day Republic of Sudan, Odongo

1. There are two accounts of the migration of the Lwo from 
their cradleland (1) J, P. Crazzolara, on.cit.
(2) J. Onyago-ku-Odongo, on.cit.
The exercise on pp, 1-4 is an attempt to fuse the two 
accounts, the contents of which are basically the same 
especially with regards to splits, quarells and division, 
but which differ greatly in details i,e. names of places 
and personalities involved in the issues. For Instance, 
Odongo and Crazzolara differ on where the cradleland was, 
and the route followed by the migrants. While Crazzolara 
tends to postulate a straight north to south movement, 
Odongo postulates a movement from north to east of 
present Palwoland. They however agree that there were 
splits but differ as to where they occurred. The popular 
’spear and bead story* is the same in structure but as 
to who was involved and where it occurred, they have 
different opinions. In reciting the story, the writer has 
chosen to present the personalities mentioned by 
Crazzolara because some of the names mentioned by 
Crazzolara were also mentioned by Palwo informants.

2, Crazzolara, on.cit.. p, 31.
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claims that it was on the western shores of Lake Rudolf, 

Wherever it migfrt have been, a combination of the factors of 

over-population, shortage of pastureland, and hostility of 
their neighbours compelled the Lwo to leave the place. Ogot
suggests that the Lwo left the Nilotic cradleland at c.1000

2 3A.D, Odongo also arrived at the same conclusion. In view
of Odongo's corroboration, Ogot's date seems convincing.

The migration of the Lwo into Uganda featured seri es
of quarells and disagreements during which one branch after
another broke from the main bulk to settle at different
places. One of such separations was at Wipac where, as

Crazzolara records, one Dimo led a group away in a southernly

direction.^ Prom Wipac, other Lwo groups went to settle at

different places. The Padibe went towards Baar, the Patiko

moved towards the Nile, and Nyimur Alur crossed the Nile

and moved to present-day West Nile District. Other minor
separations occurred until the group reached an area called
Pubungu,

While Crazzolara seems to trace the north-western 

migration route of the Lwo, Odongo concentrates upon the 
north-eastern route. The Lwo, according to Odongo, moved 1 2 3 4

1. Onyago-ku-Odongo, on, clt.
2. Ogot, op, cit.i p. hi.
3. Odongo arrived at the same date while carrying out his 

research Independent of that of Ogot.
4. Crazzolara, op, cit.« p, 38.

- 2 -
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from Lake Rudolf to a place called Tekidi, which may have 
been in the Ogill mountains of Agoro region. In Tekidi, there 
was a split given in terms of 'the spear and head story' 1 2 in 
which one group moved west to the Nile and settled in Pawir 
and another headed south towards Nyanza. Putting the tradi
tions of Odongo and Crazzolara together, it is possible that 
the first Lwo settlements in Pawir came out of both the 
eastern and western wings of Lwo migration. However, there 
is conflict in the 'spear and bead quarell' as narrated by 
both authors. Crazzolara argues that this quarell took place 
at Pubungu, while Odongo argues that it was at Tekldi.

According to Crazzolara, Pubungu occupies a unique 
position in the history of Lwo migration and in the evolution 
of the Palwo, Alur and Acholl. The traditions of origin of 
Acholl and Alur stress the arrival of the whole group of 
migrating Lwo at Pubungu* "It is therefore, the most

oprominent place in the history of the Lwo of Uganda". At 
Pubungu, there was a debate as to whether the migrating Lwo 
groups should continue marching southwards, or settle per
manently at that spot which looked so conducive to human

1, For the details of the story see pp. 1+-3 of this chapter.
2, Crazzolara, The Lwoo Part Is Migrations, p. 59.
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settlement. Most of the migrants were weary of the seemingly 
endless journey to an unknown destination. Some were however 
pushed on by the spirit of adventure and favoured a continued 
march. Thus, there was a disagreement which can be said to 
have been partly responsible for the break-up of the Lwo 
at Pubungu.

If Pubungu was described as conducive to human settle
ment, Tekidi was also said to be a fertile mountainous area 
inhabited by a people called Muru who were so friendly to 

the incoming Lwo that a great deal of contact and inter

marriage occurred between the two groups.'*' Pubungu or Tekidi 

was however not destined to be the final resting place of 

the Lwo. Apart from the disagreement earlier mentioned, a 
more important reason for the break-up of the settlement
was, according to Odongo and Crazzolara, the quarell over

2the "lost spear and tile swallowed bead”. Both writers 

relate the same story but differ in the names of the per
sonalties involved. According to Crazzolara, the quarell 
was among the sons of Olum, the leader of the migrating Lwo. 
Olum had three sons, Nyipir, Tilfool and Labongo. Nyipir one 
day used Tilfool’s spear to attack an elephant which escaped 1 2

1, See Crazzolara, on. cit.. p, 59 and Odongo, op. clt.
2. Ibid.
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with the spear hanging cm its body, Tilfool insisted on 

having hack his own spear and refused all substitutes, Nyipir 

had to go into the forest to look for the spear. He was 

fortunate to meet a woman who gave him not only the exact 

spear he was looking for, but also some beads and millet. 

Nyipir returned his brother’s spear - but not without bitter

ness for having compelled him to risk his life in search of 
it. Sometime afterwards, Tilfool’s son was playing with 

Nyipir*s beads and swallowed them, Nyipir saw this as an 
opportunity to revenge against Tilfool for his uncompromising 

attitude over the spear. He insisted on having back his exact 

beads and the child’s belly had to be ripped open. The child 

died shortly afterwards. These incidents created such ani

mosity that it became clear that the brothers could not 

continue living together. Tilfool was reported to have 

crossed the River Nile and settled in the forest where 

Nyipir had recovered his spear. He, according to Crazzolara, 

became the ancestor of the Alur, Nyipir went in another 

direction. At this point Labongo who was said to have 

accompanied his two brothers had to return to Kilak and, 

with his supporters, he settled in present-day Acholi land. 
Olum, the father of the quarelling brothers led the remaining 

Lwo towards Bunyoro. They were said to have arrived at
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Chope1 2 where they settled. ’The dispute* was also said to

have caused a large exodus of population fran Tekidl to the
2Kile area, Pakwac and Pawir , The branch of the Lwo who 

settled in Pawir became known as the Palwo, Since Pawir was 

the earliest and most important of the territories esta

blished in the region, all those who later came to settle 

in the area west and south of Pawir were also known as the 

Palwo,

It has been necessary to relate the story of the quarell 
because of its relevance to the origin of the Palwo. Except 

for the Palwo of Pa^ao, every other section of the Palwo 

community ascribe their origin to the quarell over the lost 

spear and swallowed bead even though with some variations 

as to the place, time, and personalities involved. Because

1, The word * Chops’ is the other name by which the Palwo 
is known. It was said to have originated from a visit 
to the Palwo by some Banyoro at a time when the men were 
out in the farms. On meeting only women the visitors 
asked for the men and they were told Chope-pe HCho" 
meaning ’man’ ’pe* meaning ’none*. The a m  then began 
to be known as ’Chope’ the people being Bachope (Muchope 
singular). The people resent this name and insist on 
being addressed as Palwo. Unfortunately, however, the 
term Chope has gained such currency that even their 
fellow Lwo refer to them as Bachope e.g. Odongo,

2. Odongo, on. cit.
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the story is popular among many Lwo groups, even those as 
far apart as the Boor and Kisumu, Crazzolara has suggested 
that the story is not of Lwo hut of Madi origin,1 2 The Madi 
are a group who occupied a considerable part of the terri

tories along which the Lwo passed in the course of their 

migration* In some areas, the Lwo absorbed the Madi while 

in others, the Lwo were compelled to abandon the Madi 
settlements and moved further. The result is that various 
branches of the Lwo are separated by Madi-speaking people. 

On the basis of the fact that the Madi were the pre-Lwo 
inhabitants of most of the area now occupied by the Lwo, 

Crazzolara thinks that the "lost spear and swallowed bead”
story was of Madi origin and was only taken over by the Lwo

2when they met and absorbed the Madi.
However, Crazzolara’s contention seems not to be 

supported by available evidence. For instance, the inhabi
tants of Pajao (one of the later Palwo chlefdoms) are of 
Madi origin. They came to Northern Bunyoro from Madi-lula 
and their present Lwo language still has some Madi accents,'

1. Crazzolara, op, cit., p* 6l,
2. Ibid,

3* The origin of the Pajao will be discussed fully in 
chapter II, pp, 36-37 below.
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These people are completely Ignorant of the lost spear and 
swallowed head story. They are not even familiar with the 
places and personalities connected with the incident. There
fore, since the Lwo are very familiar with the story and the 
people who are of Madi origin are not aware of it, one is 
inclined to agree with A.C.A. Wright who argued that ’’the 
fact that the story was of sufficiently dramatic nature to 
have imposed itself on the imagination of Lwo people as far 
apart as those of Boor, Wau, and Kisumu shows that it is of 
Lwo origin”.*

Granted that the story is of Lwo origin, the question 
of where the quarell occurred needs to be looked into. 
According to the traditions supplied by Crazzolara, the
quarell over the lost spear and swallowed bead occurred at

2Pubungu. Pubtmgu is the area presently known as Pakwac in 
Uganda's west Acholi district. The story of the quarell is 
known to, and used to explain the origin of all Lwo groups 
including the Boor. But the Boor were one of the first groups 
to separate from the main bulk of the migrating Lwo. They 
live in the Sudan and did not come as far south as Pubungu. 1 2

1, A.C.A. Wright, ”Lwo Migrations: A review” Uganda Journal, 
vol. 16, no. 1, 1952, p. 83,

2, Crazzolara, op. clt.« p. 59.
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If It Is true that the story is not only known to, hut also

used to explain the origin of the Boor,1 2 3 one begins to doubt

whether the incident occurred at Pubungu. It must have been

in a place as far north as, if not farther than, the Sudan
where the Boor live. Moreover, Pubungu is so near to where
the Palwo now live that if the incident really occurred there,

the Palwo wouia not have hesitated to mention it. But no
single Palwo informant said that the quarell occurred in
Pubungu. Instead places farther north including the Sudan 

2were mentioned as the scene of the quarell. It is cm this 
basis that one is prone to accept Odongo's reasoning that 
the spear and bead quarell occurred when the Lwo were still 
living together (most likely in the Sudan) and before they 
were widely dispersed. Thus It was passed down among all the 

Lwo and often employed to explain later separations.^

If the spear and bead story was invented by the Lwo to 
explain their dispersal, they have done nothing peculiar.

Other groups have engaged in similar practice. For

1. Ibid., pp. 113-112*.

2. Isaya Byewarjom P.H.T. 91, Chopelwor, 5/8/71. Francis 
Kirube, P.H.T, 108 Mutunda 16/9/71. Antonio Onyuru 
P.H.T. 107 Mutunda 15/9/71. Other places like North 
Africa, Libya were suggested,

3. Odongo, op. cit.
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instance, the Yoruba of Nigeria explain their dispersal in 

terms of the decision of the sons of Oduduwa (the ancestor) 
to separate and establish their authority in different areas.1 

The ’common consent story’ is believed to have been invented 

to justify their separation. The real cause of the separation 

might have been one, or a combination of the factors of over

population, quarells among brothers, or the desire to move 

into new areas. In the case of the Lwo, the spear and bead 

story might have been invented to serve the same purpose as

the common consent story of the Yoruba • The cause of the 
separation might have been a result of one, or the combination

of factors of overpopulation, shortage of pastureland, and 
hostility of their neighbours. In any case, whether the

quarell occurred or not, most of the Palwo groups trace 
their origin to it.

The Palwo settled at the northern extreme of present- 
day Bunyoro district. Their place of settlement includes the

area containing the Murchison Palls National Park and Kibanda 
County, The former Palwo county of Kihukya was converted into
the present-day Murchison Palls National lurk after the Palwo 
had been forced to leave the ares in 1911 by the Colonial

Government, The Palwo first came to this area either during 
the late fourteenth or early fifteenth century. They did not

all settle under one single authority but in what mi$it be

1, For details on the History of the Yoruba see S, Johnson, 
The History of the Yoruba from the Earliest Times to the 
Beginning of the British Protectorate (C .M. s.. Lagos 
1921),
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called chiefdome governed by whoever happened to be selected 

as leader or whoever led the respective migration groups 

into the area and usually addressed as ’rwhot’,^ Seven of 

these entities namely Pawir, Koc, Kisona, Kisoga, Paitwol, 

Munyai and Pa;Jao could be identified. In fact most writers 

refer to the whole area as Pawir, regardless of the fact 

that it was only the oldest of the Palwo chlefdoms, This is 

not to deny the fact that Pawirfs Influence was spread to 
other areas by its Inhabitants who went to establish chief- 

dome in these places. Indeed so great was the influence of 

Pawir that Its emergence must now be discussed.

Emergence of Pawir

Pawir elders ascribe their origin to a quarell over

the lost spear and swallowed bead but with some variation
oin details. In their version, the bead had been swallowed 

before the elephant was speared, Labongo whom Crazzolara 

presented as being relatively uninvolved in the quarell was 1 2

1, The word chiefdom has been used for the sake of conve
nience, They could also be called princlpalties or even 
kingdoms. After all, the head was a man called rwhot 
which literarlly translated, means king. Kingdom is not 
used in order to avoid confusion with Bunyoro-Kitara 
Kingdom of which the area inhabited by the Palwo was
an integral part.

2, P.H.T. 91> as previously cited.
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said to be the one who had been uncompromising over his bead 
and had to go into the jungle to look for the elephant he 

had struck with Nylpir's spear. After returning the spear, 
he collected his close relatives and separated from the main 

group, Nyawir, as the aunt of Labongo, was the eldest member 
of this group and was said to have taken an active part in 

deciding the routes to be followed by the migrants. Labongo 

died in the course of the migration and Nyawir assumed 
leadership. The migrating Lwo later arrived at a place called 
Aweehi, named after one of them who decided to stay there 
because his wife was at the point of being delivered of a 
baby and therefore could no longer continue marching. The 
others kept on moving and arrived at Kamdini situated in present- 
day Lango district. Some of them decided to cross the River 
Nile and settled on the opposite side. Others chose to go as 
far as Kidilandi. Between Kamdini and Kidllandl, the migrating 

Palwo were said to have been subjected to attacks by the 
people living in these areas. Their cattle were raided and 

some of them were physically assaulted whenever they resis

ted the cattle raid. At Kidilandi, a king named Arum, after 

whoa Kartuaa Palls was believed to have been named, was 

exercising authority, Some of the Palwo chose to stay with 

him, Nyawir and the majority of the migrants crossed the 

Nile and decided to stop at Bedmot which became more or less
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the capital settlement. She chose Bedmot because of its 
fertility arising from its proximity to the river. Added to 
this was the fact that the majority of the migrants had 
become exhausted after crossing the Nile. Bedmot and the 
surrounding area where this first group of Pal wo migrants 

stayed was later known as Pawir in memory of Nyawlr.
Probably as a result of the attacks they had suffered 

from some of the people they came across in the course of 
their migration, Nyawir was ever exhorting the Pawlri to be 

vigilant lest they might suddenly be deprived of their land. 
They built their fenced huts near -the Nile and experienced 

a short period of famine before the crops they planted 
were ready for harvest. In consequence of this famine, the 

Lwo learnt how to eat the fish. According to tradition, the 
Lwo did not know the art of fishing or the food value of 
fish until this time. The tradition of how the Lwo learnt 
how to eat fish which seems to be an explanation of what 
common sense dictates is as follows: On one occasion, 
some of the children went to fetch water. The calabash 
with which one of them was trying to take water from 

the river caught some fishes. Being unfamiliar objects 
to them, the children took the fishes to their parents. A 

Palwo woman suspected that the objects might be fit for
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consumption.* She offered to cook and eat the fishes. Her 
survival or death would dictate whether or not the objects 

were fit for human consumption. She survived and from then 
fishing became a popular occupation. By the time fish became 

recognised as an item of food, the crops planted were already 

yielding good harvests. Life became easier, and as the popu
lation Increased, the people moved from Bedmot to colonise 
sorrounding areas. New settlements like Tochl and Karawong 
emerged. These settlements were usually headed by members 
of Nyawir’s clan, the Dukeno, As these settlements were still 
within the chiefdo® of Pawlr, they remained surbodinate 
to the authority of the king of Pawlr, But Pawir and the new 
settlements that emerged from it were located within the 
Bunyoro-Kitara empire thaa ruled by a dynasty called the 
Bacwezl. It was from the Bacwezi that the Palwo took control 

of the Kitara empire for some time. At this point It is 

necessary to discuss the Bacwezi in order to understand 
Palwo struggle with them for the control of Kitara.

The Bacwezi and the Palwo of Pawlr

Who the Bacwezi were is very difficult to say. 1

1. Ibid
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Huntingford and Ingham1 suggest that they were Hamites.
2Crazzolara believes that the Bahima (a pastoral group in 

southern Uganda) were one people with the Bacwezi and all 
of them were Lwo. It was these conquering Lwo vtfio were first 
known as the Bacwezi, and then later as the Bahinda of Ankole 
and the Batutsi of Rwanda, He strengthens his argument by 
pointing out that the drums, spears, bows, arrows and 
calabash found among the Bacwezi kings were Lwo articles, 
Nyakatura's starjr^ of the Bacwezi inviting their brothers 
from the north to step into their shoes when they were com
pelled to disappear seems to buttress Crazzolara's conten
tion, Oliver, however, dismisses Nyakatura's story of the 
disappearance of the Bacwezi as an attempt to supply a 
fictitious continuity between the Babito dynasty and its 
predecessors. Basing his argument on Ankole tradition 
supplied by Katate, he says that the Bacwezi emerged not 1 2 3

1, G. W. Huntingford, "The Peopling of the Interior of East 
Africa by its modern inhabitants in R. Oliver and G. 
Mathews**, (Eds.) History of Bast Africa, Vol, 1 (Oxford 
Clarendon London 1963), p. S6 and K. Ingiam "Some Aspects 
of the History of Western Uganda”, Uganda Journal, Vol, 21, 
No. 1, 1957.

2, Crazzolara, op, cit.# pp. 94-97, 102-103.
3, Nyakatura, op, cit,. pp, 32-34.
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from the north hut from the south. "First emerging as royal
clan among the Batutsi aristocracy, they extended their

author!ty to the north up to the Nils area. This northern
extension of their empire was checked hy the advance of the
Nilotic Luo’1 2 3.1 Far from the Bacwezi voluntarily inviting
their brothers Babito to succeed them, Oliver argues that
"the earthworks to the north of their capital at ?Jubende
and Mtusi stand as evidence of their intention to defend

2their territories against the Nilotic invaders". Karugire 
thinks that Crazzolara’s view of the Lwo origin of the 

Bacwezi is mistaken because "although it is now generally 

accepted that the ruling house of Bunyoro was descended from 

the Lwo-speaking peoples, there is no evidence at all to 
adduce the same for the royal families of Rwanda and Nkore".^ 

Moreover, the fact that the Bacwezi were said to be light 
skinned and the Lwo were unusually black weakens the 

argument that the Bacwezi were Lwo. Even Odongo who is not 

slow in claiming credit for the Lwo does not claim that the

1. R. Oliver, "A Question about the Bacwezi", loc. cit.

2. Ibid,
3. 8, Karugire, Foundation and Development of the Western 

Kingdoms. Makerere Seminar Paper, No. 21, 1971/72.
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Bacwezl were Lwo. it therefore seems difficult to accept 
Crazzolara’s claim that the Bacwezl were Lwo,

However, the fact that no one is sure of the origin of 
the Bacwezl is not sufficient justification for wrlgley to 
dismiss them as "imaginary gods rather than m e n " T h e  
Bacwezi did exist and ruled over the Kitara empire* Opinions 
differ on the period they were said to have ’’disappeared". 
Oliver’s view that they disappeared in the fifteenth century
seems most convincing, having as it were, the force of

2archaeological excavations behind it. Bawlr traditions agree 
with Oliver’8 story that the Bacwezi at the time of their 
disappearance were extending their rule northwards to the 
Nile, The Bacwezi, according to the Pawir informants, came 
to Nyawir's palace and got Nyawir and her people to accept 
them as rulers. The Bacwezi gave Nyawir royal Instruments 
such as drums, stools, spears and beads. The Bacwezi taufgit 
Nyawir how to organize her territory and collect tribute. 
Thereafter Nyawir paid tribute twice yearly to the Bacwezi, 1 2 3

1. C, C. Wrlgley, "Borne Thou^its on the Bacwezl",
Uganda Journal, Vol. 22, No, 1, 1959,

2. R, Oliver, "A Question about the Bacwezi", loc.cit.
3. leaya Byewarjo, Chopelwor, P.H.T., 92, 17/8/71.
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the first during the harvest season sad the second during
the empango festival. Nyawlr also retained a portion of 
the tribute for herself, she sent the harvest tributes 
through her lieutenants such as Uyo and Dadao Rucho who, 
in return, received gifts from the Bacwezi kings. But 
Nyawlr was always physically present at the Bacwezi capital 
during the empango festival. The empango was the celebration 

marking the anniversary of the Omukama’s accession. It 
was an occasion for the provincial representatives to 
demonstrate their loyalty and obedience to the Omukama.
Other representatives of the Bacwezi ’central’ administration 

were also present. It seems the Bacwezi had established 
some centralized authority over Kitara empire before the Palwo 

came. It is pertinent to examine the nature of this 
political organization.

Kitara Political Structure

The Kitara empire was a hierarchically organised state 
with the Omukama at the apex of the pyramid of authority and 
a number of appointed officials and village headmen at its 
base. With a widely dispersed population, poor communication 
and simple technology, it was impossible to establish and 
maintain a hi#i concentration of political power. The 
Omukama therefore conferred authority on some people to rule 
on his behalf. There seems to have been two administrative
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systems in Kitara, Metropolitan Bunyoro, the central core 
of the Kitara empire, was divided into Sazas and ruled by 
princely appointees of the Omukama. In these places, for 
example Bugahya, KyaJ® and Muwenge, the office of the Saza was 
not hereditary. The Omukama could replace the princes with 
any of their brothers* But In the peripheral states such as 
Pawlr, Buhweju and Buzimba which had previously been inde
pendent, but were by one way or the other brought to acknow
ledge the suzerainty of the Abakan®, the local chiefs con
tinued to rule and were succeeded by their descendants. The 
Omukama*s suzerainty was however acknowledged by the payment 
of tributes,1 This system of incorporating already estab
lished states into the empire by making the local rulers 
serve as their representatives seemed to have paved the way 
for larger political units during the Bacwezi era. It partly 
explains the vast extent of the Kitara empire.

In both of these administrative areas, the rulers 
whether local and hereditary, or princely appointees, were 
more or less, micro kings exercising wide executive and 
Judicial powers. The Bacwezi kingdom of Kitara thus looked 
like a loose association of semi independent states ruled

1, Carole Buchanan; The Bacwezi Cult; Religious Revolution 
in Western Uganda, Makerere Seminar Paper (unnumbered) 
19^9.
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by princes or local rulers and loosely connected with the 
capital through the payment of tributes and attendance at 
empango festivals. Though it might be loose, the fact is 

that the Bacwezi evolved and maintained a system of rule in 
the Kitara empire. This system was also adopted by their 

Babito (Palwo) successors.
The above perhaps justifies Oliver's declaration that 

”The political legacy of the Bacwezi </to the Palwo/ involved 
a system of administrative officialdom accustomed to ruling 

small districts as the local representative of a centralised 
nation”.’3' This statement tends to give the impression that 
the Palwo of Fawir learned the notion of kingship from the 
Bacwezi. It seems that they had no idea of kingship before 
coming to Kitara. But this is not true. The political system 
in Pawir before the coming of the Bacwezi could not be 
described as segmentary. When after settling at Bedmot, the 
population increased to the point where some people migrated 
to other areas such as Tochi and Kwarong, Syawir took care 
to appoint members of her own Dukeno clan to exercise 

authority over them, Dadao Rucho who ruled at Tochi returned 

regularly to Bedmot to offer tributes of foodstuffs to Nyawir. 1

1. Oliver, ”A Question about the Bacwezi”, loc. clt
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Legal cases were also referred from Tochl and Kwarang to 
Nyawir for settlement.'*' The system of kingship and centralised 

government among the Palwo of Pawir might not have been as 
elaborate as that of the Bacwezi who ruled a much wider area 
but the Palwo were not unfamiliar with the idea of centralised 

rule, Baewewi’s instructions to Hyawir were pertiaps an 
elaboration of an idea already familiar. It would be wrong 
to assume that it was the Bacwezi who instructed the Lwo in 
the ideas of kingship.

Where and when one migit ask did the Lwo acquire the 
idea of kingship and centralised government? A.C.A. Wrigit 

suggests the probability that at some point in their south

ward migration, toe Lwo came in contact with the Hamltes too 

had an elaborate kingship ritual toich showed traces of 
Meroitlc cultural influence. Contact was followed by inter
marriage with the Lwo* "The Lwo legend of Ocak, the milk 

drinker, a ligit coloured stranger, who seduced the Lwo girl 
Kilak from whom sprang Nyambongo founder of the Babito 
dynasty" is, in his opinion, the traditional justification 
of these events. This mixed marriage is said to have taken 1

1, Isaya Byewarjo, Chopelwor, P.H.T., 93» 18/8/71.
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place in the Atura-Pakwach-Nimule triangle at a time when 
there were Hamitic movements between western Abyssinia and 
Uganda.1

Another proof of the fact that the Lwo had had ideas 
of kingship before coming in contact with the Bacwezl is the 
fact that Rukidi founder of the Babito dynasty was said to 
be the son of a Lwo king Oweny and a woman from the pastora- 
list Bahlma group* In fact, Odongo supplied a Lwo king list 
which showed that since c.1000 some formal leadership tradi
tion had been existing among them. In c.1193-1220, during the 
reign of Rwot Opii, the Lwo state became more centralised,
The king in addition to his secular powers was also conferred

owith religious powers. The Lwo who later on had cause to 
settle in other areas adopted the system which operated 

under Rwot Opii, Among these Lwo groups were those in 
Pawlr and Alur,^ Thus Nyawir, the leader of the Lwo in 

Pawir, seems to have inherited ideas of kingship from her 
ancestors. However, much as ideas of kingship were not new 

to Nyawir, It is clear that it was the Bacwezi who first 
gave her a drum and this instrument was likely new to her 
and her people, 1 2 3

1, A.C.A. Wright, on, clt.
2, Odongo, op, clt,
3, Ibid,
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Some years after the Bacwezi had visited her, Nyawir 
was said to have disappeared in a rather mysterious manner. 
One version of the story as supplied by oral tradition says 
that one morning when the people went to pay her a visit in 
the palace, they found a big hole around the place and gra
dually the palace and everything inside including Nyawir 
began to sink in the hole. People were surprised but there 
was nothing they could do,* Another version by Crazzolara 
describes Nyawir as being one of the two wives of Olum Panya 
the leader of the migrating Lwo who were sent to Bunyoro by 
their husband to wait for him at appointed places, Olum 
promised to come later and take them with him to his new 
residence. Nyawir happened to be by the side of a cattle 
water hole when she heard that her husband had passed by 
without caring for her. She fell into the water hole from
heart-break and disappeared together with her attendants,

2her cattle and all her property, The story of a human being 
disappearing or sinking into a hole seems difficult to 
believe. May be the circumstances surrounding Nyawir’s death 
was not such that the Palwo informants can account for or 
be proud of. The story of Nyawir's disappearance into the 1 2

1, P.H.T., 93, as previously cited,
2, Crazzolara, op, clt., p* 111.
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hole might have been an attempt by tha Palwo to create an 
aura of respect for their hereditary ancestor and perhaps 
a justification for deifying her.

The choice of Uyo e.114.36 as successor to Nyawir was 
almost automatic,1 Apart from having been Nyawir's principal 
adviser and chief executive, he was virtually ths oldest 

man in Pawir at the time of Nyawir's death. He was crowned 

ceremoniously. Nine days of mourning were observed after 
Nyawir*s disappearance. On the tenth day, Uyo was made to 

sit on Nyawir's stool, wore her garments, and was handed 
the drums, spear and beads hitherto used by Nyawir. Lakturn 

and other elders spoke at the ceremony advising him to follow 

the footsteps of his predecessor, Uyo was later on taken to 

the Bacwezi for introduction.
It was during Uyo's reign that some kind of reverence 

began to be paid to Nyawir's memory, One of Nyawir's child
ren, Okelo Nyawir, was told in a dream that the Pawiri 
should start offering sacrifice to Nyawir at the spot where 
she had disappeared. Okelo Nyawir assumed the role of the 
chief priest whenever the sacrifice was offered, usually 
at the beginning of the planting season. Failure to offer

1, P.H.T., 91, as previously cited.
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the sacrifice could result in famine. Goats were slaughtered 
and eaten, and plenty of beer was consumed at that spot 
where Nyawir disappeared. People ate and drank as much as 
they could, leaving behind the remains including the pots 
used for cooking. It was believed that Nyawir used to con
sume whatever food and drink was left.*

Uyo and Nyawir were both members of the Dukeno clan.
They were, however, not of the same family. In fact, Uyo 
seemed to have represented the head of anothe r Important 
segment of the clan. The succession of Uyo and the worship 
of Nyawir suggest that the descendants of Nyawir assumed a 
religious role when they lost their political authority.
That such a thing is possible has been indicated by Rennie

oin his paper on Rwanda. Furthermore, Odongo has shown that 
in the kingdom of Puranga, the original dynasty held both 
religious and secular powers. When that dynasty was replaced, 
there was a separation of functions, the old royal family 
becoming the hereditary chief priest and the new royal family 
having authority only over political matters,^ The same holds 1 2 3

1. P,H.T., 92, as previously cited,
2. J. K. Rennie, The Pre-Colonial History of Rwanda. 

Makerere Seminar Paper, No. 11, 1971/72.
3. Odongo, op, cit.
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true for the empire of Kitara where the displaced Bacwezi 
rulers began to be worshipped after their disappearance and 
the new Babito rulers attempted to legitimise their rule by 
the worship of Wamara, the last of the Bacwezi. Among the 
examples above, there is an important difference. In the case 
of Nyawlr and the Bacwezi, the spirits of the departed dynasty 
actually assumed the role of gods while in the case of Puranga 
the old dynasty merely formed the chiefly family ministering 
to an already established divine oracle.

Some time during Uyo’s reign, the people of Pawir passed 
through a very difficult period. A small pox epidemic claimed 
the lives of many. Then, there was an outbreak of famine.
The harvests were poor and even the Toehi river failed to
provide fish. The situation was so bad that Uyo could not be

2paid the annual tributes by hie subjects. As a result, he 
in turn failed to meet his annual tribute obligation to the 
Bacwezi. The Bacwezi did not, and perhaps could not, make 
any effort to compel Uyo to do what was expected of him. 1 2

1, Carole Buchanan, on, clt.

2. P.H.T., 93, as previously cited.
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The appalling situation at Pawir was perhaps part of 

the general catastrophe -which overtook the whole of the 

Bacwezi kingdom of Kitara shortly before the advent of the 
Babito. Nyakatura1 explains the misfortune of the Bacwezl 
as a consequence of the rudeness of Wamara's wives to Kantu, 

an old man, but a blood friend of, and diviner to, the last 
Mucwezi Omukaraa. Kantu was said to have come to Wamara’s 
palace at a time when the Omukama was preparing to go out 
hunting. Wamara however ordered one of his servants to take 
Kantu to his wives and be given whatever he wanted. The 
Omukama*s wives not only refused to give him water for which 
he asked, but also forcefully pushed him out where he was 
trampled upon by the king’s cattle, Kantu was said to have 
cursed the Bacwezl, Thereafter, there followed a period of 

decentralisation and fragmentation punctuated by famine and 
disease all over the Kitara Kingdom, The Bacwezi lost the 

respect and admiration people had for them. Putting the 

Pawir traditions together with those in Kitara, it seems that 

there is a general agreement that the end of the Bacwezi

1. Nyakatura, op, clt,t pp. 27-29. There are several
versions of the story of the disappearance of the Bacwezi, 
All of them point to unfavourable political and economic 
situation as the cause. It is only Nyakatura who 
describes the reasons for the political and economic 
decay. Among the Palwo and Banyoro parties to a blood 
friend pact agree to help each other in time of need.
It is believed that anybody who directly offends his 
blood-friend will meet with some misfortune.
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dynasty was accompanied by a severe famine and epidemic. The 
famine had an effect on the political history of Kitara. It 
led to the replacement of the Bacwezi with the Babito as 
rulers of the empire.

Arrival of the Babito

It was during a period of famine when Uyo was still the 
rwhot at Pawir that the Babito arrived in Pawir from the 
north.^ Rukidl, a Lwo man who later became founder of 
the Babito dynasty came to Karawong (some would say Panyadoli), 
carrying a bag of porridge on which he and his companions 
fed while most people were suffering from hunger. The 
Bacwezi asked Rukidl for porridge but Rukidl would give 
it to them only in return for royal drums. The drums being 
the sacred instruments of authority were too valuable to be 1

1. Zachariah Manyuru, P.H.T. 27* 17A/71* Kings in Bunyoro- 
Kitara are supposed to have a spiritual source for their 
authority. They are bellevod to hare been given the 
power to mile by the gods. The Instrument of authority 
was the drum. By giving away the drums the Bacwezi have 
placed temporal over spiritual considerations. The 
Palwo story of the coming of Rukidl is an attempt to 
emphasize this, Rukidl in an effort to get himself 
accepted by the inhabitants of Kitara empire especially 
in the Bantu-speaking areas tried to establish a link 
between himself and the departed Bacwezi, The Babito 
were said to be spreading the story of their being 
brothers of the Bacwezi and that it was tie Bacwezi 
who invited than to take over power. They also worshipped 
spirits of the departed Bacwezi, see Carole Buchanan, 
op, cit.
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exchanged for porridge. The Bacwezi thus went away In hunger. 
Three days later, the Bacwezi could no longer hear the 
hunger and handed over the drums. By exchanging the drums 
for mere porridge, the Bacwezi committed the most sacrile
gious of sins. Tie gods were said to he angry and the already 
had condition of the empire became worse. To start with, the 
quantity of porridge proved insufficient to satisfy members 
of the household, Bar from curing their hunger, the small 
quantity only served to stimulate their appetites and pro
voked hitter quarelllng as each Individual trie! to get more. 

The gods were said to have invoked their anger and a series 

of misfortunes started befalling the Bacwezi, Strange sounds 

were heard In the palace, and many of the princes died.
Things came to a head when the palace started giving way.

The Bacwezi attempted to summon people to come to their aid 
hut having given their drums to Rukidi, there was no way of 

calling the people. The palace collapsed, many of them died, 
and those who survived disappeared in the direction of Lake 

Albert,
It can he seen that the Walwo explanation of the Bacwezi 

decline differs from that of Nyakatura, ̂  who ascribes it to

1. Nyakatura, on. clt., pp. 27-29
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failure to carry out an obligation to a blood friend. It is

perhaps an attempt to offer a religious justification for 

their eventual assumption of authority in Kitara. It may 

also be an effort to present the situation in Kitara empire 

as demanding a new set of rulers who could put an end to the 

famine the effects of which even the Bacwezi did not escape. 

Whatever might have been responsible for the decline of the 

Bacwezi, all sources agree that the Bacwezi disappeared and 
the Babito ^Lwo) took over the control of Kitara.

After the disappearance of the Bacwezi, Rukldi, the 

leader of the Lwo, established himself as king and from 

^awir he extended his influence to the Bantu-speaking southern 

province of the former Abacwezi empire of Kitara. In 

recognition of their Lwo ancestry, Bukldi and his successors 

shifted the capital back to Bawlr even when the expansion 

into the Bantu-speaking areas was still in progress.'*' Pawir 

informants recall how the inhabitants of other parts of the 

Kitara empire came to their territory to offer tributes and 

attend empango festival during the reign of Rukidi and at 

least his two immediate successors. Perhaps In an effort to 1 2

1. Zachariah Manyuru, P.H.T., 17» Kiroko, lO/lj/71.

2. e.g. Isaya Byewarjo P.H.T., 92» Chopelwor 6/8/71*
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emphasize the "Lwoness” of the dynasty, the Abakama married 

at least one Palwo woman and appointed sons born by these 

Palwo women as their successors. The names and clans of the 

mothers of the Abakama as recorded by Nyakatura in his book1 

show that many of the Abakama had Palwo mothers. The tendency 

of some Abakama to Ignore this tradition as they stayed 

longer among the Bantu was to be a source of friction between 

the Palwo and the Bantu within the Kitara empire.

It is possible to see the Palwo story of the coming of 
Rukidi as an attempt to glorify their past* The story is not 

however without evidence to establish a claim to validity. 

Pawir is in the northern extreme of the Kitara empire and 

if it is agreed that the Babito are Lwo who came to Kitara 

from the north, then it is logical to assume that they are 

Palwo. Archaeology, however, reveals that the Bacwezl capital 

was at one time in Mubende2 and other areas but nowhere in 

Pawir was mentioned as a capital. This does not invalidate 

the possibility that the Bacwezi, like most of the precolo

nial African rulers especially in Bast African kingdoms, 

were shifting their capitals and it might happen to be 1 2

1. Nyakatura, op. clt., also see Appendix for a list of 
Abakama*s wives and their origin.

2. E. C. Larning, ’’Excavations at Mubende Hill", Uganda 
Journal. Vol. 13, No. 1, 1966.
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somewhere In Pawir at the time the porridge incident occurred. 

Archaeology may one day prove this. It is also possible that 

when Rukidi came, he did not meet the real Bacwezi hut their 

agents of authority. But between the time the porridge 

incident occurred, and Rukidi*s arrival in Bunyoro, the mis

fortune which compelled the Bacwezi to disappear had already 

befallen them and Rukidi simply came to take their place.

The fact that a time lag has been alleged to exist between 

the disappearance of the Bacwezi and the appearance of the 

Babito strengthens this possibility.1

Nyakatura does not agree that the Babito are Lwo even 

though he admits that Rukidi and his men came to Kitara from 

the north and stayed with the Palwo before moving south.

But he agrees that the Babito spoke a language different 

from that of the Banyoro.2 This was probably Lwo. Nyakatura 

explains the succession of at least four Palwo Abakama 

after Rukidi not in terms of the desire of the Babito to 

preserve the Lwo exclusiveness of the Omukamaship but in 

terms of the widely recognised aggressive tendencies of the 

Palwo. According to Nyakatura, when an Omukama died, there

1. Carole Buchanan: op. clt.

2. John Nyakatura, Hoima, P.H.T. 130, 25/10/71.
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was always a struggle for succession.1 Each of the contest

ing princes was supported by the inhabitants of the areas 

from which their mothers came. The Palwo were able to impose 

their nominee on other people because a refusal to grant 

the Palwo*s request might result in their causing trouble 

within the palace. The first four Babito Abakama were buried 

in Northern Bunyoro because, according to TTyakatura, their 

capitals were situated there.
Despite Nyakatura’s view, the balance of learned opinion 

is that the Babito were Lwo. While it may be true that the 

Palwo were aggressive, it seems unlikely that they were ever 

numerous enough to continually control succession to the 

throne* At the time of the first four Babito and even in the 

later period, the Palwo element within Xitara waB small in 

relation to the Bantu. Perhaps, something more than a succe

ssful application of brute force can explain the succession 

of the Palwo to the Omukamaship. In any case, the fact that 

Rukidi, a Lwo, manipulated the Bacwezi out of the palace and 

installed himself as the Omukama, had his capital in Palwo 

territory, was buried there, and among his many sons picked 

on the one b o m  by a Palwo woman as his successor, is important. 
It showed that even if the Palwo used force to impose their

1. Ibid
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own men as Aba&ama, the force was only used to ensure that 

what seemed a well established procedure of Palwo exclusive 

right to the Bunyoro-Kitara throne was not disrupted. It 

was an attempt to uphold tradition by force if necessary.

Thus the Palwo managed to displace the Bacwezi and 

established themselves as rulers of Kitara empire. Tradition 

is silent about the events in Kitara for the next one century. 

However, the position which the Palwo had acquired enabled 
more of their men to expand in Northern Bunyoro in subse

quent centuries. The nature of this expansion will be dealt 

with in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER II
PALWO EXPANSION IN NORTHERN BUNYORO---  — c.--rfyiri7?5

As mentioned earlier, the migration of the Lwo 

into Uganda was in series. As more migrants came, Pawir 

expanded, It was as a result of Buch population increase 

that new settlements like Tochi and Kwarong emerged out
side Bedmot the capital of Pawir'1'. The process of Pawir* s 

expansion continued even after the establishment of the 

Babito dynasty. More princes of the ruling Bukeno clan 

were sent to govern these new settlements. In the period 

C.1571-1625, a famine was said to have broken up the Lwo 

settlement in Pawir. This ushered in a new period of Lwo
pmigrations . It is likely that many people left Pawir for 

other places of abode in Northern Bunyoro. However, none 

of these new territories emerged as a distinct political 

entity until the early eighteenth century. But before that 

happened, considerable expansion had been going on else

where, This expansion led to the emergence of the chiefdom 

of Pajao founded by a Madi man called Modo who settled 

among the Palwo. 1 2

1, See Chapter One p. 14 above.

2. Odongo, op. cit.
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According to tradition, Modo came from Madilula 

where he had been living with his relatives^, He left 

because of a dispute with one of his brothers called 

Kalele. One day Modo’s wife prepared a meal from Obol 

(vegetable) for the entire group, Kalele's wife with 

her husband's connivance stole the meal and used it to 

feed her family, When Modo rebuked Kalele's wife, the 

husband supported his wife. A hot exchange of words 

escalated into physical combat in which Kalele lost his 

life. Much as the clan disapproved of Kalele's behaviour, 

they felt that the offence was not of such magnitude as 

to warrant death, Modo*a sense of shame would not allow 

him to continue living with the group. He left with 

members of his household and marched towards Northern 

Bunyoro, He crossed the Nile and decided to settle at 

Bwera which later became and remained the capital of 

Pajao C. 1652-79.

Modo was taken by some of the people he met on the 

spot to the Omukama of Bunyoro-Kltara. He was well 

received. Apart from allowing Modo and his large follow

ing to settle at Bwera, the Omukama gave him instruments 

of authority such as a drum, spear, stool and beads in 1

1, Zachia Jao, Klnagarana, P.H.T., 75# 15/5/71.
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exactly the same manner as the Bacwezl had treated 

ITyawir. One of the Omukama*s wives was asked to 

accompany Modo and provide him with the necessary 

guidance in the day-to-day administration of his territory. 

This use of women as political residents appeared to 

he a common feature of Kitara's administration. For 

example, Omukama Nyarautukura Kyebambe III (1786-1835) 

sent his daughters Batebe and Mpan^a to rule on his 

behalf in the area of Kazingo and Mugusu1. Modo was 

strictly forbidden from having any sexual dealings with 

the woman. A few years after Modo had established his 
authority and extended the chiefdom beyond the immediate 

area of Bwera, the Omukama*s wife who was the political 

resident,became pregnant for Modo. Upon being informed, 

the Omukama sent his men to attack and kill Modo and members 

of his household. Modo’s body was burnt and the ahses 

were thrown into Lake /lbert.

The 'unfaithful* woman was not killed but sold in 

her pregnancy as slave to a Langi. It was at Lango 

that Kagoro, her son, was born. The prince grew up and 

regarded himself as a Langi until one day he came to 

know the story of his origin. After confirming the 

story from his mother, Kagoro decided to go back to

1. J. Wilson, op.cit
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Pajao. He took M b dog and spear, crossed the Hile, and 

went straight to meet the Omukama of Kitara. Like his 

father before him, Kagoro was well received and given the 

instruments of authority. This time no Omukama's wife was 

asked to instruct him. He returned to Bwera, beat his drum 

and the people came to pay homage.

The Pajao traditions about Modo and Kagoro probably 

reveal what they were designed to conceal; that Kagoro 

and Modo were not related. For one thing, the story of 

the coming of Kagoro from Lango does not lend itself to 

credibility. It sounds strange that a bastard son of an 

unfaithful Omukama’s wife such as Kagoro could be so well 

received and given authority to rule by the same Omukama.

It seems improbable that there was any blood relationship 

between Modo and Kagoro. In any case, "Kagoro" in the above 

story must have been a mubito. The accession of the Kagoro 

mentioned in the above story seems to mark the beginning 

of the rule of the Babito in Pa^ao. Modo and his followers 

represented a non-Lwo group who settled in Pajao with 
the permission of the Omukama. Giving Modo the instru

ments of authority and yet appointing his wife as a 

political resident to keep an eye on him suggested that 

the royal court was not entirely convinced of Modo's 

loyalty. Whether adultery was the actual offence is
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Immaterial: what is clear is that Mode was disobedient 

and was executed as punishment. The Oraukama then 

decided to bring a royal prince to rule. This was not 

only to ensure loyalty but also to emphasise Babito pre

eminence instead of Madi which Modo represented. It was 

then the fiction, which linked Kagoro with Modo in order 

to secure Kagoro's acceptance by Mode’s followers, who 

were predominantly non-Lwo, and non-Bantu, grew up.

This device of establishing an apparently fictitious 
relationship linking an old with a new dynasty was very 

common in African history, A similar story was used to 

legitimise Ndori, the new king of Rwanda in the early 

seventeenth century,'*' Both the Bahinda and likore and

Babito of Kitara sought to create fictitious relation-
2ships with the former Baewezi rulers. In Rwanda, Ndori 

was supposed to be a mysterious son of the former king 

who came from Karagwe,^ Rukldi the founder of the Babito 

claimed to have been a son of Wamara again coming from 

Bakidi, a distant place.^ In Kitara itself c.1652-1679 

the king had died childless and a female regent, Mashamba, 

took over the throne. The kingmakers finally ’found* one 

of the queens who was impregnated by the late king and 1 2

1. J. K. Rennie, on. cit.. p. 32.
2. Nyakatura, on. cit. p. 51*
3# J* K, Rennie, op. cit, p. 32. 
k, Nyakatura, op. cit.. p. 51.
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erowned her male offspring as Xyebarcte I.1 Hyakatura admits 

that some people were suspicions that Winyl, the new Icing, 
was not the son of the late king. The incident in Bunyoro 
took place only shortly before the reign of Kagoro (c.1679- 

1706) in Pa;jao, One last point needs to be made about 
Kagoro. He could not have been brought up among the 
Langi who did not leave the Otuke area until c,1780^. 
However, the reference to Langi probably refers to the 
Iseera agriculturists who were living to the north and 
east of the Pajao-Pawir area.

However, by the time of Modo’s execution, Pajao had 
grown beyond the confines of Bwera. Hew territories such 
as Change, Payuda, Alokolenga, and Kikangara had emerged 
as a result of the influx of migrants from the north.
All these new territories of Pajao were headed by men 

who later became Jaghi. Originally these Ja$ii were 
probably the pioneer leaders of settlers into the areas. 

They, however, recognised the subordinate status of their 

territories to Bwera, the capital of Pajao. Though the 
expansion of the territories took place during Modo’s 

life time, he seemed not to have interfered in their 

internal affairs, especially with regards to succession, 
so long as they recognised his suzerainty by paying

1 . Ibid.
2. JyB, Webster, Migration and Settlement in the Inter- 

layfetrine Region. Typescript. Makerere University. 1972.
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tributes* When one of the Jaghi died, the inhabitants 
of that province met to decide who should succeed, after 
which he was introduced to Modo. Succession was not 
strictly hereditary but there was always preference for 
the wisest of the late Jagho's1 sons because of his 
familiarity with the manner in which affairs were con
ducted, Modo had exercised less control over his pro
vincial Jaghi than was the custom in Pawir* This was 
probably because in Pawir, as the Chiefdom expanded, 
members of the Bukeno royal clan were appointed as the 
subordinate leaders or sub-chiefs as, for example, in 
Tochi and Kwarong, Moreover, in Pawir, the out-lying 
settlements were largely groups which had left Bedmot, 
the capital, and thus their closer attachment to the 
capital ensured their loyalty to the Rwhot, In Pajao, the 
outlying settlements were founded by diverse migrant 
groups from the north. While they recognised the supre
macy of Bwera, their attachment to the capital was in
evitably less. Therefore, they were not as loyal as those 
who left Bedmot,

The difference in the relationship between the Rwhot 
and Jaghi in Pawir and PajJao continued even after the 
death of Nyawir and Modo and became a permanent feature

1. Zachia Jao, Kinagarana, P.H.T, 75, 15/5/71*
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of their political life* Because Nyawlr appointed the 
first Jaghi at Tochi and Kwarang, the practice of Bedmot 
exercising control over succession in the provinces was 
established* Wherever a Jagho died in Pawlr, the choice 
of the successor was made by the Rwhot at Bedmot, though 
a son of the dead man was usually chosen. It was not a 
question of the inhabitants of the provinces malting the 
selection as was the case in Pajao under Modo* The 
choice was made in the capital and imposed on the provinces* 
Kagoro, Modo’s successor, was anxious to make himself 
acceptable to the people of Pa^ao. An attempt to take 
away powers from the people of the provinces would have 
militated against his acceptance. It was wise to leave 
things as they were* In spite of that, other factors 
led to crisis which brought about the fragmentation not 
only of Pajao but also of Pawir. These led to the 
emergence of other chiefdome.

Fragmenta ti on ofPawir and Pa jao and the Emergence 
of other Palwo Chiefdome

The generation following th e reign of Kagoro wit
nessed the emergence in northern Bunyoro of five chiefdorae, 
Munyai, Paitwol, Koc, Kisoga, and Kisona. It is very sig
nificant that all these chiefdoms were established in 
the period when there was an almost continuous exodus
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of Palwo out of Pawir Into Acholi. This exodus is 
believed to have been caused by the search for better 
economic and political opportunities. The period wit

nessed an outbreak of famine in Pawir* Ever since 
Nyawir and her people settled there, more Lwo migrants 
had come to settle at Pawir, With time, Pawir could not 

contain all these people. This over-population coupled 

with famine might have produced a population explosion 
■which resulted in the movement of groups of people out
side Pawir, One of such groups of people were the Koc.

Koc elders not only say that they lived at Pawir, 1 2 3 some 

would even say that they lived there during the period 
when Nyawir was exercising authority. Others say they 
came later, Whenever they arrived in Pawir, it seems 
clear that in the early part of the eigiteenth century, 
the Koc were one of the many groups that left Pawir, 
Duliech, the first king the Koc could remember, reigned

1706-1733. Some of those who left Pawir went through
2 3Busoga to Padhola as recorded by Cohen and Ogot.

The chiefdoms of Kisoga and Kisona were founded by two

1, Antonio Oyuru, Mutunda Oombolola headquarters,
P.H.T. 107, 19/9/71.

2, D. W, Cohen, Retracting the Footsteps of Mukama:
The coming of the Pcmnders of the ruling houses of 
NorthernBusoga. Makerere SeminarPaper,No.b, 19/1.

3, Ogot, on. cit.. p, 103.
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princes of the royal Dukeno d a n  of Pawir, Lochara, 
and Aduor respectively. Tradition is silent about the 
circumstances surrounding their foundation. However, 
it seems as if Kisoga and Kisona were provinces of 
Pawir ruled by Jaghi appointed from Bedmot, and that 

during the period c,1706-1733 they secured their inde
pendence from Pawir, This may have been the culmination 
of a long process whereby Pawir gradually lost control 

over its outlying provinces until these provinces no 
longer paid tribute to Pawir and had their secessions 
confirmed.1 This fits into Crazzolara's theory of people 

leaving Pawir in search of better political opportunities 

such as the one that resulted in the foundation of Umiya 
Myimah in Acholi,2 Munyal chiefdom was founded by the 

Madi-Palwo who left Pajao as a result of congestion. 

Paitwol is also said to have come into existence at the 

same time and in the same manner.'*

1, Even informants at Pawir admit that before Aduor 
became king at Kisona, people had been living at 
Kisona, They went there from Pawir.

2. Crazzolara, The Lwoo. PART II; Traditions, (Verona 
195U). P, 312,

3* Zachariah Manyuru, Kiroko, P.H.T. 102, 1/9/71.
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After the establishment of these ehiefdoms, important 

events which point to the nature of Palwo political 
organisation occurred. Duliech, the Rwhot of Koc who 

reigned in c.1706-1733* appointed Machinde as his successor, 
Ochor, a brother of Machinde, contested his father's 
decision and gathered forces to prevent hie brother from 

ascending the throne. However, with the support of his 

father’s palace guards, Ochor was able to implement 
Duliech’s d e c i s i o n . I n  the period c.1760-1787, the 
selfish behaviour of Rwhot Olendu during an outbreak of 
famine in Koc, cost him his life. Olendu was said to have 
taken his family to an island near River Damanji where 
there was an abundance of yam. He made no effort to 
cater for the people most of whom were forced to Aigrate
to the north of the Nile. When he came back, some of his

2subjects attacked and killed him.
In C.1706-1733, Okelo was the Rwhot of Munyal. On 

his death he was succeeded by Okwir. Qkwir had only one 

son, 7/agnor, whom everybody expected to succeed his fattier. 

Okwir however refused to nominate wagnor. This was be

cause of Wagnor’s questionable character. He had several 

times stolen milk meant for his father's visitors. In

1 , Antonio Oyuru, Mutunda, P,H.T. 107, 16/9/71.

2. Ibid,
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spite of repeated warnings, he refused to desist fro® 
the practice, On one occasion, he stole clothes belong
ing to Kiija Kidopo a village chief at Mayanda,* His 
royal blood shielded him from punishment. But his father 
took notice of the behaviour. Consequently he disrecommended 
Wagnor for the succession, Dalokar Jagho, one of the men 
who had been helping Okwir to collect tributes, was chosen 
as the Rwhot,

In Rawir, Ojok Apeehe c.1679-1706 appointed Jambe 
Uyo to succeed him. Opio, an elder brother of Jambe 

who had led many successful raids against neighbouring 

territories, saw no justification for his father’s decision. 

If military valour was an asset to Opio, his apparently 

insatiable appetite for blood and booty which led him to 

raid the inhabitants of his own Pawir chiefdom had alienated 
him from his people. They were prepared to have anybody 
except Opio as king because they feared that Oplo’s 

reign might be one of terror* Opio went to recruit some 
of the men with whom he had conducted raids and at first 
appeared poised to depose Jambe Uyo, He was however 
betrayed by Danduru, one of the men he had recruited but 
who Bhared the anxieties of the populace as to the desir
ability of having Opio installed as king. The night

1* William Ochanda, Ojok, Adem, Olaya Atiya, P.H.T. 9l*» 
Miruka headquarters Dima, 19/8/71*
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before Oplo’s intended attack, his camp was unexpectedly 
attacked by Jamba’s forces and many of his soldiers 

were killed, Opio escaped death and fled with his 

relatives to the North of the Nile,1

Palwo Political Structure
The events in the Palwo ekiefdoms especially the 

disputes over succession point to the importance which 
the Palwo attached to the person and office of the Rwhot,
In order to see the importance attached to the office 
of the Rwhot it is pertinent to examine the political 
structure of the Palwo, Indeed, the Palwo Rwhot occupied 
a position similar to that of the Bunyoro Abakama 

in the political hierarchy, This is not surprising 

in view of the fact that Palwo political structure was 
patterned along that of the Bacwezi in Kitara even though 
the Lwo had ideas of kingship before their arrival in 

Northern Bunyoro, In effect* the Palwo political structure 

was essentially similar to that of the Bacwezi, though 
some minor differences existed in detail. It should 

be stressed that although the area inhabited by the 
Palwo was an integral part of Kitara, until the eighteenth 
century* the Ralwo enjoyed a considerable degree of 

internal autonomy. The Palwo Rwhodi enjoyed complete

1, Antonio Oyuru, Gombolola headquarters Mutunda, P.H.T., 
107, 16/9/71.
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independence of action in their territories* Like the 

Abakama there was in theory no limit to their powers*

Sven in practice, they had considerable influence. The 

Palwo Rwhot held among his people a position of out

standing privilege and authority. His exalted status 

was reflected in the ceremonial surrounding him. He was 

addressed by his official title and people often punctuated 

their remarks by such flattering terms as "lord of the 

soil*', '‘protector of the people".1 He and whatever 

pertained to him were described in a special vocabulary 

understood only by the inhabitants of the palace. Court 

etiquette demanded that those seeking audience should be 

kept waiting for a long time. People conversed with him 

through an interpreter. Hi© household was the largest 

in the territory and most of the resources used in main
taining it came from his subjects, Ever since the coming 
of the Bacwessl to Nyawir’s Court, the Palwo Rwhot had been 

in the possession of regalia including, among other things, 

spears, stool, crown, and drums - the last regarded as the 

most sacred instrument of authority.

Thus the pomp and pageantry which surrounded the 

office of the Rwhot made It so attractive that any prince

1, zachariah Manyuru, P.H.T. 2b-, Kiroko, 2b-A/71.
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with the slightest opportunity attempted to occupy it. 

Perhaps one surprising thing about the Rwhotship is the 

fact that despite the importance and respect attached 
to the office, there were no dearly formulated rules 
to govern succession to the post* Neither primogeniture 
nor ultimogeniture was the rule* Any son of the Rwhot 
could succeed him. The Rwhodi used to nominate their 
heirs during their life time. Though preference was 
always given to their direct descendants, proof of good 
character was usually a pre-requisite for nomination. If 
none of the children was good enough, any other person 
could he nominated,*

But nomination by the former king was not in itself 

a sufficient guarantee of succession. The new king had 
to be acceptable to the people and senior chiefs. More

over, he needed sufficient military strength to contain 
the activities of his rivals. The careers of Opio in 
Pawir and Machinde in Koc Illustrate this point,1 2

Whoever managed to establish himself as a Palwo 
Rwhot had a fairly wide horizon within which to exercise 
influence, The Rwhot had a say in the appointment of 
provincial chiefs in their chiefdoas. The manner in

1, As it happened during Okwir's reign, his only son, 
Wagnor, was of questionable character. Okwir refused 
to nominate him and appointed one of his officials 
Daloka Jagho see pp. k5 above,

2, See pp, above.
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which the Rwhodi exercised influence in the appointment 

of these men however varied. In Pawlr, the Jaghi were di

rectly appointed by the Rwhot of the chiefdom.'1 2' In Pajao, 

the local people were left to make their choice after which
2the man appointed was presented to the Hwhot for confirmation. 

The system which obtained in the other chiefdoms is not 

clear. It is however certain that the Rwhodi had a say 

in the appointment of Jaghi,
Regardless of the manner in which they were appointed, 

the Ja$ii ruled their areas in the interest of the Rwhodi,

They collected tributes and adjudicated on petty cases.
Serious cases such as murder and witchcraft were deemed 

to exceed their competence. These were referred to the 

Rwhodi, The Ja^ii also recruited for the Rwhodi, men 

who took part in raids conducted on adjoining territories.

The Jaghi were however not the only group of officials 

appointed directly or indirectly by the Rwhodi. Appoint

ments to offices of the Dadit Barusura (head of the 

Rwhot*s personal guards) Datlgo (the gate keeper) and 

Dagobul (keeper of the Rwhot*s drum) were made by the 

Rwhodi.^ These men and the Jaghi constituted the Rwhot’s

1. See Chapter One p. 20 above.
2, See Chapter Two pp, ^0-1+1 above.
3# Zachariah Manyuru, P.H.T. 38, Kiroko, 31/5/71.
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advisory council. They recommended policies and made 
decisions on important issues.

The above is the political system which operated 
in the Palwo chiefdome. In spite of the difference in 
their point of origin, geographical proximity seemed to 

have promoted social and cultural contact as well as 
identify of political systems and institutions. It 
would even seem that the Palwo chiefdoms operated a 

kind of political confederacy, something like the Council 
of Rwhodi which Webster1 2 describes for Agago area of 

east Acholl in the nineteenth century. It would appear 
that the confederacy even decided the issue of succession 

disputes within the Individual chiefdoms without reference 
to the Omukama of Kitara. Pen* example, collective kingly 
pressure was applied in the succession dispute® tfiich 
broke out in Pajao at the death of Kagoro between his 
sons Oweny and Chwa.

Palao Succession Dispute

The succession dispute in Pajao is said to have had 
its roots in the disagreement between a hunter farmer 

called Ojok and his wife. The couple lived near Kagoro’s 
palace towards the end of the Rwhot’s reign. Of all the 
animals hunted, Ojok’s wife had a particular dislike for

1. J* B. Webster, The Peopling of Agago. Makerere Seminar 
Paper, No. 1, WT.

2, Okelo Wange, P.H.T. 105, Kirwala, k/9/H,
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the tortoise and would not taste its meat. One day,
O3ok decided to trick his wife by giving her a mixture 
of buffalo and tortoise meat to cook. After she had 
eaten it, she was told how she had been tricked, O^ok’s 
wife was very annoyed and decided to revenge against 
her husband. It happened that Kagoro was ill at that 

time, Cook’s wife went to the palace and accused her 
husband of being responsible for the Rwhot’s illness.
She alleged that her husband went to Payuda to bring 
the head of a baboon which he concealed in the front 

of the Rwhot’e palace. Among the Pal wo, to hide a 

baboon’s head in front of someone’s house is perhaps the 

greatest manifestation of ill-will. The victim was not 

supposed to survive after seven days unless a Kibandwa 
(medicine man) discovered and performed the necessary 
ritual,* Two days after the tin founded allegation against 

OJok was made, Kagoro died. It was difficult to eradicate 
the impression that It was Ojok who had killed the king. 

Among Kagoro' 8 many sons were Oweny and Chwa. The 
latter was said to have been of consistently bad behaviour. 
Consequently, his father sent him to Kikangara so as to 
isolate him from the palace. Though he was accorded all 
the honour due to a prince in his new residence, Chwa

1, Ibid
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naturally was not favourably disposed towards either 

his father or Oweny who was the heir apparent* Chwa 
was thus not in the palace when Ojok’s wife maliciously 

implicated her husband in Kagoro’s death. Nine days 

after the king’s burial rites, Oweny was crowned in 
succession to his father. Meanwhile Chwa had not been 
informed of what was happening at Bwera. When he heard, 

he felt cheated and was not disposed to co-operate with 
his brother.

Oweny ascended the throne c,1706 with the impression 
that OJok the hunter and farmer was responsible for 
the death of his father, Kagoro, He was thus determined 
to avenge his father’s death, A month after his accession, 

he sent his men to attack and kill all mentoers of Ojok's 

Dunywen clan. All of those captured were executed,

Oweny did not stop there. 1 He went to the extent of 
cutting off the private parts of Ojok and his relatives 

and arranging them on small pieces of wood which he dis

played on both sides of the road leading to his palace.
The people of Pajao did not quarrel with Oweny for taking 

revenge against the alleged killer of his father but the 

barbaric act of exhibiting their private parts was frowned 
upon. Opposition to Oweny increased when O;jok's wife con

fessed that her allegation against her husband was false.

1. Ibid
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She admitted that she went too far in attempting to 
revenge on her husband for having tricked her into 
eating tortoise meat. It became clear that Qjok had 
not deserved to die. Oweny’s act of savage barbarism 
was unjustified. The people clamoured for Oweny’a 
abdication. The ’gods' it seemed, joined the chorus of 
protest. There was prolonged drought and famine. The 
people interpreted this as a sign of the god’s support 
for their demand for Oweny’s abdication. Oweny would 
not move. The Pajao sent a delegation to Chwa in 
Kikangara, asking him to return and replace his brother, 
Chwa was only too happy to agree, 1 Accompanied by 
recruits from Kikangara, Chwa entered Bwera and the popu
lace rose in his support, Oweny was expelled. Chwa 
beat the drum and he was hailed by the populace. Co
incidentally, the period of drougit and famine came to 
an end. To the people, this was a triumph for truth and 
their will,

Oweny, who had taken refuge at Change would not 
however accept defeat, A year after Chwa had been on 
the throne, he collected some people from Change and 
launched an unexpected night attack on Chwa’s palace at 
Bwera, Chwa was over-powered. When Oweny beat the drum, 
the people were unhappy, and the gods again appeared to 
have displayed their anger by bringing more drought and

1, Ibid,
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famine. The Jagfci felt compelled to act to rectify 
the situation, They decided to summon a meeting of 
every adult male in Pajao and invite the Rwhodi of 
other chiefdoms to intervene in the dispute. On the 
appointed day, the Rwhodi of Munyai, Kisoga, Kisona, 
and Pawir were said to have been present.1 The most 
senior of the Jaghi, Ochet of Payuda, opened the dis
cussion, He related all that had been happening, 
emphasising Oweny*s unprecedented brutality based as 
it were on wrong information, and the hostile reaction 
of the people, and the gods. The famine, he said, was 
caused by Cweny* s clinging to the throne despite the 
displeasure of the people, the disapproval of the Jaghi 
and the anger of the gods. Ochet argued that the only 
solution was for Oweny to abdicate. The Rwhodi of Kisoga 
and Pawir also joined in the call for Qweny’s abdication. 
The call for his abdication was too strcng for Oweny to 
resist. He left the palace and went to live at Change, 
His descendants were treated as commoners.

It is perhaps necessary to note the Influence of 
the * judicial confederacy* on Oweny. He had not been 
unaware of the fact that majority of tire people of Pajao 
did not want him. He had stayed on the throne in spite 
of their opposition. But when it came to a point when

1. Ibid
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the Rwhodi of other chlefdome joined in the call for 

his abdication, he realised the futility of continued 
resistance. Though the chiefdome were independent of 
each other, and no chiefdom had the rtgit to interfere 
in the finternal affairs* of another, it seems that the 
other Rwhodi felt that they had a collective right to 
intervene once they had been so invited by the Jaghi of 
Pajao, The chiefdome might be politically independent 
of one another but there was a great deal of economic 
and social interdependence. Pajao for Instance depended 
for its foodstuffs on neighbouring Munyai which sold grain 

and bananas in return for Pajao’s fish and meat. Oweny 

as Rwhot in Pajao could not be sure of a continued supply 
of food from Munyai ruled by a Rwhot who had called for 

his abdication. In any case, the other Rwhodi would have 
nothing to do with Oweny as long as he turned down their 

advice to abdicate. A Rwhot thus internally and externally 

isolated could not survive. This Oweny realised and he 

submitted to the will of the majority.
Another interesting factor in the Pajao succession 

dispute was that the Omukama of Kitara had absolutely 
nothing to do with it. (hie of the major reasons for the 
existence of the Council of Rwhodi may have been to keep 
the royal court of Kitara as much as possible out of the
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affairs in the area inhabited by the Palwo, But the 
aftermath of Pajao succession dispute was the Omukama1 a 
appointment of saza chiefs in Northern Bunyoro,

Almost immediately following the Pajao succession 
dispute, and In consequence of it, the Omukama of Bunyoro 
Kltara moved to strengthen central control over the Palwo 
chiefdoms. Omukama Winyi III appointed one of his children 
to look after the Palwo chiefdoms in his interest. The 
prince, officially known, as a Saza chief, was to ensure 
the Palwo ’s payment of tribute and their presence at the 
Omukama's court during the empango festivalTJntil this 
time, the Palwo Rwho&i such as tJyo in Pawir and Kagpro 
in Pa^ao, had been in the habit of sending tributes to 
the Kitara capital on their own initiative. With the 
establishment of more chiefdoms in Northern Bunyoro, the 
Omukama probably felt the need to appoint someone to 
coordinate the activities of these chiefdoms. The prince 
appointed was Bikalju,

Bikaiju was a royal son by a Palwo female slave in the 
court of Kitara, It would seen that in the court this 
fact was considered enough not to make him a possible 
heir to the throne because in tradition mothers of kings 
have to be free born. It may be that It was in order to

1* Ibid
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prevent him from being king that he was sent away from 

the capital and appointed as Baza Chief In northern 
Bunyoro, If It was the intention of the Omukama ’s court 
that Bikaiju’s appointment would bring the Palwo more 
securely under central eontral, they miscalculated? for 
the Palwo looked at Bikai ju as one born by a Palwo woman 
and even though his mother was of slave origin, they 

believed that he was preferable to someone whose mother 
was a Bantu, Therefore, they saw him as a rallying point 
for pressing their el aim of exclusive control to the throne 
of Kitara,

It will be recalled that Bukidi, founder of the 

Babito dynasty and his successors, had been in the habit 

of appointing princes born by Palwo women as their succes

sors. Whether this was a mere convention or a clearly- 
formulated principle governing succession to Kitara in 
the Babito period, is difficult to say. The Palwo, 

however, regarded it as a well laid down principle, the 
violation of which would render the regime illegal and 
provide the Palwo with a theoretical justification for 
rebellion. This Palwo belief seems justified by the 
fact that a glance at the mothers of the Abakama as 
recorded by Nyakatura1 shows that, except when Mashamba

- 58 -

1. Nyakatura, op. cit
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was a queen regent "because the previous Icing haa died 
childless, the succession had passed to princes born 
of Palwo women, or, if not that, at least from mothers 
whose clans originated north of the Nile that is Lwo 
or Mali who later became Lwo, Omukama Wlnyi was the 
first to break this pattern by appointing Nyaika,
Bikalju protested at his father's choice and appealed 
to Palwo sentiments for support. He found no difficulty 
in collecting soldiers to wage a war against the Bantu 
"usurper”. To the Palwo, Bikaiju was a heroj a symbol 
of resistance against an attempted encroachment of their 
rights, Bikaiju arrived at the royal court and with 
the support of other princes overthrew Nyaika who was 
then occupying the throne* Because Bikal;Ju killed his 
brother, Kinyoro sources present him as a usurper and 
he la referred to as Kyebambe (usurper) II in the king 
list of Bunyoro,1 The Palwo do not regard Bikaiju as 
a usurper since as far as they were concerned, Nyaika 
whom he killed had no right to the Omukamaship, The 
Palwo therefore called Bikaiju Omukama Bikaiju.

Strangely enough, Blkaiju (c,1679-1706) overturned 
the principle of Palwo succession despite the fact that

1, His official title according to Nyakatura was Omukama 
Kyebambe II Bikaiju. He was called Kyebambe meaning 
usurper because he killed his brother Nyaika and 
usurped the throne; see Nyakatura, op, clt., pp, 32-34.
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he had fought for it. He negated what he professed to 
stand for by appointing his son b o m  by a Bantu woman 
to succeed him* Omukama Bikaiju had many wives one of 

whom was Kitanire* This woman was engaged in secret 

adulterous practices with a man called Katenga. While 
on a visit to Kitanire, Katenga injured Bikaiju in an 

assaslnatlon attempt. The Omukama called on his sons 
to avenge the wound inflicted upon him. It was Ollmi 
Isansa, son of a Bantu woman-lady Mpanga Omganwayo who 
killed his father's assailant. In appreciation, Bikaiju 
offered Ollmi the succession; thereafter, Bikaiju took 

poisdn and died. He had to do this because Kitanire, 
by inflicting a wound on Bikaiju, had shed the Omukama*s 
blood. According to tradition, aiy Omukama whose blood 
was shed should no longer live after the incident.

An additional reason for Bikaiju*s choice of Olimi 
as his successor, in spite of Olimi*s Bantu origin, was 
that the state of affairs within Kitara dictated the 

necessity for a strong personality to become the Omukama, 
Most of the provinces were exhibiting secessionist ten

dency and Kaggwe had been lost to Buganda during Bikaiju*s 
reign. 1 If the decline was to be halted, a strong man 

had to be chosen as Omukama. Olimi seemed to be the

1 , Hyakatura, on. cit. p, 53.
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strongest of the princes.
It ia also possible to explain Blkaiju’e action by 

the fact that, for two hundred years prior to his reign, 
the Babito monarchy, originally of foreign Lwo origin, 
had sought to mix and identify themselves with two cul
tures, the Bantu and Nilotic, A good example of this 
was the bilingualism of the court, the Bantu and Lwo 
languages were both used in conducting the affairs of 

state. The men whom the Bacwezi were said to have left 
behind to instruct the Babito in the art of governing 
also taught the Babito rulers the Bantu language,1 2 Of 

course Bantu was the medium of expression at the court 

during the Bacwezi period. Moreover, young Babito

princes were sent during their youth to Mwenge to be
2assimilated into the Bahuma-Bantu culture - a practice 

which would not have been necessary if the court itself 
had been the cultural heart of the state. It seems 
likely that for a long time after the foundation of the 
Babito monarchy, the court at least was a good deal more 
Lwo in culture than it had become by C.1679. The Bantu 
language and culture had been growing at the expense of

1, Nyakatura, op, clt.» pp, 22-25.
2, <}, N. Uzoigwe personal discussions, Makerere University 

April 1972. Uzoigwe claims to have got this information 
from Nyakatura and Daudi Kibira.
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Lwo language and culture. The monarchy must of necessity 

reflect these changing conditions, Omukama Winyi III had 
seen the logic of this and recommended Nyaika, a Bantu 

prince, as his successor. But Bikaiju upset this plan.
He succeeded in doing this largely for two reasons.

First, his going hack to the former precedent of making 
the throne exclusive to the Palwo earned him the support 
of the Palwo element in Northern Bunyoro, Secondly, 
Nyaika being a minor did not have much support not only 
from his fellow Bantu princes who envied him, hut also 
from the generality of the people.

But once on the throne, the political and cultural 
pressures forced Bikaiju to adopt his father’s policy. 
Thus, the story of Olimi avenging the wound inflicted hy 

Kltanlre cm his father may have been merely an excuse to 
institute a change which was long overdue if the monarchy 
was to keep pace with the changing conditions within the 

state. Whatever cultural and political justification 

Bikaiju had for his action, it nevertheless betrayed a 

shallow commitment to the principle of Palwo succession 

to the Omukamaship. It shows how Bikaiju in the pursuit 

of political ambition - that Is, the preservation of the 
Kitara empire and the continued rule of his descendants - 
could discard an age-long tradition. It was a classic 
example of expedience taking precedence over tradition.
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But, as will be seen in the next chapter, it was also 

a very costly expedience.
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CHAPTER III

PALWO EXODUS PROM. AND ACTIVITIES OUTSIDE--------'NQRWCT'BUkblio c. 1755=1555--------
Catises of the Exodus

The primary cause of the exodus was the reaction of 
the Palwo against Bikaiju's ’rape* of cherished tradition,
As has heen mentioned in the last chapter, the Palwo 
supported Bikai^u’s coup-d-etat largely because they 
felt he was a champion of their exclusive right to the 
throne of Kitara. But the Palwo were shocked to see 

that Bikaiju discarded this principle on political grounds.
He appointed as his successor, Olimi Isansa who was horn 

by a Bantu woman. The Palwo immediately decided that 

Olimi Isansa who reigned in C,1733-1760 would not have 

things easy. Opposition to him was led by Biakaia who 
had been appointed by Bikaiju as Saza Chief in Northern 

Bunyoro. Their chief ground of opposition was that Olimi had 

no right to become the Omukama since he was not b o m  by a 
Palwo woman* Biakaia, who prdbably had been looking 
forward to becoming the Omukama, went to stay in Palwo 
chiefdome and, contrary to what was expected of him as 
Saza chief, severed connections with the capital. As a 
county chief, he had been expected to increase the 

control of the capital over the Palwo chiefdoms. But
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Instead, he visited the Rwhodi at Klsoga, Kisona and 
Pawir expressing hie disappointment at, and disagreement 
with, his father's decision to appoint Oliai as the next 
Omukama. Quite naturally, the Palwo of these chiefdoms 
Bhared Blakaia'e feelings and supported his decision to 
withhold tributes meant for the Omukama, It was a 
manifestation of their dissatisfaction with the accession 
of Olimi whom they regarded as a usurper,1

But it was not an easy task to dethrone Olimi Isansa,
He proved to be a militarily powerful king. He conquered
Nkore and successfully withstood a Buganda assault on

2his territory. Furthermore, he defeated the Gisaka 
armies which were raiding as far north as Mwenge and he 
extended and consolidated Banyoro influence around the 
Lake George area, establishing Babito dynasties in Kitagwenda 
and Busangora, He also established Babito dynasties in 
Buhwejju and Buzimba, all of which paid tribute to him. He was 
described as a hero king,^ famous for his military exploits. 
Besides, he achieved special popularity among the non-Lwo 1 2

1. Just as the Banyoro regarded Bikaiju as a usurper, 
the Palwo regarded Olimi Isansa as a usurper because 
he was not born by a Palwo woman and should not there- 
fore be the Omukama* Thus they call him Olimi Keyebambe 
(usurper).

2. Nyakatura, on. cit,. pp. 63-64.
3# Ibid.
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elements of Kitara empire because he was the first true 
all-Bantu king of Kitara. All these made him too formidable 
for Palwo rebellions contemplated by Biakaia.

Olimi was not unaware of Biakaia’s opposition to 
his rule* and* indeed took instant steps to crush it.
When in addition to withholding taxes* Biakaia failed to 

arrange for the presence of the Palwo at the Omukama’s 
court during the empango festival, Olimi attacked the 
Palwo. The principal motive was to kill Biakaia but 

since the Palwo connived at Biakaia’s insolence, they 

suffered as well. The inhabitants of Kisona and Pawlr* 
where Biakaia pitched his tent suffered most.3’ Biakaia 

as well as many Palwo was killed. A large number of 
those who managed to survive left Northern Bunyoro, in 

an escape from "Kyebambe's persecution.” Olimi Kyebambe's 
persecution thus set in motion large numbers of Palwo 

refugees moving in all direct ions from Northern Bunyoro 
for Bafety.

The Palwo Exodus
The exodus of the Palwo to the north and south east 

of northern Bunyoro has been dated to the period C.1679- 
1760. Webster has argued that the exodus was broken into 1

1. Isaya Byewarjo, P.H.T, 93* Chopelwor, 18/8/71
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two parts, that it ceased moving into the Agago area
during the Nyamdere famine of the 1720’s hut began again 
shortly after, continuing until about 1 7 3 0 . A number of 
political upheavals in Northern Bunyoro as well as the 
unsettling and persecution resulting from Biakaia’s rebellion 
against Olimi Kyebambe were responsible for this exodus.
There was the succession dispute between TTyo and Opio 
(c.1675-1706), Oliral Kyebambe*s persecution in c.1733- 
1760^ and Machlnde’s struggle against Ochor in c.1733-1760

Apart from political upheavals, economic and social 
unrest also forced many of the Palwo to migrate north of 
the Nile. The Palwo*s eastern neighbours, the Langi, 
were in the habit of raiding the Palwo, The Inhabitants 
of Koc kingdom in particular were several times subjected
to looting and kidnapping, Binding life insecure, some

5left Northern Bunyoro to migrate northwards.
Palwo elders give the impression of their being the 

most unfortunate group of people in Uganda. It is their 
view that they have had more than their fair share of

1, J. B. Webster, Migration

2.
3*
U.

lacustrine Region.
1972. (Typescripi).
See Chapter II pp, I4.6—U7 above. 
See Chapter III p. 66 above.
See Chapter II p. k5 above.

the Inter-
Make rere University History Department

5, Antonio Onyuru, P,H,T. 106, Gombolola headquarters, 
Mutunda, 15/9/71.
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Inexplicable natural disasters in the for® of droughts, 
famines and epidemics rihe inhabitants of Pajao recall 
that during Kagoro*s reiaa (c.1679-1706) there was a severe 
famine during which the waters of the Kile dried up*2 In 
Pawir, during <Iambe Uyo’e reign also (c.1679-1706) the 
last four months of the year were Bald to be periods of 
excessive sunshine resulting in a shortage of foodstuffs*^ 
The reaction to these famines sets emigration out of the 
Palwo chiefdons*

East Acholi informants mainly ascribe the coming of 
the Palwo to ,f0ilabwami,eM persecution.^ This is, however, 
understandable In that the persecution was the most specta
cular of the events leading to Palwo migration north of 
the Nile. As has been mentioned earlier,** other events were 
also responsible for the exodus of the Palwo, For instance, 
Maura Garry has identified five groups of Palwo arriving in 
Papule between 1700 and 1800.̂  It is certain that net all 
of them came as a result of olimi Kyarabambe's persecution, 1 2 * * * 6

1, For example, ©ee Ibid.
2. P.H.T* - 75, Zachia Jao, Kinagarana 15.7.71#
5# P#H,T. - 95, a« previously cited. These incidents 

among others contributed to a decline in population 
of the Pal wo. For details on Falwo population history
see Me. Adefuy®, on. cit.

h* 3* B. Webster, Acholi Historical Texts.
9# Bee pP* 67-68 of this chapter,
6, Maura Garry, Op ,, cit.
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Swearer, cra»zolara#e story of Olimi leaving Jbwir for
the north after hiring found that all positions of authority
were held by others1 is an instance of migration out of
Northern Bunyoro in reaction to the unfavourable political
situation within the Palwo ehiefdoiast Evidence fro# Lira-

2Palwo says that Osaongo, Acer and Atira were sons of Opi - 
possibly a corruption of Opio - who loet the contest for 
the throne in Pawir against Jamb© Uyo (c,1679-1706).

1110 activities of all these Palwo who for one reason 
or the other were compelled to leave Northern Bunyoro was an 
Important development in the political history of the areas 
to which they moved. In West Acholi, it has been discovered 
that group? of Jbtlwo who moved there after losing the dynastic
struggle in Bunyoro introduced new concepts of government 
to the region.'’ In Papule, Lagoro Aboga and Owiny Oput 
were Palwo refugees vhnee ideas and personalities encouraged 
the formation of larger political entities,** In Kaat Acholi, 
the presence of the Palwo contributed to the emergence, 
expansion, and sometimes maintenance of kingdoms.^ In Alur,

1, erazzolara, The hwoo rart lit traditions, p* 312*
2,

3 .

U»
5*

J. B* V/ebe ter, Lira Palm; An Expanding Acholi State, 
Make rare Seminar Paper, No, 3, 1971.
Ronald Atkinson, ^tate Formation and Development in 
Western Acholi. i’akerere Seminar Paper No. 3, 1971/72.
Maura Garry, The settlement of Padule* op, olt*
«T* B. Webster, Acholi Historical Texts* Nos, lit, 17, 7kr 
and dl.
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the coming of the Palwo contributed to the enlargement 

of Lwo chiefdoms and to the assimilation of non-Lwo 

elements.* In Busoga, groups of Lwo who left Pawlr were 

said to have assumed a governing position among the Bantu 
speaking groups with whom they came in contact.

The Palwo came to these areas mainly because of their 
defeat in a struggle for succession to iCltara throne. The 

office of the king in Kitara was of such importance that 
any prince with the slightest possibility of success 
attempted to occupy it, And since the successful candidate 
wielded a considerable amount of prestige, if not power, 
the unsuccessful candidate (if still alive) and all those 
allied to him usually escaped to other places for safety.
The Palwo left their territory after having lost a struggle 
for succession. It is not therefore surprising that their 

activities in almost all the places they migrated to had 
to do with kingship, the formation of political entitles, 

and the establishment of dominant groups - an attempt, it 

seemed, to make up for what they had lost in Bunyoro.

The Palwo attempted to achieve that ala in their new 
places of abode by introducing concepts derived from their 

experience in the Kitara empire. Briefly, the essentials 
of the concepts introduced by the Palwo were: the institution 
of the royal drum as a symbol of power and authority, and as 1

1, A. W. Southhall, ttAlur Tradition and Its Historical 
Significance”, Uganda Journal. Vol. 18, No. 1, 195k»
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an instrument of rain making. The drum gave prestige to the 
chief. With the prestige surrounding his person, the chief 
was able to form large chiefdoms and incorporate surrounding 
smaller ones into his own. But he allowed the smaller chiefdoms 
a large measure of autonomy. This provided for the expansion 
of the existing Lwo states - something quite reminiscent of 

the activities of the Bacwezl among the pre-Bacwezi chiefdoms. 
There was also the introduction of tiibute paying, consisting 

of part of each game animal caught as a proof of acknowledge
ment of chief’s suzerainty. Finally, the Palwo Introduced 
a system of succession. This was one in which the Rwhot 

was allowed to nominate his successor. But disputes over 

the legality of the nominations caused a fragmentation of 
political units. The aggrieved party broke away to form 
his own kingdom.

However, it must not be taken that Palwo impact was 
uniform throughout their new places of refuge. In virtually 
all the places to Where the Palwo migrated, they were 
preceded by non-Bantuized Lwo-speaking groups. The re
action of the earlier Lwo settlers to the Palwo immigrants 

varied. Among the Alur, west of the Nile River, the Palwo 
were either not successful in establishing chiefdoms or 

failed to maintain them after their initial establishment.
In these areas, it seems that the Palwo ideas of drums to 

enhance the Rwhot’s status and larger political units based
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on incorporation of ewaller chief dons was taken over 
T>y the earlier Lwo chiefs and used to their own advan
tage# Among the Alur, it seems that the Palwo found
open hostility# Thus, Acer, the only state they established#

x.
was finally taken over by a prince of Okoro, a state esta
blished earlier, Setv/aen the Wile and the &swa, Palwo- 
ruled chiefdoms were not noticeably successful. However, 
Payer®, adopting the Palw imovetlano, began a rapid and 
spectacular expansion# In Papule, the entitles over which 
the Pal wo managed to establish themselves were not large 
enou^i to warrant the term kingdom a. After the outbreak 
of the Lapar&nat Famine, Lilng, a Balwo adventurer* might 
have succeeded in ectablitfcing a kingdom had it not been 
for opposition from his fell or Bslwo. In the east, oraongo 
succeeded in establishing himself over some members of the 
Agengo protective alliance; but he soon met with opposition 
from the established Lira, kingdom.1 The backbone of 
Lira's resistance was, however, broken by the outbreak of 
the Laparanat Famine, In Susoga, the Palwo displaced the 
former rulers and established their rule over Bantu speak
ing peoples.

One major obstacle in the way of greater success 
by the Palwo migrants was the lack of unity# It seems 
that the Palwo behaved like Babito princes, quarrelling 
among themselves, dissipating their energies which often
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resulted in the fragmentation of the political entities. 
Kingdoms of Labongo, Parabongo and Kwong were all set 
up by a father and two sons. This fragmentation occurred 

in the first generation when the influence of the Palwo 
was still strong. This seems to justify Webster’s observation 
that when other Lwo groups adopted the Palwo ideology they 

were more successful than the Palwo themselves in its 
implementation. 1 Of all the major Lwo kingdoms, namely 

Payera, Patiko, Atyak, Padibe, Pahbo, Koc, Pajule and Lira- 

Pa lwo, only two of them had Palwo royal families. Pajule 

had a very tenuouB unity because five Palwo groups were 
vying for power.

However, in all the places where the Palwo managed 
to establish fairly centralized government over largely 
acephalous kinship-based communities by introducing con
cepts derived from their contact with the Bacwezi, the 
pattern conformed to what obtained in the Palwo chiefdoms - 
entities presided over by kings who had a considerable amount 

of pomp, pageantry, and adulation, but very little political 
power. The king ruled on the advice of councils, the member

ship of which he haa little way of influencing and the recom
mendations of which he could not afford to reject outright.
The impact of this political system was most successful in 

West Acholi,

1, J. B. ?/ebster, Migration and Settlement in the Inter- 
lacustrine Region,
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Palwo Activities, West of the Aswa (West Acholi)

The period 1680-1780, when the Palwo arrived and 

introduced the new concepts, witnessed a revolution in 
the political history of present-day west Acholi. The 
spread of the concepts led not only to the foundation 
of twenty to twenty-five independent small kingdans but 
also to the fusion of various ethnic groups that make 
up the west Acholi people.

In order to appreciate the impact of Palwo activi
ties in this area, it is necessary to look at the situation 

there before the arrival of the Palwo, There were three 

main ethnic and linguistic groups west of the Aswa River: 

the Paranilotes, Lwo and Madi, The earliest of them v̂ ere 
the Paranilotes who are believed to have arrived some time 

around c. 1490-1571, 1 2 At one time, the Paranilotes spread 
over a large part of present-day west Acholi and even to 

West Nile, Next were the Lwo who began to enter west and 

east of the Aswa River at the beginning of the fifteenth 

century. The earliest were those who founded the kingdom
pof Padibe, Another group moved in from modern Pakwach,

A third branch of the Lwo came through Karamoja and entered 
present-day Acholi In the eighteenth century. The third

1, R, Atkinson, op, clt.
2, Paul Owot, Padibe During the Aconya, Makerere Graduating 

Essay, 1970,
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p re-Pal wo group west of tiie Aswa River were the Madi 

who came out of Boar and moved into west Acholi in the 

period c.1600-1800.1

The three groups were organized in small scale poli

tical units which could he described as embryonic chief- 

doms. Both the Madi and the Lwo, for instance, had royal 

clans and hereditary chiefs with regalia. Clans composed 

of people formerly of different ethnic origins had emerged. 

There were also extra-clan groupings headed by one of the 

clan heads of the grouping which co-operated for purposes 
of joint defence. But, by and large, the three groups 

struggled to preserve their cultural and linguistic dif

ferences. There was no question of a common language.

This was the situation in c.1680 when groups of Palwo 

started arriving from Bunyoro, A small Palwo group under 

the leadership of a man named Alero and who probably had 

his relatives in south-west Acholi, was the first to 

introduce the new concepts into the territories west of 

the Aswa River. Coming with a drum, he introduced the 

concept of tribute paying and royal drums to the four Lwo- 

speaking groups led by Atiko, Ayira, Acwe and Aboma* As from 

the late seventeenth century, royal drums and tribute began 

to feature in their traditions. Alero emerged as king over

1* J, B. Webster, Migration and Settlement in the Inter- 
lacustrine Region
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these territories and the former leaders ruled their areas 
on his behalf paying tributes to him. The PALERO Kingdom 
which emerged consisted of the territories formerly ruled 

by the men with whom Alero came in contact* Alero had 
therefore brought four territories hitherto independently 
administered under one central administration.

In explaining why the Lwo-speaking groups were the 

first to adopt the new concepts, Atkinson1 mentioned the 
Lwo language as providing important common ground between 

the introducers and recipients of the concepts. Another 
reason was "proximity of and a sequence of contacts among 

most of the Lwo-speaking groups west of the Aswa at the 
time of the initial introduction of the new political 

ideas." 2 3

The Lwo were the first but not the only group to 
adopt the new concepts. The first non-Lwo group to be 
introduced to the new ideas was the small Paranilotic 

Palaro group."5 Here there was an element of force invol
ved, Before 1720, an army came from Northern Bunyoro to 
fight against the Palaro group. Palaro was defeated, its 
leader Obura was killed and his son was taken to Bunyoro 
by the victors. There he was instructed in the art of 
government. He returned and became the Rwhot of Palaro,

1. Atkinson, ou.cit. p. 1U.
2. Ibid.
3. Ibid,
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where he ran his administration in line with the ideas 

learned from Bunyoro, In 1706-1733, a wandering rainmaker 
from Palwo chiefdoms was said to have brought secrets of 

ritual and government to the leader of the then small Pabo 
group of Madl origin in the Mount Kilak area. From there, 
the idea spread to the neighbouring and related Lamogi,

An outbreak of famine in the easternmost part of 
west Acholi and a consequent complex series of migrations 
led to the introduction of the concepts into Puranga, Koro 

and Bolo.^ 'The famine started In the middle of the eighteenth 
century and a large number of people at first moved from 

the east to the west of the Aswa, Eventually, large 

numbers of people moved into eastern Acholi near the famous 
mountains of Labwor and Otuke, The land resources of these 
areas were overcrowded by the coming of the migrants and 

some Lwo-speaking groups, namely Kolo and Bolo, moved to 
the confluence of the Aswa and Agago Rivers where they met 

the Koc who introduced the new concepts to them. The Koc 

group are believed to be those who left the Palwo chiefdom 

of Koc in the late seventeenth century, They came to 
present-day Acholi with a royal drum and other regalia.

They settled at the confluence of the Aswa and Agago and 
established their rule over the Tseera group they met there. 
When tho Puranga, Koro and Bolo came, the Koc spread the
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concepts to them and assimilated them into their chief- 
dom, By 1760, Palwo concepts of government had been 
adopted by twenty groups in present-day west Acholi. 1

As mentioned earlier, the carriers of these ideas 

were the Lwo groups who were usually the first to come 

into contact with the concepts. But the question arises 
as to why people gave up their independent existence as 
clans to become part of an alien Palwo-Introduced system? 
The answer lies in the fact that the circumstances in 
which most of the groups found themselves at the time 

showed that there was more to gain in doing so. In some 
cases, for example Puranga and Koro, those who joined were 

refugees fleeing from human or natural enemies. They saw 
their only hope in aligning themselves with a larger group 
such as a kingdom. The Kingdom could then protect them, 

share food with them, and give them the advantages of 
wider social and economic co-operation. There is also 

the fact that even in peace time, it was advantageous to 

Join extra clan groupings, Eccnomlc interdependence made 
life more comfortable and indirectly guaranteed protection 

against external attacks. Moreover, the Palwo refugees 
had something extra to offer to the groups with whom they 
came across. The regalia, royal drums, and powers of

1. Ibid
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rainmaking1 which some of them hr ought from Bunyoro 
tended to make their hosts look at the Palwo with an 
aura of respect and fear. They thus joined the kingdoms 
established by the Falwo.

The incorporation of clans west of the Aswa into 
kingdoms marked the beginning of present-day west Acholi, 
Clans no longer lived separate lives nor retained their 
original languages. There was a fusion of peoples.
Custom and Culture mingled, producing a synthesis which 
is today regarded as typical of West Acholi, There 
was alBO the emergence of Lwo as the dominant language. 
There are three possible explanations for this. In the 
first place, the political system that became established 
in the area was introduced by T.wo-speaking Palwo and 
adopted first by other Lwo speakers. In the second 
place, Lwo was by far the easiest to learn of the three 
languages spoken in the area (Madi and Iseera inclusive). 
Once the three linguistic groups were brou^it under one 
kingdom Lwo was the natural choice out of the three 
languages. Finally, since there had been no overwhelmingly 
dominant language, Lwo was able to supplant all others.

1. For example, Lagoro Aboga. See pp. 86-87 below.
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In West Acholi, it seemed that the Palwo succeeded 

in getting their concepts adopted, not because of their 

acknowledged superiority to the people they came across, 
but because conditions in the west of the Aswa at the 
time of their arrival favoured the adoption and spread 
of their concepts. Perhaps the most important contribution 
of the Palwo to west Acholi history was the establishment 

of kingdoms. It should, however, be remembered that in 
the pre-Palwo epoch there had been some extra-clan groupings 
presided over by one of the clan heads. The existence 
of these groupings made the adoption and spread of the 

concepts easier. Some of the leaders of these groupings, 

like Patiko and Paboo, adopted the concepts and their 
groupings became the core of the new kingdoms. In west 
of the Aswa, as has been seen, the presence of Lwo elements 

facilitated the spread of the concepts to non-Lwo speaking 
peoples. The dislocation caused by famine compelled 

many clans to Join the kingdoms. A number of reasons 

therefore contributed to the success of the Palwo in 
west Acholi. It is now necessary to examine the degree 

of their success in other areas like Alur, Busoga, Pajule, 

and Agago.

Palwo in Alur
Among the Alur, the Palwo did not establish kingdoms. 

Their presence, however, contributed to the enlargement and
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consolidation of chiefdome already established by the 
Lvo communities. The Alur are presently classified as 
Hilotes because the Lwo have assimilated other groups 
of people who had earlier on settled in the territory. 
Among the people absorbed were Kebu, Madi, Lendu, and 
Bendl. According to Soutbhall, the Lwo were the first 
to arrive in the area. They were closely followed by 
the Madi, also from the north but Intermingled with the 
Lwo." The Kebu came later and divided into a number of 
independently moving groups some of which mingled with 
the Lendu, some with the Madi and others with the Lwo. 
After the Bablto had taken over in Kltara, some Lwo moved
in, after which more Madi arrived. In c.1571-1598 one

2Nyipur, a Lwo, established the chiefdom of Attyak.” He 
was succeeded by his son, Umer. In the same generation 
a branch of the Lwo founded the chiefdom of Panyikanyo, 
south of Panyimur, after assimilating the diverse elements 
hitherto living in the area.

In the late seventeenth century, the Falwo started 
arriving.^ Their leader was Acer. He was said to have 
established a chiefdom which was constantly at war with 
Its neighbours. Ultimately, the Palwo chief was replaced

1. Southhall, op.clt.
2. Ibid.
3* Ibid.
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by a prince from the royal house of Attyak-Okoro founded 
by Hyipir. Another Palwo group called the Pamera came 
and accepted the leadership of the Paminya, a Lwo group 
who had earlier on established a chlefdom in that area,
1116 Parombo group also settled in Ukuru chiefdoa founded 
by the Lwo and even acted as agents for the chiefs of 
Ukuru in supplying them with salt from Panyimur. *** Thus, 
in Alur, contrary to what happened east of the Nile, the 
Palwo hastened the process of assimilation of the non-Lwo 
groups and consolidated the already existing Lwo chief dome.

The Palwo In Agago
Agago is another area to which the Palwo migrated.

Before their arrival in Agago, the area consisted of small
ethnic groups, each with Its cwn culture and language and

2living in isolated pockets in the mountains. Among these 
were the Abunga who lived by trapping small animals, the 
Taa Gule who probably originated from the Agoro mountains, 
and Pader who are also believed to be original inhabitants 
of Agoro, The settlement of Agago was affected by out
breaks of famine, aftermaths of which were the influx of 
settlers from the west. Two Mali groups, Madl Oduny and 
Madi Kiloc, dispersed at Pubungu Pakwae and came to Agoro 
apparently fleeing from some catastrophe. From Kilak the 
Lukor and Lamogl moved out in the period c,1625-1652 and 1 2

1. Ibid,
2. J, B. Webster, The Peopling of Agago, p, 3.
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settled In the Oglll mountains near the modem Wol area.
Amyel island and Lafcwor Otuke also appeared to have 
received immigrants at this period. In the same gene
ration, the Lakwar and Paranga, both originating from 
Nyakwai, settled at Amyel and Labwor Otuke respectively.
They provided leadership in their respective areas. Also 
in the same generation, Avail’s first dynasty - the Loka - 
moved southward in the direction of Amyel island. The 
Lango Tiro came from the north and moved south towards 
Amyel, The agglomeration of ethnic groups at Amyel island 
presented an explosive situation 'which led to conflict 
between the Lango T i m  and the Madl. The latter were 
exterminated as a group. The few who escaped did so by 
amalgamating with other clans and hiding their identity.1

The inter-ethnic mixture at Amyel dictated the need 
for a more centralized and stronger leadership than the 
one hitherto provided by the Lakwar. The recently victorious 
Lango Tiro and the Lakwar formed a coalition, with the 
former as the senior partners, becoming the Kal while the 
latter were accorded a secondary, but aristocratic position 
within the new kingdom of Pa tango. 1
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1, J. B. Webster, State Formation and Development in 
Eastern Acholl, Makerere Seminar Paper, 1970.
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The pre-Palwo epoch in Agago thus had much in 

common with that of west of the Aswa - small groups 
sometimes struggling to maintain their identity, though 
famine sometimes forced them to disperse. They could 
he described as segmentary in so far as no elaborately 
centralized political structure existed, but they were 
not completely averse to the idea of centralization. In 
fact, as the activities of the Lakwar and Lango Tiro 
showed,1 2 some of these groups possessed what could be 
called "outlines of centralized government" before the 
Palwo came* But with the coming of the Palwo, the cent
ralization became more pronounced,

"/ben Omol, a Palwo refugee, arrived at the eastern 
side of the Ogill mountains, he met the Taa-Oule and the 
Atura each governing itself separately with Its own rain
maker, Omol negotiated with Acut, the leader of the Taa- 
Oule, Acut accepted Omol's leadership and, in turn, Omol 
accepted Acut as his chief priest. After some initial 
hesitation on the part of the Atura, they also accepted 
Omol’s leadership but kept their own Jok while the Jok 
of the Taa-Oule became the national Jok, Webster explains
Omol*s success in terms of the protection which the new 

2kingdom guaranteed, "Another reason", "seems to be the

1, J, B. Webster, The Peopling of Agago.
2, J, B, Webster, State Formation and Development in 

Eastern Acholl, p, 2,
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complimentary nature of the economies of the two societies”.1 2 
The indigenous people were cattle rearers while Omol and 
his people were agriculturalists. Omol was said to have 
travelled around, encouraging people to engage in agriculture 
by distributing seeds and hoes. Devotion to agriculture 
alongside cattle rearing produced a stable, prosperous 
community which attracted other migrants.

Among those who came to join Paimol kingdom during 
Omol's lifetime were clans of Lwo, Jie and Karimojong 
origin. Some of them were like some groups in west Acholi, 
compelled to join in times of famine and hence had very 
little bargaining power. They had no representation in 
the political system. They were not represented in the 
Lukwena, the Palwo-type king*s council.

In Agago area, there was a man, Rwot Atiko of Patiko, 
who applied the Palwo ideology to his small chiefdom. He 
had been influenced by a Palwo man, named Alero. Under 
Atiko, tiiere was a great expansion of Patiko. In c.l679- 
1706 Rwot Lapono, a Madi, after separating from Atiko at 
dot Ooma, brought two clan groupings into one political 
entity and thus set the stage for the emergence of the 
Lira kingdom based on Palwo ideology. Lapono*s son, Lira, 
continued the process of state-building and many clans,

1. Ibid.
2, J. B. Webster, Lira Palwo; An Expanding Acholi State
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escaping from the hard conditions created by the out
break of the Laparanat Famine* joined the kingdom. By 
the time of Lira's death* his kingdom comprised thirteen 
clans* There was also a grouping of clans at Mount Lapono 
headed by the Balcan royal elan which had its origin at 
Mount Ajulu. They vere probably originally Lwo-speaking 
Madi, A third group of clans also existed at Agago. In 
reaction to the anarchy created by the Hyamdere Famine 
some of these clans formed the Agengo defensive or protective 
alliance which posted lock-outs for warning against attack. 
Thus* the ground was already prepared for Omongo* the 
Falwo man, whose activities shaped the course of history 
in these areas. He did not have to start building an 
empire over segmentary peoples. By the time omongo cam© 
the political entities headed by Lira and Paiean in Agago 
had grown enough to be described as kingdom® by Webster.1 
In spite of that* the coming of the Palwo-man, Omongo had 
a great impact on the history of the area. Omongo of 
Banydwongo clan was said to have left Bunyoro because the 
Omukama began a policy Of suppression of the small Lwo 
states in Pawlr which had hitherto been allowed to function 
with only a minimal recognition of the Omukama's suzerainty, 
Omongp or his father might have been one of those who backed

1. Ibid
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Biakala against 011ml and had. to flee In order to 
escape persecution* When he arrived at Lapono with his 
brother Acer# the Abuxnx and Amends clans of the Agengo 
protective alliance invited Gmongo to he their king.1

The decision to invite Omongo to head the alliance 
mig^it have been motivated by some defensive cone id orations. 
At the time of the arrival of Omongo# the clans had the 
shadow of an external attack hanging on them* The need 
for a joint protection against external attack has been 
the primary consideration which brought the protective 
alliance into being* Omongo who was probably a member 
of one of the Ralwo royal family might have been deemed 
to have something extra to offer# possibly a royal drum# 
and other regalia# powers of rainmaking and perhaps the 
ability to protect them against external enemies, what
ever mi#it have been the primary consideration of members 
of the Agengo protective alliance# Omongo*s emergence 
as king over the various hitherto independent clans 
represents a revolution in the political history of the 
area. At no time had so many clans come under one such 
single unified authority.

This Incident should not be taken to mean that every
where the Palvro went# they were invited to be come rulers,

1* J. B, Webster, Lira Palwo; An Expanding Acholl ntate
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There were cases, even where the Pal wo established kingdoms, 
when some groups refused to join hut were later forced to 
do so by s sense of insecurity arising from famine. This 
was why Paican, for instance, joined Omongo. The Lire 
kingdom was another example. The people of Lira refused to 
he incorporated into Omongo’s kingdom and scorned their 
neighbours for hairing accepted him. The resistance of this 
Lwo group to Palwo domination was however broken by the outbreak 
of the Laperenet famine during which the clans, the Laksrena 
and the king fled in different directions to seek sustenance. 
This ultimately led to the breakdown of the administrative 
structure. In the disturbed conditions, efficiency at 
fighting and procurement of food became the criterion tor 
leadership, imen the famine was over, and the elans returned 
to the east, the king decided not to go back to Lapono mountain. 
Some of his people stayed with him while others returned to 
Lapono,

Meanwhile, Okidi ti fladlt, had become the Rwhot at 
Lapono, As those who refused to stay with the Lira king 
came to join him, Okidi found himself ruling an even 
larger area than Oraengo, He adjusted the administrative 
system to accommodate the incoming groups, He appointed 
Amot of the Psimut clan as Jsgho over the Lapono-Katot area.
More Lire clans left their king and came to join Okidi ti 
Madit. A little while after the end of the famine, Okidi
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succeeded In reducincr Lira to half of its former size, ’tuoh 
as the laparsnat famine dislocated Lira, Okidi's ability 
to take advantage of the situation also contributed to th e  

enlargement of the kingdom. Aided to this was the fact 
that in the course of their flight, the Lire lost their royal 
drum, This accounted for the failure of the Line Rwho&i to 
save the kingdom fro® incorporation into Lira-Balwo*

The Llra-Ralwo kingdom thus grew fro© strength to 
strength. By the time Ryemarot was Rwhot, the problems 
of establishment and consolidation appeared to have been 
solved, Ryaaa rot's paramountcy deriving from the size and 
stability of his territory, had been recognised by the 
neighbouring chief dome, As the group of kingdoms in the 
Agsgo area were being threatened by external aggression 
and the individual kingdoms were not powerful to resist 
invaders, the need arose for a pooling of military resources, 
A council of Rwhodi to plan joint defence came into being 
and Ryemarot was elected the chairman,^

Thus, by a combination of political ingenuity and 
favourable circumstance, the Palwo managed to establish 
themselves as the dynasties of some east Acholi kingdoms.
They cannot be described as founders in that kingdoms had 
already existed before they arrived. They, however, built 1

~  89 -

1, J. B. Webster, The ..Peopling. QfAm&o> p, 8
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on what they round, two earlier kingdoms, Palcan, and 
Lira were incorporated as euL-db.ieftaiiuDh.lpe within a 
larger kingdom* the segmentary Agengo clane had been brought 
directly under the r,alwo Rwhot and so many dans had joined 
the two now Ja$ioshipe - Kako and K&ket which had been 
created, Lira-Palwo v/ae probably the kingdom which demonstrated 
the success of the Palwo ideology In Palwo hands better than 
any other. By 1910 when the British began to set up their 
administration, Lire-Palwo was the largest state south of 
Padiba and east of Puranga,

Attempts of the Palwo to establish themselves as 
kings in Pajule (central Acholi) met with failure. The 
pro-Palwo iujule consisted of several clans, the oldest 
of which was the Palenga, They claim to have been original 
Inhabitants of the Okaka mountains, while some clane ascribe 
a Lango origin to them. Among the clans that are known 
to have migrated into Pajule, the earliest were Bajol,
Bajaa and Ogolo clans coming from the east in c.1679-1706.*
The first two were probably Mail while Ogple came fro®
Baimol* The three clans lived together as good nelabours, 
each maintaining its independence and identity. In the 
following generation Lukeci and Gem clans came fro® the 
direction of Lango, This generation also witnessed the 1

-  90 -

1, Maura Garry, oo.clt,. p* h
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arrival of the Ma&i clans of Soyo and Lukwor In Turamga,
A small clan from Lango later known as Lukwor Palwol joined 
the Lukwor and became their bone (servants).. Thus, before 
the Palwo came» the Pajol, Pajaa and Ogole formed a con
federated grouping of dans# sfolle Lukror, Bolo and Lukwor 
Paiwol forced another* They co-operated fbr the purpose of 
defence. Otherwise, the clans maintained their identity and 
had no overall central authority to administer them.1

It was In e.1706-1733 that the Palwo started arriving 
9in Pnjule, name of them claimed they had fled from 

Cilabwani’s persecution while others migrated fro social 
and economic reasons, for example the search for a better 
place of settlement. It seems clear that Owiny Opok led 
the group which fled from Kyebambe’s persecution. On his 
arrival at ^ount Ogaka, the Palengo, Lofcacl and Rinata 
accepted Owiny as king, Another Palwo man called Lagoro 
Aboga came with regalia from Northern Bunyoro, and suceeded 
in establishing himself over the Oryang, a Lwo group,
He then went back to imnyoro to get his father’s blessing 
on his kingdom. He died while in Bunyoro and Owiny Opok 
took over his regalia. This proved dlstateful to the 
Oryang group # 1 0  made a forceful attempt to recapture the 
regalia. Though Owiny*s group was defeated in the fight*

1, Ibid,
2* Ibid, p, 8,
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he still managed to heap the regalia. It is, however, not 
surprising that he failed to win the allegianoe of the 
people of Oryang, 'Front what has been described above, it 
is difficult to regard Owiny or Lagoro as state-builders 
in the sense that Alero, Omongo and Omol were. Lagoro only 
established himself over a group of clans while Owlny’s 
’kingdom to be’ never got off the ground. Had Owiny succeeded 
in adding Lagoro’s territory to his, prctoably a semblance 
of a kingdom might have emerged. The eighteenth century 
thus ended with the Palwo doing little to alter the political 
structure of Pajule.

The outbreak of famine in the middle of the nineteenth 
century tended to create a situation conducive to the establish
ment of kingdoms by the Palwo. The famine lb reed the Papule 
to flee to Abam, the confluence of the Pagor and Asws rivers, 
mainly to escape from the onslaught of incoming famine-stricken 
Lango Dyang, At Abam, where the clans were closely settled, 
Lilng Paco otto, a Palwo man, emerged as the dominant figure 
and appeared to have established a good reputation for 
leadership,* Though he was a leper, he managed to secure 
the services of an able warrior, Ojuku, who successfully 
led the Pajule in wars against Padlbe, Pa$ok and Labongo. 1
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Moreover the Oryeng were mystically instructed by 

Lagoro to recognise the authority of Liing, This added 
to Liing*! territory and gave a sort of religious and 
mystical Justification for his political authority,1 It 
was this famine as well as Lagoro which contributed to 
the expansion of Liing*s authority.

In spite of these events# it seemed as if the rulwo 
were not destined to succeed in Pajule, Just as Liing 
was about to reach the highest point of his prestige his
wife deserted him, taking away hie daughters and the heir

oto the throne. Liing married another wife but she could 
not provide a male heir* Another group of Lwo descendants 
of Cunmor from the house of Labengo attempted to take 
advantage of Liing*s lack of an heir to secure the leadership 
by taking the drum, surprisingly enough, the majority of 
the Pa lwo supported Labongo’s action. This was because of 
Liing*s physical deformity. Thus, after the death of 
Labongo, Okiru kept the drum; but when there was famine 
and Okiru could not provide rain, he was compelled to 
return the drum to Liing who had earlier cm refused to 
sacrifice without it* Though the drum was returned to 
Liing, the support given to Labongo*s action showed the 
extent to which Liing experienced opposition even among 1 2

1, Ibid,, p, 11,
2, Ibid,, p, 12*
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hi# fellow Palwo. He thus found it difficult to cope 
with opposition to hi# dominance from other group# who, 
perhaps taking advantage of internal opposition to him, 
fruetrated his effort# at enlarging hie territory and 
thus building a kingdom, Liing, for instance, failed 
to bring Lamogl under his control. Hie attempt to appoint 
hie man as ruler there was successfully resisted, Even 
the Lukwor elan which did not accept Lling’s authority 
attacked Liing*s place. Although they were forced to 
pay compensation, they never tendered the expected apology. 
Thus, at best Liing could only be described as first among 
many heads of clan groupings. His rule never extended 
beyond that of his elan and some of the Oryang, That 
happened in Papule could at best be described as the trans
fer of a settlement in North earn Bunyoro to Pa;jule, There 
was no question of building a kingdom over others as in 
Agago and west of the Aswa, But even though no kingdom 
could be said to have been built by the Palwo, there is 
the fact that their presence restated in a mixture of 
very many ethnic groups out of which Lwo became pre-eminent, 
and Lwo became the language,

Bueoga Is another area to which the Palwo migrated in 
the late seventeenth century. Their arrival in Busoga was,
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however, preceded by the settlement of Lwo communities, 
probably part of those who came directly fro® the north.
These early lwo had established fairly centralised govern
ments over ''fishing peoples, fa risers and hunters In the 
north''.* With the arrival of the F&lwo the process of 
state building continued, limy Ralwo group* among which 
were the Abaise Mudola, Abaise ifaminha and Abaise Kirugi, came 
from northern Bunyoro and established dominance over groups 
they met on the spot.

The Abaise rienha were, however, the first Palwo group
to arrive in Busoga. They were said to have emerged from
a complex of Lwo and other groups whose movements took them
from Pawlr through Btirull, Bunyala and northern Busoga.
Another group from the same direction was the Abaise Mplna
d sn led by Hake ire -:ho displaced the Lwo imsuabo dsn as
the ruling group at Bukohe. Musumbo, the former leader,
was said to have been neglecting hie people. hen Kakaire
arrived at Rukohe he gave them gifts, The people were
happy with him and with their instigations and support,
he deposed Muausibo after which he est«bli#i«d his authority 

2over the area. I

1, Cohen, Retracing the Footsteps of the Iu3cewa» P. 5#
2* B. W, Cohen,

Klntu. Oxford
I am indebted to Professor Cohen fbr 
read the manuscript of his book.
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The late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries 
can therefore he described as a period of Palwo's external 
activities* Their Impact was felt in the territories 
bordering and at some distance from Northern Bunyoro. In 
all the cases, their activities had to do with the formation 
or maintenance of large political entities and establishment 
of dominant groups. As has been shorn, they achieved varied 
but significant success in most of the areas they migrated to.
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MAP SHOWING A R E A S  TO WHICH THE PALWO MIGRATED  
DURING THE WAR BY OLIMI THE "F IR ST 'B A N T U  KING"
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FIRST ATTEMPT BY THE PALT/O TO REGAIN THE
isra-aMa

Hot all the Naive left North earn Bunyoro ne a result 
of the war waged against theta by oliitil T.sansa, the Bantu 
king. The chiefdoms of Pa^ao» Munyal, and mitwol seeded 
relatively unaffected by the war. 'The inhabitants of 
these chiefdoms stayed in their territory and did not 
flee as some of their neighbours in Rawir* Koe, Kisona 
and Kiaoga were compelled to do. But even in the chief- 
dons affected by the war, some of those Vho left csrae 
back. Mori Lwo migrants also arrived in Northern Bunyoro, 
The result was that it did not take the rnlwe a century 
to recover from the loss they suffered in terms of popu
lation# The restored Palwo population in Northern Bunyoro 
seemed not to have forgotten the incident of their humi
liation by Clifiti, They still felt that the crown in Kitara 
should belong to them# They thus sought ways of regaining 
shat they believed was their inalienable right* Taking 
advantage of the Inherent rashness in Kitara*s political 
structure# which was accentuated by the shortcomings of 
some of the Bantu Abakaraa who reigned after Olimi, the Palwo 
successfully carved out a power base within Kitara and, 
from there, launched their first military attack on the 
Omukama In an effort to regain the throne of Kitara. The
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Palwo were able to launch thin attack because the circumstances 
were favourable to them. *br example* during and immediately 
after Olimi’e war, the situation in Northern Bunyoro was not 
totally 'oncond\:clve to the furtherance of this ambition.

aaefikm Bu^roro jsax̂ tui JtoaLSseasm
It has been aaid that the chi of dome of ’bijao, Baitwol 

and Munyal were not seriously affected by Ollmi's war,1 
It is possible to explain the non-involvement of these 
three chief dome in terras of their origin. They were founded

pby people who came from M*dl, They had not yet arrived 
in Northern Bunyoro when Rukidi set the pattern of appointing 
only sons b o m  by Lire women as Abates®# The war waged by 
Olirai against the Palwo was centred on the continuity of 
the pattern of suceeBslon set by imkidi. It is possible 
that at the time of (list’a war, the Madl-Palwo had not 
yet become sufficiently intermingled with their Lwo brothers 
as to sympathise with their aspirations. The inhabitants 
of Bajao* Munyal, and Paitwol were probably still more ?*adi 
than Lwo at the time of the war end since the Issue at stake 
was the struggle for the throne between the Lwo and Bantu* 
the lladi-Palwo probably felt unconcerned and did not support 
any side.

l.(a) Okelo wsnge* P.H.T. ?o* Kirwala, 11/7/71.
(b) William nchanda, Ojok, Olaya Atlya, P.H.T. 9U, 

ttlvuka headquarters Dima,
Bee rrhapter II pp.36 above.2
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There is also the fact that in c .1679» ilodo the 
founder of Pnjao, sue disobedient to the Oaukama of 
Kitara and was replaced by Kagoro1 ^to» thou^i a Hubito 
prince, was likely to have been b o m  by a Bantu woman 
(as the name suggests) * Kagoro's descendants continued 
to rule in Pa jao. Bine© the new Hierarchy in Pajao was 
Bantu, it si$it have been more sympathetic to olisi than 
to the Palwo, More so as Olisi represented a Bantu 
attempt at putting an end to the Paine*s exclusion of 
the Bantu fro® the throne of Citarr » In the circumstance, 
olimi’s forces would not have attacked Fajao.

Another possible reason for the non-participation 
of the Madi falwo in the war was the motive which Olltni 
set cut to achieve* As mentioned earlier,2 01imi*s prin
cipal motive was to kill Biakaia who vac the focal point 
of resistance to his authority. The Omukama was not out 
to punish all the inhabitants of Northern Bunyopo, Borne 
inhabitants of Pawlr, Hoc, and Kieona suffered because 
they aided and abetted Biakaia*e rebellion by allowing 
Biakaia to pitch his camp in their territory, nines 
Biakaia did not have a power base in any of the Madi- 
Palwo chlefdomo, Ollmi *a soldiers had no reason to attack

1, see Chapter XI p. 37 above.
2m see Chapter III p, 66 above.
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the ere© whatever might have been responsible for the 
Madi-Palwo’s non participation in the war, the three 
chiefdoae continued to exist and grew in population. The 
fact that they were not attacked by olimifs eoldiere 
lessened the amount of loss which Northern Bunyoro would 
have suffered In terms of population.

But even in the areas where the war took its ton in 
terms of population, it was not too long before the loss 
was recovered. The result was that by the end of eighteenth 
century the population of Northern Bunyoro was as high if 
not even higher than it was before 011ml's war. Perhaps a 
testimony to the increase in Palwo population is the fact 
that unlike during winyi’s reign c. 1679-1706 when Northern 
Bunyoro was ruled by one Pass chief, Omukama Nyamitukura
0. 1766-1830 had to divide the area into two separate Bazas 
each with Its own chief,1

The recovery of the affected Palwo ehiefdome can be 
explained in a number of ways, Osmkama 01 lml directed his 
war against Blakala and come Palwo princes vho supported 
him. It was these men whom Olimi’e soldiers were sent to 
kill. As soon as these men were killed, Olimi’s soldiers 
returned to Bunyoro. Innocent civilians who left their 
home in fear came back on being told of the cessation of 
hostilities.2

1. Nyakatura, p* 5, p. 67,
2, Isaya Byewar^o, P,H,T, 93, Ohopelwor, 18/6/71.
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It is oven possible that dial encouraged innocent 
Palwo is on to cone back and live peacefully in Kltara 
because he stood to gain by their presence in his empire* 
m e  hi^ier the population, the none tributes will be paid 
to the Omikasa, and the wider was his scope for recruiting 
men to fight his wars, Oliml might have appealed to the 
Palwo by impressing it on them that he had no grudge 
against them but against BlaSsaai® and hie "rebel collabo
rators'*, The situation might have resembled what happens 
in present-day political conflicts which centre around 
the preservation of the integrity of a political entity*
The man whose authority is being undermined tries to draw 
a distinction in his attitude to the rebel leader On the 
one hand, and the people who are being led to rebellion 
on the other, Bor example, (hiring the Nigerian civil war, 
Oeneral Oowon appealed to the Ibos to come back and live 
in areas liberated from Ojukwu and hi© rebel clique, whether 
or not Qlirai appealed to the Palwo to come back and live 
peacefully in Northern Buayoro, some at the inhabitant# of 
Bawir* Koc, and Kiaonn cam a back after Biakaia had boon 
killed* They came back for various reasons one of which was 
frustration. It will be recalled that in all the areas to 
which the Palwo migrated, they attempted to establish their 
authority over the people they met on the spot. They were
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successful in certain areas and failed to others. It is rust 
unlikely that some of tie Palwo came hack after having failed 
to achieve their purpose,

Moreover# in areas to which the fkJp® migrated, recur
ring outbreaks of famine and epidemics compelled not only 
the Palwo, but also the other inhabitants migrate to 
Northern Bunyono, For instance as a result of Laparanat 
famine which occurred in East Acholi in the period c.1735-1792, 
most of the kingdoms in that area broke up and the inhabi
tants had to come to Northern Bunyono.1

Thus, the effect of Olimi’s war on the population of 
Northern Bunyoro was not lasting, However, the memories 
of Olimi’s war contlnued to haunt the politically articulate 
men among the Palwo. They felt that the successful perver
sion of tradition by Ollmi should not be allowed to con
tinue unchecked. They were therefore looking for an oppor
tunity to reassert by force their exclusive claim to the 
throne of Kitara, As it happened, it was not until the 
reign of Kaxsmrasi that the Palwo launched a military attack 
on the Bantu usurper. But before then, they had succeeded 
in carving out a power base within Kitara from which forceful 
attempts were made to regain the throne.

1, I am grateful to Alex Apeeu of Makerere for this Information.
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flglggl M£3m JBtfitt s&evia.
7n the pursuit of their* goal, the -alwo had many

feet ore to their advantage. One of there was the Inherent
weakness in the political structure of Kitara, Urolgwe
has described the empire as "far flung, heterogeneous
and loosely administered",* This means that it was too
wide for effective administration* It demanded a strong

opersonality to hold the empire together. There was also 
the high incidence of succession disputes during which 
not only did the component parts assert their independence, 
but also the kingdom Itself was rendered liable to external 
aggression. These weaknesses became more evident when the 
throne was occupied by weak and ineffective kings,

Incidentally, the period following 01iral*s reign 
witnessed the advent of weak and Impotent Abskams, The 
centre lost control over the provinces and Bugenda managed 
to annex some parts of Kitara* owa ^u^wlga 1731-1782 who 
succeeded Oliml failed to contain the rebellion of one of 
his sons and died while fighting to recover some of his 
territories lost to Bugsnda.'* 1 * 3

1. 0, N, tfsoigwe, "Kabalega and the making of a new ftitara*Tarlkh. Vol. 3# Ho, 2, 1970.
2* One of the reasons why 01 inti was chosen despite the 

fact that he was bora by a Bantu woman was the fact 
that the state of affairs in Kitara demanded a strong 
personality. There were threats of internal dis
integration and external aggression. For details 
see Chapter III pp. 60-61 above,

3, Nyakatura, op,pit,, p* 59,
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Cwa’e successor Olisi Xasoma reigned for only four 

years before Ityanutukura, his elder brother, overthrow him.1 
Hyamutukura’s reign 1796-1835 has been described as the 
"low watermark in the history of Kitara^ because this was 
the period when many of the princes whom the Osnikaj» had 
appointed as provincial chiefs rebelled against their 
father’s authority. They declared their areas independent 
of their father’s control,

Omukama Fyarautukura reigned for too long, 1786-1835,
The older he grew, the less effective was his hold on the 
affairs of his kingdom. Moreover, he had manychildren 
some of whom he had appointed as rulers in the provinces. 
Pome of these children were too ambitiouc and became 
impatient of waiting for their father to die before taking 
up the mantle of authority in Kitara, Perhaps the most 
ambitious of the princes was Kacope b o m  by a Falwo woman 
and who, having been imbued with the idea of Tfclwo exclusive 
right to Kitara throne, did not want to spar© any effort 
at becoming the omukama. Fisher described him as being ”of 
a very scheming an! cunning nature who was always planning 
in secret how he could secure the kingdom for himself on 
his father's death**.^ He decided that the only way was to 
remove all other brothers, He Instigated Kfcrasuna one of

1, Ibid,
2, G. H, tfaoigwe, Eg.^ution and Reypj^t.In Fpyoro^KiMr^. 

Maker©re History Paper, Ho, 5, (Longmans TTganda 1970}, p, U
3, A, B. Fisher, JJ&L21&& . W i l *(London 1911), p. 1U7.
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hie brothers, to wage a war against their father as a result 
of which the prince lost his life,1 Xacope knew that 
Kaboyo was the Omukama* s favourite son and perhaps the 
greatest obstacle to his becoming the Onukama, Xacope 
then went to Kaboyo and intimated him of the Omukaraa’s plot 
against Kaboyo *s life.

It is difficult to estimate the extent to which 
Kacope’s Intrigue led to the breakdown of relations between 
Omukaraa Nyarautukura and his favourite sen. However, a 
little while after, Kaboyo left the palace, visited Toro 
where he was invited to come and become king independent 
of the control of Nyasutukura, At first, Kaboyo was said 
to have felt reluctant, but on be ins assured of an army 
and probably coupled with Kacope’s warning, he decided to

9accept the offer, conflicting evidence abound on the 
reaction of Fyasratukure to Kaboyo*s secession, Palwo and 
Bnnyoro^ sources claim that the rebellion was unchallenged, 
while Wilson* gives the impression that Nyamratukura made an 
unsuccessful military effort to crush the rebellion, whether 
or not Kaboyo*s secession was challenged, the important 
thing is that from 1830 onwards mara became independent

1, ftyakaturs, op.clt,. p, 65.
2, Hor details of Kaboyo*s activities in Toro, see J. Wilson, op.clt,
3 , ^
U# d. v/ilson, Op.clt.
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of the control of Omukama Kyarmtukura,
Xaboyo’a success in taking Toro cut of Kitara is 

important in that it encouraged the Pnlwo to create a 
power base in Northern Bunyoro. It is possible that 
Kacope had this Idea in mind when he alienated Kaboyo from 
his father* Kacope might have wanted to watch the reaction 
of Nyamutulcura to such an action, In addition* he might 
have wanted to assess the omukama *s capacity to crush 
rebellions against his authority. Hie fact that iTyamutukurm 
was not able to crush Kaboyo*s rebellion must have been a 
moral booster for Kacope and his men.

The '̂ er/tence of Kacope and Tsa&ara as Balwo Leaders
By the time Kacope was planning to get rid of possible 

rivals to the throne of Kitara* he had already been appoin
ted as fame chief to the Balwo county of Klhukya,1 Another 
Babito prince by a Bale© woman, Isagara Katiritiri was 8aea 
chief of brIwo county of Kibanda. It was the custom of the 
Babito to appoint princes as provincial chiefs. These 
princes were given areas from where their mothers originated 
to govern in the Interest of the omu katas. While in Perthem 
Bunyoro as r-asa chiefs and subordinate agents of OmuMms 
Kyebaiabe Nyrtraotukura * Kacope and leapt re Katirltiri were 
accorded all the honour and respect due to a king by the 
heads of the chief dome, The Palwo bwhedi of the chief dome
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saw themselves as subordinate agents of Kacope and 
Isagara *» authority, It was to Kacope and Isagara that 
tributes were paid for onward transmission to the Omukama fs 
capital. Appeals against the Rwhodlfe judgement were 
referred to them for adjudication. It was /.scope and 
Isagara who arranged for the presence of the Palwo at the 
Onrukaaa’a court during the eapango festival. The situation 
thus looked like another superstructure of authority over 
the Rwho&i. Such an arrangement was workable for two reasons. 
First, they were princes and seen as personal representatives 
of the Omukaraa, Secondly, they were Palwo m m  whose lan
guage culture and aspiration the people over whom they were 
ruling shared.

However, the exercise of authority in Palwolaad fell 
far short of what Kacope and Isagara wished, as Balwo men, 
their ambition was the throne of Kltara which they believed 
should only be held by princes born by Palwo women. It 
was towards ensuring that he became king of Bunyoro-Kltara 
empire that Kacope caused confusion among the princes and 
alienated Kaboyo, the favourite prince, from his father, 
Kaboyo’s successful rebellion proved an eye opener to 
Kacope and isagara • They felt they too could take their 
provinces out of the control of the Osmkama as a first step 
in the effort towards securing the throne of Bunyoro-Kitara 
for themselves. They planned to consolidate their hold
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among their people In Palwoland1 and acquire enough, military 
hacking to wage a war against any rival to the throne of 
Kitara.

Kacope and Ieagara then took etepa to severe con-
J*nectiona with the Omukama of Bunyoro-Kltara. Poring one 

of their usual visits to their areas of authority, they 
did not come to report at the Omukama’a palace as was 
expected of them. Tributes paid to them for onward trans
mission to the Osukama were withheld. They did not arrange 
for the presence of the Palwo at the Omukama*s court during 
the erapango festival. Kacope and Xaagare later informed 
the Palwo of their decision to break ties with the Omukama.
The raajjor reason was to consolidate in order to wrest the 
crown of Bunyoro-Kitara from the hands of the ’Bantu usurpers’.

But Kacope’s county of Kihukya was composed of the 
chiefdoms of F&jao, Paitwol, and Munyai, inhabited by Palwo 
people who were of Madi origin. They were therefore less 
sympathetic with the Lwo separatist feeling than the four 
other Lwo chiefdoms were. Having settled on their terri
tory with the omukama’e permission, the Palwo of Madi 
origin seemed to have owed loyalty to whoever was the

1. one could now begin to call Northern Bunyoro m H r t a i  * 2
' ?a lwo land be cau se from this time 

they stayed here permanently and regarded it as their 
home - a base against Bantu usurpers.

2. Kyakatura, op.clt.* p. 68, also Pauolo Ochewa, Kyeganywa, 
P.H.T, k5, 11/6/11, Okelo Wenge Kirwala, P.H.T, 73, 
1U/7/71.
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Omukama whether X*wo or Bantu, The respect they had been 
according Kacope was because of the fact that he derived 
hie authority from the Omukama of Bunyoro-Kltara• ?ihen 
Kacope told them that he was no longer having anything to 
do with Hymrautukura, and that henceforth he should be 
treated as the Omukama, the ^3ao felt he had lost the 
basis of his authority over them. The naiao Bwhot thus 
continued to send tribute to Byamutukura.1 The act 1cm of 
the Balao ftwot can also be explained in the light of the 
fact that, following the change of dynasty after the 
execution of Modo, the founder of Pajao, Kagoro who became 
king, was a Mublto, hence the ruling dynasty In Pajao had 
been Babito since the time of Kagoro, It was not easy for 
them to support a rebellion against a fellow elan member, 
This explains why they did not at first co-operate with 
Kacope, The Pa^ao Rwhot continued to attend the empango 
festival and took tributes to the Omukama, In Paltwol, 
apart from refusing to acknowledge the suzerainty of Kacope 
and paying tributes to Hyamutukura# Bator made an attempt 
to fight Kacope, Kacope was said not to have made an effort 
to bend these people to his wish; but with time, these Madi- 
Falwo reconciled themselves to the situation and accepted 
Kacope as king*

1. Okelor wange, Klrwala, P.ff.T. 75, lh/7/71, 
P,H,T, 75, as previously cited.
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Opal tradition is silent an why, and how, the Hadi- 

Palwo changed their attitude to Kaeope* It is however 
plausible to explain the change in the li$ht of the fact 
that although the ruling dynasty in Pajao and possibly 
Munyai, and Paitwol was Bantu,1 and were loyal to Hyamutukura, 
a Bantu Omufcama, majority of the inhabitants of the 
chief dome, at least at that time (1830) were those born 
in North earn Bunyoro and have bean living there since. They 
mi^ht have forgotten the Madi origin of their ancestors and 
regarded themselves as full-blooded Palwo. It is very likely 
that they shared the aspirations of their Palwo brothers 
for a recovery of their ri#it to the throne of Kitara. Thus, 
the attitude of the populace to Xacope might have been dif
ferent from that of their rulers, men, as it happened, 
the Bwhodi of these Chiefdome changed their attitude and 
accepted Kaeope, it m%$i% have been a reaction to popular 
opinion in their chiefdome,

mile it took Kaeope sometime to be accepted by the 
Madi-Palwo, Isagara did not encounter any difficulty in 
getting his authority acknowledged in Bawir, koc, Kisona, 
and Xleoga. These areas were inhabited and governed by 
people mho were of Lwo origin. Both the rulers and the 
people shared the aspirations of Kaeope and isagara. To

1. See Chapter II pp, 37-38 for the replacement of Mode 
by Kagoro.
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them, it was a national struggle, an attempt to regain 
their ancient rights, Kacope and leagara were therefore 
seen as national heroes, symbolising Palwo aspirations.

With tlae, Kacope and leagara consolidated and 
assumed the position of Omukama in their respective areas, 
the Palwo, in fact, addressed them as Rwhot* Kacope built 
his palace at Puodi in Pal two 1 while leagara built his 
in Koe, the palaces were larger than those of the Rwhodi 
of the chiefdoms and contained more slaves, visitors and 
tributes* They were built of special type of grass called 
Apudi,

The relationship between the Rwhe&i of the ^lwo 
chiefdoms and the new kings was cordial, Kacope and leagara 
merely established a super-structure over the prevailing 
system. They made use of what they found to meet their 
needs* The Pwhodi of the chiefdoms were aliased to 
exercise authority over their people and behave as they 
had been doing before in so far as they recognised the 
authority of the new rulers, paid tributes to them, and 
carried out their wishes. The Pwhodi of the chiefdoms 
retained all vestiges of authority. To Kacope and Isagara 
they looked like Jagfri (equivalent of Bunyoro sasa chiefs), 
but the people they had been governing continued to regard
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them as kwhodi. They were still selected in the old 
way, by the people among the sons of the dead king. Kven 
though one informant1 2 said the new Pwhodi (Kaeope and 
leagara) could refuse to confirm anyone chosen, he could
not mention an instance when that power was exercised*

..." r .: .... : ...v̂- , - • " ,

Thus Kaeope and Tsagara successfully created a power
base for the ^alwo. unlike Kaboyo whose secession was a 
permanent reality and who even refused ifeen called upon to 
become the omukaaa of Bunyoro-Kitara, Kaeope and Tsagara*s 
rebellion was only a first step In the effort to regain the 
crown of Bunyoro-Kitara empire and stop shat seemed to 
them ’’the perversion of tradition by the Bantu usurpers,* 
Their aim was to consolidate and build enough support, 
have a sort of base from where the attempt could he made by 
force if necessary, to regain the crown of Bunyoro-Kitara, 
The Palwo never wanted to stay out of Bunyoro-Kitara, an 
empire which they regarded as theirs and to which they had 
a strong sense of attachment. Had Kaeope sand laagara wanted 
to do this the Palwo could not have supported them, Kaeope 
and Isagara’a assertion of authority in Paiwoland was there
fore only a means to an end. The end was the assumption of 
authority over the whole of Bunyoro-Kitara aspire. The 
only thing they could do during their father’s life time 
was to create a power base and prepare for a show of force

1, Okelo Wang©, p .h .t . 67, Kirwala, 9/7/71.
2, Nyakatura, p. 67.
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against other Bantu usurpers. This was perhaps why
Kacope and isagara organised raids Into neighbouring 
territories, expanded their sphere of influence, and thereby 
increased their following in preparation for the war against 
the Bantu usurpers#1 *

They were further helped by the inability of Kyamutukura * s 
successor, Nyambogc to crush rebellious designs. By the 
time of his accession, he was too old to be an effective 
ruler. During his reign of thirteen years 1835-1848, he 
was far too much occupied with cattle to pay any attention 
to the request of the lost provinces* He was succeeded 
by Qllmi Rwakabole who, like his predecessor, could not crush 
Kacope and Isagara, This Oaukama's short reign of four 
year** was bedevilled by attempts by his brothers to unseat 
him. After killing his elder brother, f?wero, for attempting 
to rebel, his younger brother Eamurasl staged a successful 
coup d~etat against him,2 KfimuraBl himself did not immediately 
find things easy* Though he killed Rwakable, he first had 
to undertake a purge of princes who were loyal to his brother 
and who had not accepted him as king# for the first four 
years of his reign, affairs in the Bunyoro-Kitara capital 
were far from being settled.

Mmj&imtiLMLMmm ak
Kacope and Isagara were not unaware of nhat had been

1. Okelo *7ange, Kirwala, F.H.T, 54, 24/6/71.
2* Nyakatura, op.clt. p. 70.
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happening at the Omukafija's court ever since the reign of 
01 ini ivakabale. The situation at the Omukama*® court 
during lamurasl ’a reign wee seen as a good opportunity to 
launch an attack on Kamurasi ’s palace* kill the Oraukana 
and regain the crown of Bunyoro-Kitara for the Paine* The 
Palwo at first thought they would catch Kaamrasi unawares*
The Omukaina heard of their coining through one of hie spies 
and before their arrival at his court* Kamuraei had organised 
troops to resist the Palwo offensive. When the two armies 
were posed to attack each other* the Palwo uttered the 
following words which clearly indicated the motive behind 
their attacks

*We are the true heirs to the throe© of Kitara 
You are a usurper because you come from Mwenge 
What do your kind know about fighting* you 
delicate drinkers of milk.***
Fighting later started and Kamurasi’s forces were 

overpowered, Kasnurasi himself escaped and this had a 
demoralising effect on his troops. The Palwo looted the 
Qmukama’s palace, and captured, many of the instruments of 
royalty such as drums* spears* stools and crowns.

One would have expected them to seise the mantle of 
authority at this stage and gain the crown of Bunyoro- 
Kltara. They could not however do this for two reasons*
One was that according to the cub tom In Bunyoro-Xi tara, 
anybody wanting to seize the throne had to make sure that 1

1. Ibid.* p. 77
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the former icing was dead before he could assume authority* 
la this case# Kamurasi was still alive, he had only escaped* 
Until toe Pal wo princes had killed him, neither of them 
conid become the Omkasaa. The other reason was that# even 
if Kamurasi was dead, toe Balwo princes hod not yet decided 
on which of them, Kaeope or Isagara, should become the Omukasa.1

Meanwhile, with Kamurasi on the run and th# Palwo 
having gained access to the omukaiae's palace, the victors 
settled at Xokoitwa to celebrate their initial victory. They 
drank so much beer that many of them got drunk. Meanwhile, 
Kamurasi in his place of refuge reorganised his forces under 
Prince Omudaya fs leadership, and while mauy of the Palwo 
soldiers were still drunk, Kamurasi'a forces fought back 
unexpectedly* The Palwo were heavily defeated and many of 
the Princes died* Kaeope and isagara and their eons, Mupina
and Ruyonga respectively, were among toe few Palwo princes 

2too survived*
Kamurasi regained the throne of Kitara but did not 

make any effort to dislodge Kaeope and Isagara from their 
base* This was probably because Kamurasi did not have 
sufficient military strength to wage a war of aggression
on the Palwo* He still had many supporters of pwakabale 
to deal with* In that circumstance# a war of aggression 
on the Palwo would probably have complicated issues for * 2

1* P*H*T. 130, John william Wyakature, Hoiraa, 25AI/71.
2. Nyakature, op.cit.. p* 78,
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the Qsrukaisa, M e  rival* at the capital night have taken 
advantage of the absence of Xamuraei fe troops to attack him* 
Moreover, Kamurasi might have felt that a war to end Kacope 
and Tsagara*s rebellion was not worth the trouble, The Oraukama 
knew that Kacope and Isagara’s assertion of authority In 
Palwoland was for a purpose - the capture of the crown in 
Kitera. Since Ksmuraei had been able to withstand the 
attempt, and he had other rivals to contend with, it might 
be worth the Oraukam&’e while to consolidate his authority 
and make sure that he was not overthrown. It seemed that 
what mattered to the Oraukama was not the maintenance of 
Kltara'a integrity but the maintenance of his position as 
the Oraukaiaa.

After Kamurasl had managed to regain the throne the 
Palwo did not make any aa;Jor effort to regain the throne 
of Xit&ra until the accession of Kfcbalega. Even at that 
time, what helped the Palwo to challenge Kabalega was the 
impact which economic changes had made on their social and 
political life. These changes and their effects will be 
examined in the next chapter.UNIV
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CHAPTER V

Although this work is concerned with the political 
history of the Palwo, the changes which occurred in the 
economic life of the Palwo had a great impact on their 
society and politics not only at the local level, but also 
in terms of their wider struggle to regain the throne of 
Kitara. In view of this, it is pertinent to examine the 
economic changes in Palwoland in order to see their impact 
on society and politics.

Even a casual study of Palwo economic history shows 
a change in emphasis from pastoral 1st, to agriculture and 
then to hunting. These changes in emphasis were a result 
of three factors* first, the natural and environmental 
conditions affecting the Palwo economy* secondly, the 
influence of new ethnic elements absorbed into the society, 
and thirdly, the effect of the external traders such as 
the Arab and Basombwa traders from the mid-nineteenth 
century onwards. These three factors not only altered the 
pattern of the economy but also caused substantial changes 
in the social and political life of the Palwo,

Three phases of Palwo economic history can therefore 
be Identified* The first coincided with the period of 
settlement in Pawir during the reign of Nyawir c.12+09-11+36.1 
Pastoral ism and hunting were their occupations before they

1, For details see Chapter one above.
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settled In Pawir, Farming was at that time* a subsidiary 
occupation*

Die PQBtorallet Pha.iii to c .1680

As earlier mentioned* the Palwo are a branch of the 
Lwo who migrated from 'udan to parte of present day Uganda 
and Kenya* Continuous migration* transhumance and pasto
ral ism have been associated* People who are continuously 
on the move have frequently been cattle rearers. Crazzolara 
and Ogot both assert that the Lwo were essentially cattle 
rearers* Ogot writes*

"In their original homeland there were vast stretches of land much of which was not suitable for cultiva
tion* as the Lwo could always more to another land 
where they could find fertile soil and good grazing* 
they never had to bother with the means of fodder storage or devise proper methods of manuring and 
could afford to run down their cattle which formed the mainstay of their economy” .1

Crazzolara indicates how the early course of their migration 
was affected by the desire to find adequate grazing lands 
for their cattle*2 $hen the Palwo settled in Northern Bunyoro, 
they remained dependent on cattle. Cattle and other domesti
cated animals served a variety of purposes including payment 
of dowry and sacrifice to the gods* Ogot however observed 
that as the Lwo migrated southwards into Uganda and Kenya* 
they arrived and settled in forested places more suited 
to agricultural communities than pastoral ones. The extent

1* Ogot, OP.Cit.
2* Crazzolara* The Lwoo, Part X* nitrations
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of dependence upon cattl e therefor© decreased as the Lwo 
moved southward from the ftu&aa into Ugandan and Kenyan 
areas* By c* 11*09-1436 when TJyawir led the ^Iwo across 
the Nile# most of her followers were tired of the seeming 
endless journey to an unknown destination. They therefore 
settled with their cattle on the south hank of the Nile 
in an area which came to be called Pawir after their leader. 
The choice of settlement was probably dictated by the 
availability of water from the Nile end the luxurious growth 
of grass. The very act of settlement meant less mobility 
and consequently less grazing land for cattle. The abundance 
of tse-tae fly in the area also discouraged pastoralism.
Apart from the tsetse fly# there were also recurring outbreaks 
of genv. a disease from which cattle became emaciate! and 
quickly died.

Together with these factors militating against pastor- 
alls®# the fertility of the eoil arising from proximity to 
the Nile encouraged the adoption of farming. At first 
farming was an adjunct to pastoral ism but later took pre
cedence over it. Initially# Pal wo methods of cultivation 
were simple. Pigging sticks were used as hoes# but after 
they case under the Bacwesi empire of Xitara# some iron 
hoes wore obtained from Bunyoro. The introduction of iron 
further stimulated the change of emphasis to agriculture 
which could be described as the second phase of Palwo 
economic history.
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ms, Arnteg. sussa*. 1680-1860

By 1680, it seems that farming bad become the major 
occupation of the Palw©, Farming took precedence over 
paatoralisra for two reasons* Firet, the new environment 
was better suited to farming than cattle, Secondly, new 
settlers *ho were iron workers came to halve Sand, m  the 
generation c.1637-1679, a quarrel between two brothers in 
Madllula led to the arrival in Palvoland of a group of 
wudanic Madi migrants led by Mode, After being introduced 
to the Omukama of Kitara, Kodo established the chiefdom 
of Pajao which later expanded and fragmented to fora Munyai, 
and Faitwol chief dome,1 2 The coming of the 'hadanic people® 
must have encouraged the development of iron industry. It 
is not clear whether the Palwo learned iron mining and 
smithing from the Banyoro or whether the iron industry was 
begun by the Sudanic immigrants. Informants give the 
impreeeiow that iron was being mined prior to the settlement 
of Paitwol by the Pudanlc Peoples, But it is very significant 
that the Sudanic peoples settled in Paitwol where idle Iron 
deposits were. For iron working peoples, migration was often 
determined by the availability of new and better source of 
iron ore, debater notes that in the Agago area of Fast
Acholl, Orom iron workers came into wo! purposely to exploit

2the iron ore resources. However, by c,1700 iron mining

1, Bee Chapter two pp. 36-37 above,
2, or, B, Webster, acholl Hlstoidcal Text, Ho, 22,
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and smithing have emerged as an Important occupation In 
^alwoland. The Iron Industry considerably assisted the 
adoption erf farming*

The production of iron began with the collection of 
lela (iron ore) in large quantities usually with the help 
of lineage and d e n  members. The lela was flret broken 
Into smaller manageable rocks with the hard wood of a tree 
called Mtolj or Dauenda (mahogany). They were then heated 
In a furnace until they became red hot* The smelt iron was 
allowed to cool for two days and was then cut into smaller 
pieces known as Kitengere. The Kitengere was then fashioned 
into the desired shapes such as hoes or large knife blades 
to which wooden bandies were fitted. The smelting process 
up to and including the production of the Kitengere was 
handled by men celled Buklela (smelters). The smithing 
process which produced the finished tools was far more 
skilful and handled by men called Patet.1

At first, iron smithing was only the part-time occupation 
of the Palwo who were mainly farmers. But with time* the 
demand for hoes increased so much that some farmers became 
full-time iron makers, trading their implements for food.
In time, they organised a form of guild which regulated 
exchange rates and set rules governing recruitment into the

1. Odero and Peter Apile, P.H.T, 19, Kiryakende, 12/5/71.
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profession. Admission into the buklela class was relati
vely easy hat the number of people joining the Datet class 
was strictly limited. Though efficiency as a Muklela was 
the ostensible qualification for admission into the Datet 
class, only relatives of the established Datet found it easy 
to join the fold. Gradually the occupation became the 
preserve of the clans and families of the first group of 
datet notably* pueftobo, Dabwang and Pudwa.1 The importance 
of the development of the iron industry lay in the encoura
gement it gave to farming* Farming assumed importance 
over pastoralism and the Palwo dealt more with plants than 
cattle. But in spite of the preoccupation with farming, 
the environment of Palwoland was such that the Palwo could 
not do without practising hunting - at least for the pur
pose of safeguarding their lives and crops if not for 
securing meat. This was because Palwoland was probably one 
of the richest hunting areas south of the M i s  and north 
of Hyanaa,

Thus, while the Palwo turned from a preoccupation with 
cattle to greater dependence to farming, hunting remained 
an important secondary occupation. In fact, after the lose 
of cattle it may have become even more important as a 
source of meat. Both occupation - faming and hunting ~ 
required iron implements and contributed to the rising 
demand for the products of the datet•

1, Bulasio Oyundn and werre, P.H.T* 83, Katulikire, 29/7/71.
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Hunting and its Streets
Before the arrival of the Aretha and Basorabwa, the

Palvo had several ways of hunting animals, 'mere was the
chase method by which people divided themselves into groups
and chased the animals towards places where their companions
armed with spears and nets were waiting* There were also
various trapping methods. One of the® was the *Muya’ which
was digging a pit and filling it with sharp pointed spears.1 2
Animals ware expected to fall into the pits and get hilled*
Another method was the use of a snake with a deadly poison
to kill animals* The animals were lured towards the spots
where the snakes were staked down, as soon as the animals
were bitten by the snakes they died. In the Tong Atwok
method, a big spear hung cm a tree, descended on animals

2that were driven towards the tree.
Hunting went a long way in increasing the material 

prosperity of the Palwo, Buahbukk, pig, and buffalo provided 
meat for human consumption. A kind of sandal was made from 
the skin of the hufallo. Various animal skins were also used 
in making clothing* After being dried, the animal akin was 
treated with a type of oil (foga) dried and used in covering 
the body, Perhaps the most valuable commodity secured from 
hunting was ivory. It was the search for Ivory which brought

1, Simon Kasigws, P.H.T. U7, Kiryandogo ^ombolola head
quarters, 13/o/71♦

2, Pauolo Ochewa, P.H.T. 1*9* Kyeganywa* 15/6/71.
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the foreign traders to Palwelana

X^r^pTraderp, their Impact on Palyo Zo& pJbl

The search for Ivory among other things, prompted 
Khedive1 2 Mohammad All to send Salim on an expedition to the 
White Kile in 18J9. Balim reached Gondokoro and brought 
back reports of the availability of material resources 
especially ivory which could be gainfully utilised by who
ever controlled the area* An immediate result of Salim*a 
discovery was the establishment of trading posts in southern 
Sudan and northern Uganda including fulwoland by Arab traders 
who were in the services of ease European businessmen based 
in Khartoum.

Salim's discovery also encouraged some organisations
and individuals to said expeditions to the southern Sudan,
For instance in 1862, the Royal Geographical Society sent
Speke end Grant to the Kile basin, Bamuel Baker in the
same year visited the inter la ett s trine region. He discovered

2lake Albert, and believed it to be the source of the Kile,

1, Khedive All sponsored the expedition in order to 
increase the economic strength of his country. His 
major aim was to tap the resources of this area. For

2. For details of Speke's visit, see J. H. Speke, Journal
of the M g  cover?/ of the Kile* (London 1863). For details 
of felcerT8 Visit see 6. w. Baker, rhe Albert Tiyanaa. 
great Basin of the MX& (London, 1883) .
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By the time the two explorers came, Kacope and Isagara, 
the Palwo leaders had died and had been succeeded by their 
sons lupins and Ruyonga as Rwhodi of Klkukya and Klbonda 
respectively. The two new Palwo Rwhodi were bent on com~ 
pleting the tack aet by their fathers, that is, wresting the 
crown of Kltara from the Bantu usurpers. However, the visits 
of the explorers did not have a visible Impact on the Leo- 
Bantu power struggle though Xaauraai attempted to solicit 
the help of the explorer against the two Bulwo Rwhodi,* 

Economically, the visits of Speke, Grant, and Baker 
served the same purpose as that of Salim. The two explorers 
reported the availability of ivory thus emphasising the 
economic potentialities of the area. The report prompted 
the Egyptian Khedive Ismail to attempt to bring the area 
under the protectorate of Egypt and declare an Egyptian 
monopoly of trade in this area. Ismail ©ought to do this 
by sending explorers, namely Baker, Gordon, and Emin Pasha

9to tha area.*"
But before this explorers came, a group of traders had 

visited Palwoland and traded in ivory. Ofceir activities 
affected many aspects of the lives of the Palwo. These 
traders were the Arabs from Khartoum and Zanzibar and the 
Basombwa. As mentioned earlier, one effect of Halim’s 1 2

1. See J. H. Speke, op.clt.. pp. hO»Mj28, and 8. W. Baker, 
ap.clt.. PP. 3k, 60r 178-179.

2. The activities of these men will be discussed in chapter 
six below.
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visit was the setting tip of trading centres by Arabs 
along the File Including Palwoland, another group of 
Arabs came to Palwoland from Zanzibar, They were sent 
by rultan 8&yd Said to find ivory.1 Shis was part of 
the .fulian’s effort to create a comaercial empire in 
Sast Africa. These men had goods which they advanced to 
Bslwomen who organised the collection of ivory for them.
Along with the Arabs# cane a group of people known in 
parts of present-day Uganda as the Basombwa. They are 
believed to be the Uyarawesl from the Tabora area* All 
these mn came to buy Ivory and brought several types of 
commodities in exchange for ivory* The result of the 
trade in ivory was © change in Palwo economy and society 
for the better* Few standards of taste and dress emerged 
and Balwo society became more sophisticated.

Whether the ralwo saw more of the Zanzibari Arabs 
and Basombwa than the Arabs from Khartoum is not clear.
But contrary to the reports of raiding and pillaging
conducted by the Arabs from Khartoum on the southern 

2Sudanese» the Impression one gets is that all the traders 
who came to Palwoland conducted their trade peacefully, 1 2

1. For detail© of Fayyd Feld’s activities see P • Coupland, 
gBal.AaaM..Wff,A*S j,n^«g.< (O.O.P.. London, 1938)

2. Tho ,\rabs from Khartoum augmented the Ivory trade with 
trade in olaves. They thus looted the inhabitants of 
southern Sudan in order to get slaves. Bee ftrsjr, op.clt* 
PP* 25-55*
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On their arrival, they were said to have visited Ruyonga 
and Mupina and intimated then with the Objects of their 
mission. It wae the RWhodi who later introduced the 
traders to toe Palwo. In return for ivory, these traders 
brou$*t various goods including clothes, trinkets cowries 
beads, cups, plates, saucers, and later on guns. The 
Rwhod*s palace was for a long tine toe place at which 
ivory was exchanged for the exotic goods, At first, 
standard prices were fixed, A roll of cloth or a basketful 
of cowries was the price for a tusk. Later on the rate of 
exchange came to depend on toe interplay of the forces of 
demand and supply and the relative bargaining power of toe 
parties, A newly arrived Arab or Musetowa paid more for a 
tusk than one who had got enou,fc and was only persuaded by 
a hard pressed Balwo hunter to buy more,1 As ivory assumed 
economic Importance, the Rwhodi further enhanced their 
position by making sure that one tusk of every elephant 
killed was given to them. They thus had more of the 
commodities brought by the traders than even the elephant 
hunters. The goods brought in exchange for ivory became so 
highly prized that those Palwo who had acquired the skill 
to kill elephants completely abandoned farming and specialised 
in hunting elephants. The need to kill more elephtots in 
order to cope with the demand for ivory led in turn to an

•  127 -

1. Qdero, P*H,T. 16, Kiryakende, 9A/71
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Increased demand for iron weapons such as spears and knives. 
The patet entered yet another period of prosperity*

while farming and hunting remained the sain occupation 
of the Pglwo throughout the nineteenth century, a new class 
of special lata aroae within the society, the ivory hunters. 
^osslbly the ivory hunters were small in number in relation 
to the whole ^alw© population, hut they had an effect on 
Palwo eodety and politico far beyond their number* They 
represented a new elite class, rivalling the traditional 
chiefly elite* Traditional hunting activities a w e  still 
carried on hut fro® among the hunter®, a special let group 
of elephant hunters - the All go - emerged, whose major pro* 
occupation was to secure Ivory tor the alien traders.

In response to the demand for ivory, the aligo organised 
themselves into a guild which regulated prices, controlled 
recruitment into the occupation and organised large seals 
hunting expedition®* Hunting parties were divided into 
three groups* The nulefca* regarded m  the most junior, 
was charged with the responsibility of locating the 
elephant* This was done by throwing ashes In the air and 
observing the direction of the wind. Ffinee the elephants 
were believed to move in the same direction as the wind, the 
Puleba would then follow the direction and start blowing 
horns so that the elephants sight run towards share other
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men armed with heavy spears and on the tree® were waiting*
At first this system worked well but later the elephants 
began avoiding the trees. It thus became necessary to 
station another group of men called Pulyek not very far 
from the tree. When the Duleka started chasing the elephants 
the Pulyek prevented them from running away from the trees 
by setting fire on possible alternative routes* thus forcing 
them to pass by the trees where -the Pudwar* the master 
strikers* were waiting for them. A man wanting to join the 
allgo first had to serve as a duleka after which he was 
promoted to the Pulyek group. A long and impressive record 
as a Pulyek coupled with evidence of good behaviour were 
prerequisites for admission into the Pudwar class.* 1

Issues like price determination, recruitment, discipline 
and promotion of members were discussed at meetings held at 
the residence of the head of the Allgo. In Pawlr, Padoo 
Olego headed the Allgo group while Bowa was the chairman 
in Pajao. in Munyai, Olegodi* the eldest of h e  elephant 
hunters* was the leader. Usually* the head of the allgo 
recommended promotlone which had to be ratified by other 
members during meetings. The occasion for such meetings 
was when a man, haring been considered fit to be a dudwar 
and having been handed a spear by the head of the allgo*

s1, Antonio Oyuru, P.H.T. 120* Oombolola Headquarters, 
Mutunda, 20/9/71.
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killed hie flmt large animal (not necessarily an elephant), 
“Hie new Dudwar then had to call the eenlor Pudwar was 
nearest at the time of the kill, The senior fludwar then 
tied the new dudwar*# arm behind hie hack with a type of 
grass called Ofciha and asked him to perform the apeya,
(moving round the animal thrice), The new midwar was than 
made to stand on the head of the animal and to blow a horn 
thanking Orongo, the god of hunting* for helping him to 
kill the animal. After this the animal was taken to the 
house of the head of the a 11 go, cooked and served to ell 
members of the dudwar, The Dad war sang special scngs thanking 
orongo for his help. At this ceremony the new recruit and 
the other dadwar would be possessed by Orongo, Only Dudwar 
could be priests (kibandwa) of Orongo* After the ceremony 
other matters relating to the profession such as recruitment 
Into the duleka and determination of prices were discussed, 

During Muplna and Ruyonga*B reign,* when the foreign 
traders first arrived in Palwoland, they concerned them
selves only with the purchase of ivory without taking any 
interest in the methods used to secure it. Later In these 
reigns, however, some of the traders anxious to secure more 
Ivory brought guns and taught the Palwo how to us# them.
The guns soon became widely used and replaced the spear 
as the most important Instrument of hunting. 1

1, Bunyoro sources such as Uyakatura say Muplna died in 
1887* Ruyonga died before Ifupina*
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Hie availability of guns affected both the elephant 
hunters and their organisation, with guns it was no longer 
necessary to undergo a period of apprenticeship before being 
allowed to kill an elephant* Once a nan knew how to handle 
a gun and what part of the elephant to shoot at, he had only 
to collect people to help him carry the flesh if he wanted it. 
The importance of guild leaders such as Padoo decreased. The 
guilds collapsed, individual hunters sold tusks at uncont
rolled prices and Orongo, the god of hunting, declined in 
importance. One of Orongo*a main functions had been to 
prevent hunter® with spears from being killed by animals.
How the guns ensured that animals, if not killed outright, 
were rendered impotent* The danger of hunters being killed 
by animals was reduced.

The introduction of guns also affected the economic po
sition of the oatet. The availability of guns at first resulted 
In a decrease in the demand for iron implements since guns were 
being used to kill animals. Home of the Datet were therefore 
compelled to change their occupation to hunting. But with the 
defection of some of their colleagues, the fortunes of the 
remaining datet increased even more. As more people hunted 
elephants and other animals, though with guns, more swords 
and knives were needed to cut the animals killed, ’ oreover, 
the first type of guns brought by the traders could only carry 
single charge. Home animals, especially elephants, unless hit 
in the neck or in the stomach, did not die immediately. They 
still had to be killed with sharp spears. Thus, the demand for
RTM tana emr? m m W In  -t n  a m t
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The economic significance of the increased trade in 
Ivory lay not only In the increased prosperity of the datet. 
It also lay in the change it brought to bear on the system 
of exchange, a* noted earlier, foreign traders brought, 
among other things, cowries in exchange for ivory. The 
Basoraibwa, who first brought them, took the cowries to 
Mupina and Ruyonga and persuaded thorn to start using cowries 
as money. Hitherto, exchange of commodities had been by 
barter, The v«hot distributed cowries to heads of families 
and in time they became adopted as currency.

An established currency, apart from facilitating ex
change, also increased productivity, particularly as the 
consumer goods brought by the traders became popular. The 
elephant hunters were fortunate to have access to these 
goods. They, however, needed foodstuffs and other commodi
ties for which they depended on their neighbours. They thus 
had to secure enough ivory to sell for cowries with which to 
buy food, Similarly, a farmer wanting cups, plates and 
beads had to increase his output beyond -that needed to 
feed his family, to sell the surplus and to buy the recently 
introduced commodities from those who had them. The same 
applied to the Datet, who had to produce more iron imple
ments so as to get cowries sufficient to cover his food 
expenses as well as his demand for the exotic goods.
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Increased specialisation, standard currency and a 
higher volume of exchange ultimately hastened the erosion 
of the subsistence economy. It was replaced by a more 
impersonal specialised and monetary one in which the ’’Jack 
of all trades" no longer had a chance, one had to be a 
master of something to compete, Presumably some faimers 
remained outside the new economy. It is Impossible to esti
mate what percentage of the entire population they were, 
nevertheless, as will be shown later, there was great social 
pressure especially from the women upon the men to secure 
the new and prestigious goods brought by the traders.

The coming of the traders provided Job opportunities 
for some Palwo, When the Basombwa and the Arabs first came, 
they were faced with the difficulty of locating the homes 
of the elephant hunters even though Lapina and Puyonga sent 
word through their chiefs about their arrival. The traders 
obtained the services of some Palwo as guides who took them 
to the places where ivory could be bought. In time these 
guides assumed the role of middlemen known to the elephant 
hunters who collected ivory from the hunters and sold it to 
the traders when they came. At first they were given a small 
monetary commission by the hunters. In time they gained 
enough cowries to purchase ivory from the hunters on their 
own account and to sell to the traders at prices which
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yielded them substantial profits • Laker Hand® of Tidikata 
wes one such middleman who rose from a commoner to acquire 
cattle and goats and had married fir© wives by the time of 
‘‘upina's death about 188?. Other ^Iro men served as potters 
for the traders and vero paid in cowries with which they 
worked their way into the position of trader middlemen*

The ftalmb developed new tastes in dre«*s. ItfdVutfdi 
and kemecke, clothes were worn on special days like festivals» 
the Rwhot'e visit as well as during marriage, naming and 
burial ceremonies, Basswiri Oduonga recalled that during 
wedding ceremonies * people dressed in bark cloth were not 
allowed to come near the centre of activities.1 Beads were 
worn by men and women and a man whose wife had no beads would 
be compelled either to buy some for her or to put up with her 
incessant complaints, women took a particular fancy to gold.
A man who could not afford to buy gold for his wife was 
looked down upon*

Wealth and statue became reflected in the manner of 
dressing. The Jeghi and Batongole were in the habit of 
wearing these imported clothe on ordinary days because they 
could afford them. Their wives wore numerous gold bangles and 
drew attention to themselves by jingling the bangles. In

1. Sarawiri Oduonga, P.H.T, 23> Kigumba Market, 23/5/71.
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their houses they used cups, plates, and saucers ♦ 'Then 
m i n  Pasha arrived at Spina’s court, he found him using 
plates, dishes and glasses which he had purchased from 
Arab traders.1 The elephant hunters prospered more than 
any other group. Okelo Ayuek, ’anlto Kiburu, Lemoye, A rut, 
Tehien Kakura were a few of the men who took advantages of 
the presence of the Arabs and the Basombwa to acquire a consi
derable amount of wealth, Cngwech who lived at Kitonusi 
was able to afford the marriage of five more wives and the 
purchase of three men and four women slaves. Hie wealth was 
inherited by hie descendants* wara» his eon, lived and died 
in plenty. The elephant hunters prolonged their naming and
marriage ceremonies because they had sufficient means to 

2entertain guests.
It was not only Palwo men who felt the Impact of the 

new trade* The slaves who were an Integral part of the Balwo 
economic community also did. Originating from Mali, okebu, 
Acholi and Lango, where they ware captured in raids organised 
by Palwo qwhodi, the slaves were distributed to influential men 
in the community idio accorded them the same trec.tmmt as free 
born citizens in reward for their good behaviour. An obedient * 2

X. a.  sohselnfurth e t .a l .  (ado) rjln -«.shq .In, C a n ^  Africa 
(London, Philip, 1888).

2, Zachariah Manyuru, 30, Xiroko, 29A/71,
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wale slave had hie dowry paid by hia master and could marry 
a Palwo girl* Jfhm hunting became more profitable, some of 
the slaves who proved capable In the nuleka and Dulyek 
class were even admitted into the dudwar class* They how
ever remained subservient to their masters to whom they 
gave proceeds from the sale of ivory and who rewarded then 
accordingly* The income from the sale of ivory could pro
vide the payment of their bride price without having to 
depend on one's master* They also built houses near their 
master's compounds but even after being able to support 
themselves they still continued working for their meters* 
There was no Inhibition against a slave marrying a Palwo 
girlj thus inter-marriage became common* In the political 
hierarchy, the offices of the Jagho and Mutongole were 
hereditary within certain elans* "lienever the Incumbent 
of such an office died without an heir, a slave who had 
acquired enough wealth could fill that office*

Despite the newly acquired wealth of the slaves, their 
masters were still able to control them. This was because 
the masters who were also elephant hunters were richer and 
more powerful and could call on fellow elephant hunters 
and loyal slaves to bring to submission rebellious slaves, 
or group of slaves. Mlrogera's loyal slaves foiled the 
attempt by one of them to run away after killing one of
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his master** children In revenge for Mirogora’s poor pay
ment tor tusks,1 Though there were Instances when some rich 
slaves perpetrated atrocities, they were fey and large sub
missive to their masters whose Income rose as a result of 
the ivory trade and who In feet constituted a new elite.

It was not long before the nouveau* riches, started 
making their presence felt in the political scene, Fext to 
the Swhot, the office of the Baker Madit was the most 
important in ths Palwe political hierarchy. The Baker Madit 
apart from feeing head of the administrative hierarchy, was 
the Bwhot*s principal adviser, chief justice and Commander- 
in-chief of the forces. He occupied a position similar to 
that of Bunyoro's Munvoro Mukoru or Buganda’s Katikirp. 
Appointment to this all-important office was based on popu
lar selection, henever a vacancy occurred, two or more 
people signified their intention to fill it. The people 
had to make their choice known throu$i the Betongole who 
reported to the Rwhot the most popular of the candidates, 
Usually it was a contest between three or four senior Jaghi, 
as the Jaghl were next in rank to the Baker Madit, The qua
lity most looked for was bravery, because the Baker Madit 
would personally head the Rwhot*s army, and in addition 
other qualities such as intelligence and impartiality were 
needed to dispense justice. Thus when !luplna*a Baker Madit

1, Isays Byewarjo, P.H.T, 101, Chopelwor, 26/8/71,
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died, a contest developed for the succession. One of the 
contestants was Okelo Ayuek. He was only a Mutongole, 
but was also an elephant hunter. He secured the position 
against Biaera and Klisa ^ateka who were both Jaghl and 
who by virtue of their high position and experience seemed 
better placed according to traditional rules. The reason 
behind okelofs unprecedented victory is not obscure. Being 
an elephant hunter, he acquired a great deal of wealth with 
the coming of the traders and hence won the respect of 
people living around him. As a hunter# he used to be a 
regular member of Muptna's occasional army of invasion. This 
made Okelo a favourable candidate at least for the poet of 
the head of the forces, finally, with his weath which that 
of hie two opponents combined could not match, he was able 
to canvass for more support. He thus won the contest and 
overturned the old convention by which the Baker Madit was 
always chosen from the ranks of the Jaghi.1

As noted earlier, one of the tusks of every elephant 
killed had to be given to the Palwo Rwhot, In addition, 
some Palwo elephant hunters gave presents to the Rwhot who 
rewarded them whenever the opportunities arose. One such 
reward was made when a Ja$ho died without an heir. Though 
the office was hereditary within certain clans, the Rwhot,

1, P,H.T. 30, as, previously cited.
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had the right to appoint anyone in the absence of a suit
able male heir, Elephant hunter* were often chosen to fill 
such poets. This was how oyara was appointed as Jagho of 
Kal in tfunyal by Okwir. Also in Pawir, Okona appointed 
Ki33a in the same manner.1

The recently acquired wealth by the elephant hunters 
tended to make some of them unruly and develop a feeling 
of immunity from the law. However, those of the® who mis
behaved were promptly put in their proper places. This was 
largely because the iwhot still remained the richest and 
most powerful perrai in the society. Though he did not 
take part in hunting, he was given one of the tusks of 
every elephant killed. This meant that he had more tusks 
and hence more guns, slaves and foreign goods than anyone 
else. Far from being undermined, the nwhot'e authority 
became strengthened by the Introduction of the ivory trade, 
'fl.ephant hunters who behaved as if they were above the law 
were promptly dealt with, For instance, an elephant hunter, 
Odongo of the Thiwlro clan at Roe chief&om, was used to 
oppressing hie poorer neighbours, m  example of this was 
the raping of Apeo, Chore's wife by some of Odongo's slaves 
acting on their master's instruction. r'Tien during a dance 
to mark the beginning of harvests he ordered his slaves to

1* Ojok Adorn, Olaya Atiya, P.H.T. 97, Miruka Headquarters, 
Pima, 23/8/71.
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disperse the participants, Ruyonga, who reigned e.1860-1887, 
ordered him to be hilled and his properties to be confiscated.1 2 
There was also the ease of Bagenda In Munya who, because he 
had so much gold purchased from the Bcsombwa, started rough
handling women who attempted to buy gold from him. Hupins

oordered hie arm to be out*
The availability of guns also influenced local poli

tics, shortly after Puyonga * a death, meufcers of Payetegi 
clan who were elerhant hunters took advantage of the 
absence of the Bwhot and of their possession of guns to 
settle old scores with the Paboo. The Paboo were a clan of 
fishermen of considerable wealth derived from the sale of 
fish. In fact, in the pre-Basoabwa period they had been 
considered to be the richest clan in Koe chiefdom. Living 
next to them was the poor Payetegi clan whose members had 
tried to combine hunting with faming, with the introduc
tion of the ivory trade, the Payetegi not only acquired 
wealth but also guns which made them aggressive. A dispute 
flared up. Ochaka, of the Paboo dan, was said to have 
made advances to a woman in whom Uraah of Payetegi was 
interested. The Payetegi with Anobo, Olike and Dachamba,

-  12+0 -

1, P.Jf,T, 126, brands Kirube, Gombolola Headquarters, 
Mutunda, 23/9/71.

2. Ibid
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elephant hunters anxious to display their newly-acquired 
superiority, launched an attack on the paboo, Inform ante 
are agreed that the attack was inspired by Payetegi's desire 
to dispossess the Paboo of their wealth. The comparatively 
defenceless Paboo were attacked and forced to flee hotly 
pursued by their assailants who captured all their property 
and killed those they could lay their hands on. Payetegi 
is at present a wealthy clan in Ralwoland and informants 
do not hesitate to point to this war as the origin of their 
wealth. Paboo on the other hand became Improver!shed.

Another example of the effect of ivory trade on local 
politics la the feud which developed between Kihukya and 
Kibanda counties. The counties, both occupied by the Palwo, 
had been traditionally on the best of terms. Put Kihukya 
was richer in elephant and thus profited more than Kibanda 
from the trade in ivory. Jealousy developed between them 
and the people of Kibanda were soon allying with the Langi 
against their fellow Palwo in Kihukya. The Langi and the 
Palwo had been in the habit of raiding one another. Shortly 
before the death of Jfapina, c.l8®7, one of such raids was 
attempted on Kibanda by the Langi#1 The people of Kibanda, 
after repulsing the Langi, urged them to raid the wealthier 
Bahukya. At the battle of Kitonusi, the Langi and Kibanda 
found the Kihukya tougher than they expected. The Invaders

1, P.H.T. 50 as previously cited
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were driven back end many Langi and Kibanda people died*
TMe raid and fee support given by Kibanda to the Langi 
against their own nalwo countrymen created long standing 
i l l -w i l l  between the two m l wo sections so that when in 1911 
the colonial administration asked fee Bahukya to evacuate 
their settlement because o f  the t set so f ly , most o f  them 
preferred to go to ''inakulu in Acholi or Lango instead of 
settling  with their fellow  Palw© in Kibanda county*1

Portiapo fee most lasting consequence o f  the trade in 
ivory and the availability  o f  guns in Palwo society was fee 
increased aggressive attitude o f the Paiwo towards fee Bantu 
elements in Bunyoro-Kltara• The urge to wrest the crown o f  
Kitara from the Bantu '’usurpers” received n mw Military 
impetus resulting from economic prosperity and the acquisition 
o f guns. Mupina and Ruyonga thus adopted an aggressive dis
position towards Kamurasi who managed to  resist fee PBlio  
until his death. With fee accession o f  Kabalega, the Palwo 
Hwhodi became more aggressive and were in fact the f i r s t  
to  attack Fabalegs * They were so confident o f their 
newly acquired economic and military strength feat they 
thought i t  would be easy to overthrow ftabalega md feus 
achieve their ambition. The extent to which they succeeded 
in this w ill be seal in  fee next chapter*

1. P*H*T* 30
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CHAPTER VI

‘* m& £ U m £ £ £ !S g jm a
In the midst o f the economic boom, the Palvo and 

their Rwfeodi never forgot the task to vsfeich they had 
committed themselves, The Lwo-Bantu struggle for supremacy 
in Kitara had become such an important Issue that every 
opportunity was taken by the combatants to achieve their 
aim. The Paiaro took the opportunity of the trade in ivory 
to improve their military organisation after which they began 
the offensive against Onukama Kabalega, The course and, to 
some extent, the outcome o f the war was however affected 
by the activities o f  foreign traders. This wae largely 
because their activities had a real Impact on P&lwo military 
organisation#

&teS. f£W%.*X Qraanlpation
Before the advent o f foreign traders, the military 

organisation o f the Palwo was centred around the Rwhodi
and the .Taghl,1 warfare was a respectable recreation and the

i«  Jaghi (singular Ja&io) were heads o f Chief dome and were 
formerly regarded and described as twhodl* But with the 
coming o f its cope and Isa gam, they assumed the position 
o f provincial chiefs, They became responsible to  Kfecope 
and isagara who ruled the Klhukya and Kibenda counties 
respectively, Kacope wae succeeded by ’’tipina as the 
Vffaot of Klhukya while Ruyong succeeded Isagara as the 
Bwhot o f Klbanda, Klhukya county comprised Kqc, Pajao, 
’•tunya, ana Paitwol, Kibanda consisted o f Rawir, Koc, 
Kisona, and Kisoga. (See Chapter 2 pp, 50-51 above for 
duties o f  Jaghi to the Rwhot) .
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RwhodI encouraged it# more bo ao i t  ms important tor the 
attainment o f  the objective o f  the î altso# Should the 
Pwhodi see the necessity or possib ility  o f  an outbreak o f  
war# they consulted with their o ff ic ia ls  and Jaghi. since 
there was no regular army, a decision to  make war was 
followed by the raising o f troops# Drums were sounded 
at the palace to a lert the population about the imminence o f  
war and to invite their assistance. This assistance was normally 
forthcoming from a ll able-bodied men. They would arm them
selves and go to the ftwhot’ s palace# 'Their enthusiasm 
tended to  be inspired by two main consideration at first#  the 
desire to  figh t and thus contribute towards the attainment 
o f the objective o f  their group# and secondly# the prospect 
fo r  booty.

It waa not only Koc and Paltwol where Racope and 
leagara respectively bu ilt their capitals that supplied 
the bulk o f  the soldiers. Other chief dome also supplied 
men to join the R#iot*s army# as earlier mentioned# the 
Palwo saw a commitment to raiding as an essential element 
o f their prosperity. Iren before Racope and Isagara 
asserted th e ir  authority in Palwoland# the petty chief dome 
had been organising raids into neighbouring territories 
making use o f  men who were called from their peace-time
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occupations.1 Thus, when Kaeope and laagart later began to
champion the cause o f the Pal wo against the Bantu, they 
recruited soldi err essentially along the sane lin e , though 
on a much wider scale. The has da o f the ehiefdema organi
sed recruitment o f soldiers in their areas a fter which they 
were assembled and sent to the Pwhot’ s palace. There they 
were informed o f what to do and the strategies to be adopted, 

There were two types o f m ilitary expeditions under
taken by the Palwo, War* that were considered to be o f  
rnsjor importance and took a ffeirly long time to  plan, such 
as the battle o f  Kokoltw®, were led by the Pwhodl or the

g
raker y*4it • Minor raids on ad Joining territories under
taken for  the purpose o f  collecting human and material 
booty in preparation for major wars were led by individuals 
o f  good military reputation,^ Thus, When Kaeope and 
laagara raided the Langi and the Alur for  the purpose o f  
collecting  more soldiers with whom to fight Kamurasi at 
Kokoltwa, outstanding warriors who had no place in the 
p o lit ica l hierarchy led the expeditions. However, not a ll  
the ”«lwo military engagements with the Bgnyono were 1 2

1. An instance o f  this was during the battle of Kokoltwa 
which Kaeope and Isagera fought against Xamurasi,
See chapter four, pp. llh-117 above fo r  details o f the 
battle,

2, Zacharlah Manyum, P.H.T. 102, Kiroko, 1/9/71,
3* An example was the raid conducted by xUynor Rwhot o f  

Paitwol on Pawir.
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premeditated* Puyonga, for Instance, carried out some 
spantaneoUB raids on Kamuraed taking advantage o f  the 
presence o f  the Khartoum trab ivory traders in hia capital. 
On auch occasions, the Arab traders were supplemented by 
the Pwhot*a Baruoura and Baragana as well as the slaves*'*'

The institution o f the Bam sura was not peculiar to 
Buyonga Ifuplna and Kamurasl also had. It  was a party 
o f  armed lndlvldaals who provided the king with special 
pern anal guard • They watched the royal residence through
out the day and kept order at public assemblies. They 
forwarded royal despatches to the chiefs o f  the outlying 
provinces and brought messages for  the king. They lived 
In the royal palace and were clothed and fed by the king 
in return fo r  their services. The Brno aura constituted the 
nearest approach to regular troops in the Interla cue trine 
region.

The Baragsna^ was perhaps peculiar to the Palwo. I t  
consisted o f poor men who made thane elves available fbr 
any type o f lob the Pwhot night o ffer  them in return for  * 2

1* P.H.T, 38, vr.cherish Manyuru, Xiroko, 31/5/71.
2, This was what Tfsoigwe referred to as ^ la ce  guards, 

nee Uzoigwe, g.QVolutipn,,jgtd jgg& LA fl ^ ^ g ^ l jfe f lg a ,
Xn fact, 7sbalegaTP famous ^barueurs. evolved from the 
Barueura.

3* The Sanyoro might or might not have had such an 
institution .
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their means of livelihood, Should the need arise for the 
ranks of the Sarueurs. to he strengthened* the Baragana as 

well as the claw s were always called upon.

The difference between the Baragana and the slaw s was 

that while the former voluntarily submitted themselves for 

the king’ s service and could leave the palace ss soon as they 
fe lt  their needs had been ret, the slaves were in perpetual 
bondage and could never leave the palace. The Baruaura, 

the B«ragai», and the slaves thus formed the core of the 
IWhot’ s a my. It was they who formed the hulk of the raid

ing parties as well as the army to fi^ it  ware. They were 
sometimes sutplemant ed by the ordinary people who responded 
to the call for enlistment#

The coming of the Arabs and the Basosfbwa ivory traders 
increased the number o f the fbrtiodi’ e Bern sura, Baragana, 
and the slaves. Bine© one tusk of every elephant killed  

was given to the Bwhot, his material prosperity increased 
more than that of any Individual in his domain. He was able 

to se ll the ivory and get in return more of whatever he needed 
including foodstuffs to feed the people, Thus, more men 

flecked to his palace as Baragana. The number of the Rwhot's 

slaves also swelled. More man were recruited into the Barusura 

because the rwhot had the means to maintain them. Ruyonga 

and Mupina's punitive measures against receciltront elephant 
hunters were implemented by the numerically Increased Barusura
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who, apart fro® having the fo rce  o f  number to  their 
advantage* were also better c l ip p e d  than any elephant 
hunter could possibly b e .1 2 3.

Another e ffe ct  o f  the Ivory trade In nalPoland was 
the acquisition o f p o lit ica l influence by the elephant 
hunters. The story o f  Cjok’ s e lection  to  the o f f i c e  o f  the
Daker Madit in  Mupina *s county o f  Kihukya has already been

2to ld . Bose other e lega n t hunters also got appointed to 
o ffice s  like Batongole (sub Ja#io) and elan heads, such 
men had their own company o f  slaves with whose assistance 

elephants were hunted and who could be deployed fo r  m ili
tary service should the need arise. They were quite farm illar 
with the use o f  guns.'* The importance o f hunters as ch iefs 
lay in the fa ct that they had the personality t o  persuade, 
and the mans to  farce people to en list In the Pwhot’ s away, 
The result was that at the time o f  Karaurasi’ s death, the 
Pal wo had more human and material resources than ever to 
figh t wars. They seemed very w ell equipped fo r  a force fu l 
attempt at restoring their privileged pooltion in Bunyoro- 
Kltara empire. Thus, when Kabalega became the Tmukaaa, 
the Paiwo were very well prepared to launch attacks on him 
with a view to regaining the throne of Kit era.

1, Bee chapter f iv e  pp, 139-140 above,
2 , Bee Chapter fiv e  pp, 137-138 above.
3, For details o f the p o lit ica l influence acquired by the 

elephant hunters see chapter f iv e  pp. 137-138 above.
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years were spent in Bulega in Alnr wit are he and hi a ©other 
were compelled to  fle e  when the Palwo had driven hie fattier 
Karan ran* 1 out o f  the Bunyoro-Xltara capital* Xamurssi later 
fought hack to regain his capital at the battle  o f  Kokoitws. 
"/hen M alaga  carae back fro® Alar, he grew up in the palace 
with hie elder brother Kabiguaire under the care o f Prince 
Oaradaya* In spite o f  the guardian’ s liking fo r  Kabigumire, 
Kamuraei indicated hie preference for Kabalega as hie succeseor 
when Kamuraei died, Kabiguaire at once seized and buried hie 
father’ s body* According to Bunyoro-Kitara custom, the prince 
who buried his father’ s body and k illed  his opponent would 
become king. Kabalegs would not accept defeat. C iv il war 

was inevitable.
2Uzolgwe claims that " I t  was an unusual succession war". 

Normally aristocratic  support in Kitara tended to be 
balanced between the opposing candidates* This tine i t  was 
d ifferen t. Practically a l l  the Babito princes and other 
important people were in support o f Xabalega’ s opponent.
It was not in  their interest to support a candidate *ho 1

1, ^ar d artel la sse ft. X. Ifzolgwe, "Kabalega and the Making

2* Ibid
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had made Known his intention of surbod touting the aristo
cracy and concentrating a ll power on himself as king* While 
UsiOigwe's explanation o f the stand o f the aristocracy in 
the succession struggle a i# it be plausible, it  does not 
seem likely  that Kabalega as a young prince had any ideas 
about kingly power. But when he became a candidate fo r  the 
throne, he found the aristocracy against him possibly because 
of his humble origin on the maternal side. His mother was 
said to be s palace m id  o f  Alur origin* The arlstocraets 
would not want the con o f  a palace maid to be crowned.
Siren the h ostility  o f toe aristocracy, Kabslega had to rely 
upon the support o f the common man, He thus became the 
common man’ s candidate. In itia lly  Habalega’ s prospect of 
success appeared slim but with the support of Knmuraei’ s 
"Barnsura" and the common people he, by 1871, had appeared 
victorious* Most o f  the chiefs and princes later professed 
their loyalty to him* But Kabulegn never rea lly  trusted the®, 
and certainly sought to keep them from assuming th e ir  former 
rower and prestige,

(liven Kabalega’ s experience in the early part o f  his 
l i fe  and during the struggle for the throne, it  is easy to 
understand why his p o lic ies  were directed at reducing the 
power and in f Tuan oe o f  the princes and the aristocrats. It 
was Babito princes (of Lwo Origin) who, when fighting hie 
father, drove him to Bulega. Babito princes ©Iso attempted
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to stand between him and the throne of Bunyoro-Kitara 
even when his father had Indicated that it  was Kabalega 
who should be made king. I f  he was to be a master in 
his own house* and halt the disintegration of Kitara empire* 
Kabalega rightly saw that the princes and the aristocrats 
must be put in their proper places, iizoigwe quoting one of 
Kabalega* s surviving sons* Aramansi Mura mb i ,  said*
"Kabalega made up his mind to re-aseert the authority of 
the royal power* centralise the kingdom, stamp out dissident 
and rebellious elements* and restore the fortunes of the 
once powerful and famous empire o f Kitara by reconquering 
the rebellious provinces",1 Anyone who prevented the 
realisation o f this goal was an enemy and must be real sted.
The Palwo were obvious obstacles to the realisation o f the 
goal.

The Palwo were the embodiment of a ll what Kabalega 
stood against. The apparent existence of Palwo land as a 
separate entity from Bunyoro-Kltarn showed that the Bab 1 to 
princes were undermining the authority o f the omukama,
Kacope and laagara took advantage of their royal blood to 
carve the area out of Kitara empire, while Mupina and Buyonga 
succeeded their fathers and were constant thorns in Kamurasi’ s 
flesh. In addition, the Palwo were net slow in indicating 
that the attempts made to dethrone the Bantu king and re
place him with a T*lvo one* would continue during Kabalega's

l .  ibid,
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reign. Furthermore, there wee the feet that* the memory 
o f  the humiliation which Kabalega suffered ah an the Palwo 
compelled him and hie mother to f le e  to Bulega continued 
to haunt him, Ha mas therefore prepared to revenge on them. 

Immediately after Kahalega had defeated Kabiguraire* 
Mupina and Buyonga sent messages to Kabalega asking him to 
abdicate or face a forceful eviction from the throne,1 
As far as the Pal wo were concerned* Kabalega* mho descended 
from a usurper like Kamurasi and whose mother was a non- 
Palwo had no claim to the Omukaaaship, Kabalega not only 
refused to abdicate but also made known hi® intention o f  
subduing Mupina and Ruyonga to his authority* The stage 
was set for a military confrontation.

Palwo Preparations for war
2The Baruaura were the f i r s t  to be geared into action. 

Having been saddled with the responsibility o f defending 
the Pwhot* they did not need much instructions in the art 
o f  warfare. They were supplied with gone acquired by the 
Bwhodi during the ivory trade and informed o f the task ahead. 
The very nature o f the position o f  the Baragana renders them 
available for any type o f job the Pwhot might want them to 1 2

-  152 -

1, Palwo Oehewa* P,H,T. U5» Kyegarywa 11/6/71,
2, Zschariah Manyuru, P.H,T. 21, Kiroko lh./h/71.
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do* They were also prepared for war and wore trained in 
the handling o f the gune by the Barusura* with the 
approach o f war# many more people came to join  the Baragana 
hoping to acquire booty. Many o f  the provincial chiefs 
were elephant hunters and these contributed to the building 
o f the army. They brought with them their personal armed 
retainers and other Individuals bound to them by family 
or other allegiance. The response of the commoners to 
the ca ll for  enlistment was only nominally voluntary fbr 
any men who was considered f i t  and refused to join  the army 
stood the risk o f being condemned to death. It  was the 
Jaghi*e personal armed retainers who trained the ordinary 
men who joined the army on the proclamation o f war,1 

Apart from the army raised from their territory,
Muplna and Ruyonga also made use o f  their eastern neigh
bours, the bang!. The Langi were seasoned warriors whose 
love o f  fighting was such that when they had no opponent 
to  fight with, they would fight among themselves, 2 In Langi 
society the respect an individual commanded was mainly the 
result o f his proven military s k il l .  Militarism was a 
quality so highly valued that slaves of good military

1. Ib id ,, Francis Kiruba, P.H.T, 123, Mutunda 21/9/71*
2* Peter Odyomo, The Lami o f Cawente. Research Kssay

submitted for B.A. Honours History, Makerere University, 
Kampala, Uganda, 1971 pg. U.
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a b ility  were made heads o f  clans. Odoyoiao,1 in showing the 
importance attached to wars toy the Langi, described how 
soldiers returning from battle were accorded heroes* wel
come and conferred with honours at ceremonies attended 
toy most of the inhabitants o f  the territory , A woman whose 
husband or son had done w ell enough to be so honoured 
counted herself lucky, The MCI names (special names given 
to distinguished war heroes)» according to  Odyorao, was more 
coveted by Langi youths than a knighthood ever was in the 
British society . To get married to a man with a MOI name 
was the ambition o f  most o f  the Langi g ir ls ,  h i le  the 
warriors were accorded respect and honour, those who did 
not participate were the targete o f a l l  sorts o f abuse 
and derision. M ilitary s k ill  had more to  o ffe r  than the 
socia l prestige. The wars were always rewarding in terms 
o f  the booty secured. The likelihood o f the acquisition o f 

wealth prompted Langi men to  participate in wars out
side their te rr ito ries  especially  the ones between the 
Palwo and the Banyoro, Mupina and Ruyonga as well as 
Kabalega made use o f the Langi in their struggle fo r  the 
throne o f  Bunyoro-Kltara,

1, Ib id , p, 12
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The Langi mercenaries had no personal stake or patrio
t ic  interest in the Halwo-Banyoro conflict* In itia lly  they 
fought on either side* However, they were lik ely  to 
gravitate to the aid© which was winning and could provide 
more booty, Thus the Langi were one of the decisive factors 
in Kabalega’ s eventual victory, m  the 1880® many Langi 
soldiers swelled the ranks o f Kabalega’ o Abarusura as long
time serving mercenaries. In other words, they did not go 
to Bunyoro merely for one battle and then return home; they 
remained for considerable length o f time, some on almost 
permanent basis, taking leave from time to time,1 2. There 1® 
no record o f thie happening in Palwolsnd, However, i t  seems 
unlikely that in the 1870’ ® Xabalega had organised either the 
Aharueura or his finance® to the extent that he could 
maintain permanent Langi mercenary troops, He must therefore 
have fought with his father1® palace guard® and occasional 
Langi measurements.

The relations between the Palwo and the Langi were
•founded on trade. I t  has been seen how the Halwo Batet

2produced iron implements which aided farming, The hoes and 
cutlasses were taken to  Lang© and bartered fo r  goat®. At 
f ir s t  the trade was conducted peacefully. With time, 
however, some Langi, especially those living at the border

1. 9, N. Nsolgwe, devolution and Revolt in Burgogo~mara

2, Bee Chapter fiv e  p , 121 above
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with Palwo land, started, raiding the Xfelwo, depriving them 
ef their hoe a and goats* The Palwo were fri ghtened to go 
to Lango* The Langi were in need of hoes and had to come 
to Palwoland,^ The Palwo were reluctant to sell hut the 
Pwhodi intervened, ^upina and Huyonga not only arranged 
for the Langi to meet the Datet but also made sure that the
hoes and cutlasses were purchased cheaper than before. The

2Palwo Rwhodi also provided accommodation for the Langi.
This was probably because of the Rwhodi’ s awareness of the 
military ability of the Langi and the possibility of having 
to call on their assistance in the event o f an outbreak 
o f war*

stoen the stage appeared set for a military clash with 
Kabalega, Muplna and miyonga called for the assistance of 
the Langi* Muplna*s Maker Wadit and the Jaghi were sent to 
Odong Aja, a Langi on whom Muplna had showered favours and 
who had also taken part in many of Muplna*s minor raids on 
neighbouring territories, if# took Muplna*s o fficia ls  to 
meet well known Langi war leaders namely, Cbong, Agoro, who 
lived near present day Lira as well as Ogwette, who lived 
at Asaba.  ̂ obong Agoro mentioned by the Palwo might be 
Abwang Agoro who was the head of a large Langi military * 2 3

1* P.H.T* k5t Pauolo Ochewa, Kyaganywa, 11/6/71,
2, Ibid,
3, Ibid,
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confederacy the centre of which was the Lira kingdom. Not 
much has been written about Abwang Agosro, Ogwang-Apey* 
who mentioned Agoro in hie research on the Langi of Adwori1 

recalled Agoro’ a eeeistaice to Kabalega. There ie no 
place where Agoro wee said to have reemit ed mercenaries 
for the Ralwo. However, this only points out the importance 
of the point made earlier that the Langi fought for the 
highest bidder and that in the early 1870b, the Palwo R«hodl 
could offer as much If not mere than Kabalega. As w ill be seen 
presently, they could not do this a decade later.

However, Obong end the military Commanders, organised 
the recruitment of able-bodied men who were taken across 
the River Nile In large canoea which Mpoina had provided. 

Ruyonga also had his friends among the Langi, Individuals 
like Igwera, Abingo, Akulu, and Otwal had benefitted from 
their association with the Rwhot, They had secured cheap 
supplies of hoes, cows, and guns fro® Ruyongs, As i f  the 
Rwhot was anticipating the necessity of calling for their

1. Roe *ngene Ogwang-Apeya, The Langi of d̂worl during 
the Aponya. vakerere Unlverelty Hiaiosy Graduating 
Rssay 1975.
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assistance, Puyonga had been allowing the Langl to go 
away with booty captured in earlier  raids on neighbouring 
territories.. Hi© Palwo aha participated in such raids 
were expected to submit their booty to the Rwhot. &hen i t  
became clear that Kabalega would have to  be m ilita rily  
confronted, Puyonga sent to these mm fo r  warriors,1

The recruits from Lamp as well as those from the 
provinces were assembled at the Rihot, s palace and trained 
by the senior member* o f the Barusura. The palter Madit was 
in charge of the training, accommodation, and general care 

o f  the recru its . The large number o f people at tie Rwhot’ s 
palace were fed on foodstuffs given to the Rwhot in form 
o f tributes and g if t s .

The Pair?© also so lic ited  the support o f  the Jogi 
(gods) in their military endeavours,1 2 The two Fwhodi con
tacted Kambeja’ s and Katigo’ s Kibandwa, Ruyongs sent 
Mwcng while Kuplna sent Openya to ask fo r  the Jogi ’ e 
b lessing . The two Pihodl were asked to k i l l  a goat and a 
chicken and. bury them in a hole on a route through which 
Ttabalega*e soldiers were exoeeted to pass. The enemy was 
expected to lose h a lf o f his strength a fter passing over

1 , P#W,T, k5» 123, o r , e i t ,
2 , Franc! s Kirabe, 126, Hfutunda, 25/9/71.
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that spot. Katigo also sent to the Rwho&i a leaf from 

a tree called Olwado which after being blessed by the 
Jok was used to nib the guns, fin ally , a left-handed 

nan called Paean was instructed to stand with hie back 

towards the direction where the Palwo soldiers mowed. He 
would then throw a leaf from the opok tree towards where 
the soldiers mowed. All the soldiers would then jump 
over the leaf making sure that no part of their body 
touched i t .  All these were surposed to ensure victory 
for the Pslwo.

One surprising thing about the conflict between 
wupina and guyonga on the one hand, and Kabalega on the 
other, is that while the two Palwo Pwhodi shared the same 
aspirations and prepared for the war along t!» same line, 

they newer combined to launch a joint attack on Kabalega 

as their fathers Kaeope and Tsagara did against Kamuraei at 

the battle of Kokoitwa, It might have been a strategy to 
keep Kabalega busy on two different fronts and thus weaken 
him m ilitarily.

It also seems that the boom in the ivory trade had 

built up such confidence In both Puyonga and ?*upina that
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each o f then thought he mlpht be able to defeat Kabalega 
without the asslstance o f  the other. This wan what Bade 
Uzoigwe argue that ’'the nineteenth century ’ -hope # (Pal wo) 
wars were important for  their nuisance value in the sense 
that there appeared to be a lack o f a concerted defin ite  
ob jective . Because, although both JAapina and Ruyonga wanted 
to drive Kabalega away, there was no agreement as to who 
would be king in the event o f Kabalega’ s defeat.”1 I t  is  
not unlikely that had either Vupina and Buyonga succeeded 
against Kabalega, they would have had to confront each other 
m ilita rily  in order to decide on who should be the Omukama. 
The wealth acquired from the sale o f ivory had boosted their 
personality so much that nothing short o f the Omukaaashlp 
would have sa tis fied  either o f them,

VAlhbm. .fe ta l ■■&&».<*
It  is  d i f f ic u lt  to know who f ir s t  attacked, or was 

f i r s t  attacked by Kabalega. The Omukama, just a fter  defeat
ing Kablgumire, received threatening messages from the 
Palwo. At this time, he was not rea lly  feeling secure on the

1. 9 . If. Uzoigwe, personal discussion, nakerere University,
Kampala, April 1971.
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throne because there were s t i l l  pockets of Kabigmalre's 
supporters to deal with, Kabalega bu ilt his capital at 
Masindi the boundary o f  the Bantu-speaking part o f Bunyoro- 
Kitara with TUlwoland.1 i t  was from there that he launched 
and repulsed attacks from the t5alwo. On the eve o f the battle, 
the Palwo fhsliodi spoke to the soldiers asking them to fight 
bravely and promised handsome reward for the soldiers in 
the event o f  a successful outcome o f the war. The military 
confrontations were always preceded by intensive in te lli
gence activ ity , spies, and bribery being much used, once 
the opposing armies met and battle was joined, it  was to 
a large extent a game of chance, General plans o f  attack 
or combination of movements were seldom arranged. The leader 
took up his position well in the rear usually near to a 
very large tree wilted for  observation, rfcen battle started, 
the action resolved it s e lf  into a series o f isolated skirmishes 
The movements o f  brigades, division in mass, farcing of 
position and platoon firing were unknown. The troops spread
themselves out anyhow and skirmished away until the men

oand ammunition were exhausted. 1 2

1, Nyakaturs, o p .e it ,, p, 79.
2, P,H,T, 23, 123, 128 as previously cited.
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Ruyonga was said to have teen informed o f  the intention
o f Kahalega to attack him. His sold iers led by Olwal
waited fo r  Kabalega's so ld iers to rech Aleolu the place
where the chicken and goat ordered to he k ille d  and hurled
hy Katlgo as part o f  preparations fo r  war had been hidden.
Thereafter Ruyonga's men confronted the Qmukama's sold iers
and battle  was joined. Both sides lo s t  men, but Kabalega's
Invading army was stopped from going beyond A leolu. Some o f
them were driven back and even pursued towards Masindi by
Ruyonga's so ld iers but Kabalega's Bamsura1 drove them back.

The success o f  Ruyonga*s so ld iers, in at least driving

Kabalega's sold iers away from their territory , can be

attributed to the bravery o f the large numbers o f  the
Bara sura who handled the guns very w ell. Ruyonga was said

to have been very happy at the performance o f h is so ld iers.
As i t  was not a war during which appreciable quantity o f

booty could be captured and given to the participants,

Ruyonga had to arrange a feast in honour o f  h is warriors,
Those whose performance was exceptional, especia lly  the
Langi, were given presents o f  women and slaves from the 

9Rwhot's household,

Mupina a lso  waited to be attacked by Kabalega. As 
soon as the Omukama's troops entered Buguma where the 1 2

1 , Should not be confused with "Abarusura" which was yet 
to come into being, Barusura was the in stitu tion  o f  
k ing 's personal body guards,

2, P.H.T, 123» as previously c ited .
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chicken and the goat were hidden, Mupina*s farces confronted 
them. Kabalega *s sen were stopped free advancing into 
Ruyonga's territory  but unlike Ruyonga’ s sen who pursued 
the eneray, Mupina’ s sen were satisfied  with chasing Kabalega's 
sen out o f  Bugc®*.3,

The two confrontations described above were the 
beginning o f  the series o f  battles between the Balwo and 
Kabalega* Rwot Mupina was said to have continued train
ing his Barn aura and Ba rag ana in preparation for  a surprise 
offensive on Kabalega. Ruyonga, while also preparing for 

another major encounter, was at the same time sponsoring 
some intermittent raids on Kabalega’ s palace with the 
assistance o f  the Langi.

However, the encounters had no v is ib le  e ffe c t  on the 
p o lit ica l situation in Bunyoro-Kitara. The Balwo Rwhodi 
must have underestimated Kabalega** strength, and thought 
that the Oraukasa would be defeated easily  because he d idn 't 
have guns. However, what Kahalega lacked in equipment, he 
made up in  men. The territory  over which he exercised 
authority was twice as big as alwoland, he thus had a wider 
scope fo r  recruitment o f so ld iers. His army was therefore 

larger than those o f  Ruyonga and Mupina. Moreover the guns 
used by the Palwo were such that could only shoot once. 1

-  163  *

1. P*H*T. k5» as previously cited
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This no doubt slowed down the pace of their operations.
The Balwo found Kabalega nor® d ifficu lt then they had 
earlier thought. On his part* the nraukas* was brought 
to realise the threat posed to his authority by the existence 
of Balwoland as a separate entity fro® Kitara* He thus 
saw the need to bring the Palwo to submission. But the 
military clashes did not end decisively. One thing was 
clear to the combatants -  they would have to fight again.

It is perhaps necessary to make some observations on 
the Palwo and Kabalega with a view to understanding the 
reasons behind some o f Kabalega's policies during Ms reign. 
The succession war between K&balega and Kabiguaire lasted 
t i l l  around 1871. By the time Baker came back on his second 
trip In 1872* the Omukaaa had had one encounter each with 
Muplaa end Buyonga, The Onruksma had hardly settled on the 
throne when he had to face the threat poised by the Palwo.
It Is on this basis that the writer tends to see Kabaloga's 
war against the Palwo mors as an effort to cone o il date his 
position on the Kitara throne, than restoring Kitara to its 
foraer glory by conquering the rebellious provinces.
Unlike Toro which did not question Kabalega's dials to the 
oraukaaaship, the Palwo were questioning the validity o f 
Kabalega's accession, The Palwo were as bad an enemy as 
Kabigumire. They were net like the Batoro clamouring 
for a separate existence but regarded themselves a part
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and parcel o f the empire asserting their claim to its  
headship* This was perhaps shy Kabalega chose to deal with 
them fir s t  before any other subject* Of course, he could 
not hare done otherwise. The mood of the Palwo was such 
that i f  Kabalega had not attacked earlier, they would 
have attacked him* Except for the Palwo, no ’'dissident** 
element in Bunyoro-Xitara threatened to fight Kabalega •
The Batoro for instance remained Indifferent to develop
ments in the capital* It was the Palwo who wanted the 
throne o f Eitaro* Uzolgwe mentioned that Ruyonga and 
'\upina established a stronghold o f  opposition in ’ Chops* 
(mlwolsnd), ♦•'Rebellion and threats o f  rebellion” , he said, 
’’plagued the early years of Kabalega *s reign” and he had 
to develop a wide network of informants to keep a check 
on potential rebels, particularly the Palwo,1 Thus, by 
late 1871 or early 1872 when Kabalega was fighting the 
Palwo, he had not fe lt  secure on the throne* The succession 
war was s t i l l  on* It is not therefore surprising that 
when, in 1872, Baker came and informed 'Kabalega of hi® 
intention to establish a protectorate and introduce 
legitimate commerce, Kabalega quickly told him that i t
was useless to tails o f such things until Xuyonga and 

2ffupina were k illed . This is  quite understandable because

1* TTssoigwe, **Xabaleg® wad the Making o f a low Kitara” _/<?<•. e ih 
2* 8* w. Baker, op* c i t *. Vol* I, pp, 192-193.
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KabalegB had to f e d  safe on the throne hefone he could 
discus© the promotion of trade in M s domain* With the 
wars against Ruyonga and Ifupisa yet to he concluded, and 
with both ©idee preparing to resume the offensive, Kabalega'e 
priority was hem to feel safe on the throne*

The recuring nature o f  the âlw© -  Bunyoro wars seems 
to have influenced a major development in the military and 
politica l policy o f  Kahn legs. He had perhaps hoped to 
defeat the Palwo ftuiekly and then cany out his ambition 
o f restoring Kttara to it s  former glory* But with the 
Pfchro proving d iff icu lt  and threatening to attach his, 
Xabalegn had to tain measures to contain them, Umoigwe 
has ascribed Kabalega'e military and p o litica l achievements 
to his creation o f  a new army called the Abarurmra* 
Unfortunately, Uxoigwe did not suggest a date for the 
establishment o f  the Abarueura. He, however, stated that 
the new any evolved from Eamurssi'e guards, "Barusura", 
and from the traditional military orgnrdsation* -  the 
essentials o f which were, like the F a l l 's ,  provincial armies 
supplied by the chiefs to the King tov the purpose o f 
external aggression or defence of the country* reshape 
th© only difference between the old and the new army was

i . o. a. ozoig®,, Bgalateaft-ssfl .Rawat. to.
a# 3 .
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the fact o f the la tte r 's  permanence, and use o f  modern 
military equipments -  breech loaders and snider®, to 
mention but a few. But considering the time when Kabalegs 
clashed with the r5alwo, the idea o f a permanent, regimented 
and highly equipped army could not have materialised even 
i f  i t  had been conceived. Kabalega defeated Kabigumire in 
1871# and thus became confirmed as the omuhama. By 1872 
when Baler came, he had already clashed with the Tfelwo.
The building o f such an army as the Abarusura would 
normally take a much longer time. Moreover, Kabalega 
equipped the array with ammunitions secured from Arab 
traders from Zanzibar who took slaves, salt and iron 
complements, Emin Pasha who v isited  the interla cue trine 
region in 1877, said that the f i r s t  Arab to reach Kabalega*s 
capital did so in 1872,* Hitherto, Mutesa o f  Buganda had
been preventing them fro® visiting Bunyoro* ihridenee

2from Lango also show that then Oraukama Kabalega was 
prosecuting the f i r s t  in the series o f  wars against Ruyongs 
and Mupina he made use o f  recruits from the area. The 
Langi who fought for  Kabalega did not stay behind in 
Btmyoro and were not drafted into a permanent army,
They came back to Lango, A ll the?® tend to suggest that 1 2

1. a , Hchweinfurth, F, Ratzel, R. W. Pelkin, and 0 , Hartlaub, 
S>P.i£.L&*> P. H5*

2, Odyorao, o u .c lt ,
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at the time Kabalega f i r s t  fOu$it against the Palwo, he 
made use o f  the cibwesengese and Me father's 'Utromn**,
•"he *lbaMtsuna1* ha*? rot been creates.

However, the nature o f the con flict with the Bale© 
seems to have necessitates a standing army, The f i r s t  
encounter" ended inconclusively* The Palwo were bent on 
driving Kabalega sway end could attack at any time,
Puyonga and Hupina were therefore seen as formidable enemies 
against whom the Omukcms should be prepared to f i^ it  at 
a ll  time. This, peril ape with other considerations, seems 
to have dictated the need fo r  a standing army. When the 
Arabs from Khartoum came to exchange guns with loca l 
products, the army became better equipped. I t  thus seems 
that the Palwo factor was one o f the primary considerations 
that brought the Abarasura, a permanent standing army into 
being, as the con flict was prolonged, Kabalega recruited 
more men and ecpippe* them with guns supplied by the Arabs 
from "anzibor the number o f #iom gradually increased in 
his court.

Impact o f  Foreign v is itors  on "alwo-Bunyoro Wars
The p o lit ica l and military relations between the 

Palwe and the Banyoro were, after the f i r s t  round o f  battles, 
effected by the a ctiv ities  o f  explorers who were in the 
service o f  the Khedive Ismail o f  sgypt. It  w ill be recalled tha
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the expedition by oallm la 1839 nhieh wee sponsored by 
Khedive Muhammad A ll o f  Igypt revealed the economic poten
t ia l it ie s  o f  the southern Sudan, It  also led to an Interest 
in the discovery o f the source o f the Nile* This was why 
spefee and ©rant, and later Samuel Baker v isited the inter- 
lacustrine region in the 186ns. Khedive Temail whose 
interest was arenaed by the reports o f  Bpeke and Grant 
decided to send Baker on an expedition to put the inter- 
lacustrine region under the control of Egypt. Baker passed 
through Palwoland, met Kabalega the Omukaraa of Bimyoro- 
Xitara at Masindi *

According to Baker,1 Kabalega accepted the protection 
o f  the Egyptian government but surprisingly refused to 
fu l f i l  h is obligations to Baker a representative of 
the suserain power. ’Jhether or not Kabalega accepted or 
understood the implications o f  the protection offered by 
Baker, is  a d if f icu lt  thing to say* However, a series o f 
ugly incidents arising from a mis-understanding o f  each other’ s 
intentions strained and embittered the relations between the

1. For details o f  Baker’ s relations with Omukama Kabalega 
see B* W, Baker, o p .c it . .  Vol* 11, pp* 360-373 and 
A. J . ©ray, Kabalega. incomplete draft o f  a book on the 
l i f e  o f  Xabarega presented to the Uganda society Library 
by A, Mason* Literary executor to sir John Oray, 
Uganda Museum, Kampala.
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Draakama and his guest. The situation arose in which Baker 
had to confront the Oisrukama’ s forces m ilitarily . At the battle 
o f Maalndi Baker’ s troops were overpowered, and had to heat 
a hasty retreat northwards towards Palwoland. Baker was 
not unaware o f the h ostility  between the Palwo and Kabalega • 
Fortunately for  him,his arrival in Ifce, Huyonga’ s head
quarters, was at a time whan the Bwhot was planning an attack 
on Kabalega.

Anxious to secure the support o f Kabalega *s enany,
Baker was very cautious and tolerant in his dealings with 
Thiyonga. He was fu ll  o f  praise for the Palwo wwhot. Baker 
described him as "A handsome man o f  about f i f t y  with ex
ceedingly good maimers. He had none o f the stiffness o f  
Karaurasi nor the exceedingly qauche bearing o f Kabalega",1 
The common h ostility  to Kabalega seems to have prepared 
the grounds for an accord between Baker and Buyonga • Baker 
told the Pwhot o f  his intention to  put the area under the 
protection o f  the Egyptian government and appoint 
Buyonga as the representative o f the ’ Porte*. Huyonga 
declared that he would always remain the representative 
o f  the Khedive’ s government but at the same time they 
(he and Baker) must enter into a blood pact without which

1, 8, f»  Baker, o n .c it , .  p , 373
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the people would not rise In his favour, Baker agreed.
The following morning, Baker, and some members o f hie 
party went through the exchange o f Blood*

Baker discussed ways o f improving Huyenga’ a plan to 
attack Kabelega* The attack m s, at Baker’ s request, 
postponed because Baker had to leave for °atik» the 
following day* Fro® Batik©, Baker sent a party o f  troop© 
under All Sranatl to Join Ruyonga.1 These soldiers who came 
frora the north to Join Buyonga were perhaps the ones wheat 
the Baiwo refer to as being brought by Prince Ksale to 
fight against the Banyoro for having k illed his son at 
the battle o f Kokoitwa,2 The battle o f  Hasindi in which 
Tussle*®* soldiers participated was, according to the Palwo, 
the one in which Kabalegs nearly lost hie l i f e ,  uuyonga*a 
army consisting o f  the Palwo and the iangi who came in large 
number (because o f Buyonga’ s appreciation o f their role 
in earlier encounters) and Baker’ s irregulars were led by 
Bond®, one o f  the Bsragana. He was assisted by Kichomere, 
a provincial chief at nyang. They pounced on Kabalegs

1, S, W, Baker, o p .c it* pp* 372-373.
8. Hsale was erne o f the Pslwo Babito princes. His son 

m s among those k illed when Earaurasl fought back to 
defeat the Palwo at the battle of Kokoitwa. He was 
said to have gone abroad in order to bring troops 
to revenge on the Banyoro, P,H#T, 43, Zachla Jao, 
Kinagarana, 9/6/71.
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unexpectedly and the Omukamn In order to save his I l fs  had 
to evacuate Masindi and move to Bugahya, The Pnlwo 
soldiers looted the Inhabitants of Masindi and plunders 
the Omikaraa’ s palace, Kabalega had, however# taken along with 
him, the Instruments o f authority such as drums# beads# stools 
and regalls• Thus# even though the balwo occupied Useladi# 
Suyonga could not he legitimately proclaimed as king. The 
instruments o f authority had been removed and Kabalega was 
even s t i l l  alive,, No other king can, according to  the cue tan, 
he proclaimed while the former holder s t i l l  lived . This 
was one o f the reasons why the Palwo could not assume 
authority after driving Kabalega away from the palace at 
Kokoltwa, Just as Kamuraei regrouped and drove the Pali© 
out o f  Kokoltwa, Kabalega also drove them out o f  Masindi.

3uyonga*e In itia l victory ran be explained in terms 
o f the military benefit© derived from the trade in ivory, 
and the eo-operatlon o f  die Langl among whom the Rwhot 
seemed to have had a tremendous amount o f  good w ill. The 
contribution o f  Baker's troops must not be underestimated.
They were quite familiar with the use of guns and other 
military equipments, On Kabalega’ s part# hie "Abarusura" 
might Just have been beginning to emerge, The encounter
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was In late 1072 or early 1873# The volume o f trade with 
the Arabs from Zanzibar which fetched Kabalega the guns 
with which he equipped his army must by then be low, because 
i t  was just a year o f  Kabalega*s accession. I f  by that 
time, Kabalega had had a standing army, i t  seems improbable 
that the army was As yet well equipped# Huyonga, had many 
advantages on his side# there was the help he received from 
Baker whose men were well armed. He also has the advantage 
o f taking t'ab&lega unawares, he was thus able to force 
Kabalega to evacuate the palace* But i t  was one thing to 
defeat an army on it s  home ground, i t  was snather to 
occupy the area permanently* The la tter  task would be 
more d if f icu lt  to accomplish in Bunyoro where the populace 
was h ostile  to Ruyonga’ a troops and renalnod loyal to their 
king.1 They knew that Kabalega*s fligh t from the capital 
was temporary and was for strategic reasons. I t  is  not 
surprising that Kabalega spent only a few days out aide "asindi 
before he was able to  drive the Pal wo out o f the palace.

Baker was in contact with Ruyanga* He was so much 
excited by the news o f Kabalega99 withdrawal from Masindi 
that he did not wait to hear the aftermath. He went back 
to Kgypt and jubilantly announced hia success in declaring

1, A, J. 3ray, o o . c l t said Kabalega possessed that divinity 
which hedged aH ng and made him ana the caintry over 
which he ruled one and the sane. For most Banyoro ttuplna 
and Ruyongs ware but kings o f shreds and patches whereas
Kabalega was ’ Munyoro* (Lewd) o f Bunyoro.
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an Egyptian protectorate orer the area and the replacement 
of Kabalega with Ruyonga as the representative of the 
Khedive, Ruyonga, Baker told the world, was the new 
Omukama of Bunyoro Kitara,1 However, Ruyonga did not at 
thia or any other occasion obtain anything In the nature 
of a permanent footing in the Bantu~speeklug part of 
Bunyoro-Kitara, Hls success In driving Kabalega from the 
throne was short-lived,

Baker had told the Khedive that the interlacuatrine 
region was under the protection of Egypt. She xorte in 
an effort to consolidate Baker’ s ’achievements' sent 
Colonel Charles Cordon to the lnterlacustrine region. He 
was asked to "enforce his authority over the lawless slave

2traders and to secure a monopoly of all trade in the area". 
Before Gordon’ s arrival in Bunyoro-Kitara, Ruyonga had sent 
him a message expressing his desire to be on friendly terms 
with the Egyptian government, Gordon, therefore, sent 
Chain© Long to secure Ruyonga’ s friendship and good will,
Long met Ruyonga and described the Balwo cwhot as "exceedingly 
well disposed towards the government",  ̂ He asked Long to 
secure Egypt’ s support in his attempt to regain come of 
his lands taken over by Kabalega, "Cherw is something", 1 2 3

1, A ,  J. Gray, Oiucit.
2, G .  B ,  TTill, Colonel Gordon In Central Africa, (London, 1881
3 , G haille Long, Central A f la ja U t t M  

(London, 1876) p, 76*
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said Long, "in  the countenance o f  Ruyonga *iUch at chic* 
won my respect and sympathy."* But beyond expressions o f 
respect and sympathy Long made no positive contribution 
towards the attainment o f  Ruyonga*s aim, Line nt Bollefond 
waa also sent to Huyonga and was also impressed. These two 
men however discovered that Baker*s claim that huyonga had 
deposed Kabalega was fa ls e . John Gray, quoting Linant* 
said, "They found that Ruyanga was but a bruised reed who

g
could not possibly hope to supplant Kabalega". wuch o f 
the territory  through which they had to  pass bad until 
recently belonged to Puyonga but had since been wrested 
from h is by Kabalega, Perhaps with three yaara o f  trade 
with the Zanzibar Arabs* Kabalega wan becoming more 
powerful than before. The combined Baker « Puyonga attack 
was the nearest the Palwo went to unseating Kabalega.’5 After 
that* Kabalega began to have the upper hand.

It should be remembered that Puyonga was not the only 
Palwo opponent Kabalega had. Ttxplna the eon o f Kachope 
had earlier fou#it Kabalega,1* He was however not as involved 1 2 3

1. Cheille Long, o o . c i t p. 77.
2 . Grfiy, 2S*Sj&*
3. Thou^i he was shortly afterwards forced to  evacuate 

the throne by Gordon who had hoped to replace him with 
Mupina* i t  was a war fought solely  by Gordon, even
upiiura man did not take part in the war.

k, Pauolo Ochews, *T. 1x5* Kyeganywa lh /6 /71.
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with foreign element8 as Thiyonga** Ms attacks on Eabalega 
were in league with the Langi, It  was Palwo men who formed 
the hulk o f hie army.

After Linant had met Ruyonga, he moved westwards and 
came across Mupina, There he found two or three thousand 
Langi carded opposite to Mu pins, They had just returned 
from a raid in Mupina’ a name into Bunyoro. They claimed that 
they had h illed  a lo t  o f  people, taken a lo t  o f cattle  and 
mad© prieonere o f many women and children including among 
others# a s ister  o f  Ksbalega, Mupina was persuaded to send a 
representative to Linsnt’ s camp and recognise Egyptian autho
rity* Considering the amount o f  territory under Wuplna’ s 
control, Linant fe l t  that Hupina was preferable to Ruyonga 
when i t  came to the question o f replacing Ksbalega on the 
throne, Gordon agreed and it  was planned to send a number o f 
soldiers to Mupina to aid him in his wars against Ksbalega, A 
fo rt was to be bu ilt in Mupina*s territory from where the 
campaign to stamp out the slave trade would be launched,
This fo rt , along with the garrison tihidh Baker had earlier

o
on established with Ruyonga at Poweira would, i t  was hoped 1 2

1, Thin was probably because ?»pins, s territory  did not 
l ie  along the traveller*8 route#

2. Baker during hie second v is it  le f t  a garrison o f  troope
at Foweira near ^rsyonga’ s palace to maintain contact 
with Fatiko and Cairo# He seems to have takes the 
eoldiers with him. This is  why he had to reach Fatiko 
before he could Bend soldiers to help Ruyonga against 
Ksbalega# It seem? that Gordon replaced the men when 
he came back#
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link the equltorlal region with the Hud an end cheek the 
tra ffic  in slaves.

Gordon Inherited Baker*e prejudices against Kabalega.
He fe lt  that Kabalega most be reaowsd before the authority 
o f the Khedive could be established in the lnterlacuatblne 
region* Gordon therefore sought to remove the Onmkasa and 
replace hia with Wuplna. With Mupina as the Omukaaa,
Gordon thought that he would be able to attain hie objective 
o f establishing an Egyptian monopoly o f trade in the 
interlacuatrlne region. Gordon’ s interest in ’-'uplna was 
for selfish reasons.

However9 the plan to attack Kabalega through lupine 
never mate**allied. ’ Utter Ager*# the o fficer sent, did not 
go to Muplna’ s palace. He alleged that **upina did not 
want to have troops with hi®. Seeing that a ll his efforts 
to liquidate Kabalega indirectly were not succeeding,1 
Gordon decided to move to Maslndi, attack and k il l  Kabalega 
and then replace him with Hupina* Kabalega got to know of 
Gordon’ s plan and withdrew from Maelndi, taking his instru
ments o f authority with him, Gordon did not find any

1. Gray, ou .c it ,
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opposition in Masindi 'but k illed  many o f  Kabalega’ s 
men. Besides, nothing was achieved in terms o f the replace
ment o f  Kabalega with Mupina or the establishment o f  fo r ts . 
Kabalega later re-occupied hie capital; Gordon mn so 
frustrated that when in 1876 he le f t  for Khartoum he
promised never to return to the lnterlacustrine region.1

9Another v is ito r  to the lake region was Kmln *asha.
He was in 1876 sent to Pubaga to secure the release o f 
Egyptian troops held by the Kabaka o f Bugands.** On the 
completion o f the task, rasln le f t  for Mrali from where he 
le f t  for Mparo to meet Kabalega. The Cwukamn̂  defended * 2

1* dray, o o .d t .
2, His real name was Bduard Behnitzer. For details of

his v is it  see ecweinfurth, et a l , o n .c it . .  A. H. Dunbar, 
o p .c l t .» p . 66.

3* In an e ffort to secure Lake Victoria fo r  the Khedive, 
Gordon sent an army led by PUer Aga to establish a 
stockade in Bulodengayi a territory in Kabaka Hutesa’ s 
domain, lutesa however lured the garrison to his 
capital and made them stay there. I f  Hutesa was to 
have an armed body o f  troops in his domain, i t  was 
preferable to have them at the capital where he ®i$it 
be able to cope with them rather than on the outskirts 
o f his kingdom where the task of dealing with them in 
case o f h o stilit ie s  would be much more d if f ic u lt , 
ran in Pasha was sent to secure the release o f the 
soldiers from : utesa. see A, J* Gray "lutesa o f Buganda*, 
Uganda .Journal, v o l . l ,  HO. 1, 193U.

k. For details see d. F«t*el, G, Kchweinfurth and 
d, Kartlaub, op. c l t .> PP. U8-h9.
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himself against Baker’ s allegations and explained the 
reason for his wars against Euyonga and **upina, Kabalega 
also succeeded in convincing lain Pasha that ha was not 
opposed to the Egyptian government’ s intention of declaring 
a protectorate over the interlaces trine region. In return, 
lain Pa^ia promised to e ffect the withdrawal o f Egyptian 
support for Puyonga and Lipina,1

By 1878, when lain visited Kata legs, the Omukama seemed 
to have wade up fbr a l l  the handicaps he had v is-a -v is the 
Palwo at the beginning o f the con flict , By 1871, the trade 
with the Arabs and Basombwa made Huyonga and llupina econo
mically and m ilitarily equipped to fee l confident of a 
military victory over Kabalega, But by the time Emin came, 
Kabalega had been able to establish similar contacts with 
the Arabs from fanaibar end increased his economic and 
military strength,2 Bain Pasha describes how the ""’’agenda 
and wanyoro brought commerce to a more advanced state o f 
development* and attributes it  to the trading expeditions 
o f the Arabs from Zanzibar, m  extensive square of irregu
lar shape was said to l i e  behind Eabalega’ s palace. It was 
there that commercial transactions were carried out. slaves * 2

1* schwanfurth A etal, ou .o it . ,  pp* 105-106.
2. Ibid. pp. 111-112.
3* Ibid ,
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and Ivor? wens the ch ief experts. Though Kabalega's terri
tory was not rich In ivory* he wee able to  draw a large 
part o f  his Ivory fro® the western Lang© d istrict, Alter, 
and tho southern pert o f  his kingdom. The slaves and ivory 
were sold to the traders who on their arrival had to pre
sent half o f  their geode, especially guns, powder and lead 
shots to the king.3, the omukama then arranged in return, 
an equivalent amount o f  ivory and slaves. With the amsroni- 
tlon secured from th© Arabs, Knbalegs was able to equip 
his an y , which, in the lifh t  o f  the fact that he had a bigger 
territory from which to reewtit was bigger than that o f 
the Palwo* Kabalega made the army into a permanent standing 
one. It was able to fight more e fficien tly  than those o f the 
Pslwo which was composed mainly o f individuals largely un
trained in the art o f  warfare and hurriedly recruited cm the 
proclamation o f war,

One o f the advantage Phlch the oalw© in itia lly  had 
over Kabalega was the support they were receiving from the 
foreigners. Puyonga fought Kabalega with the assistance o f 
Pamuel Baker, cordon also attacked Kabalega and hoped to 
replace him with Waplna* An immediate consequence of Train’ s 
v is it  was a withdrawal o f the Egyptian government support 
for  Buyonga and shtplna. Though ftain v isited Kuyonga after 
the interview with Kabalega, he plainly told the Palwo

1. Ibid
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Rwhot that th© soldiers he was sending to  Mr till through 
Puyonga*© territory were not to raid Kabulega hut to oecupy 
Mruli ao a a to have a point o f connection with the ivory 
trade, Ruyonga' b relations with min were not as friendly 
as they had been with previous representative© of the 
Khedive* Ruyonga for instance, had cause to complain against 
the choice o f the leader of the troop© brou$it by Rain to 
hi© territory,1 Neither wae min impressed by Ruycnga idiom
he described a© being 'rather more stupid than he used to

2be owing to hi© indulgence in Mwenge and spirit®” a 
striking contrast indeed to tributes paid to Ruyonge*© 
personality by Baker, sain Pasha also passed through lupins*s 
territory, but beyond expressing admiration for lupins*e 
friendliness, comportment and sophistication, ** nothing was 
done by "Sain to  further I'upina1 e interest against that of 
Kabalega,

Military mcotmter? second T%aee
The coming o f min Pasha seemed to be the beginning 

o f a new phase in Pale© * Bsnyoro rivalry. The Palwo had 
ceased to be on the offensive. The end o f the Palwo alliance 1 2 3

1, A, J* ®ray, o n .d t .
2, Mwenge is local beer in Bunyoro-Kitara.
3, min described lupins as "the only negro gentleman

T have known except ^utesa*© prime minister Katikiro” ,
He was impressed by the dressing o f Mupina * a men and 
their generosity.
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with, the foreigner?? appeared to hare prepared the ground
fo r  Kabalega’ o eventual v ic to ry , 'Though his Absrusura
was not yet as strong as i t  was cm th» eve o f  tile coming o f
the B r lt it fi,1 he was able to attempt an attack on Toro as
part o f  the plan to reconquer Kitape’ s rebellious pro- 

2vincee. Thereafter, he began the offensive on the Palwo. 
Fie men marched towards Koc and though they were driven 

back, the lo ss  suffered by Ruyonga1© men was more than 
they had ever experienced. Balwo informants attribute the 
loss  to the fa ct that Puyonga did not get su ffic ie n t  
warning to plan adequately for the war. Host o f  his Langi 

friends did not p artic ip a te . The Hwhot didn’ t  even have 
time to consult Kaatoeja and perform the necessaiy pre-war 
r itu a ls ,^

The Omukama, while being happy at the loss suffered 
by puyonga’ s men, was not sa tis fied  that the Palwo Pwhot 
was s t i l l  a liv e . The very fa ct  o f  Ruyonga’ s continued 
existence continued to haunt Kabalega, The Omukanta then 
sought other means o f  k illin g  h is  enemy. He conspired with 
one o f  Ruyonga’ a men to give him poisoned o i l ,  as soon as * 2 3

1« By then he had conscripted the famous Palwo warriors 
Mupina and Huyonga’ s Barusura and Baragana into h is 
Aberusura ,

2 , Uzoigwc, '♦Kabalega and the Making o f  a Few Kitara"
3 . P.H.T. 128 as previously c ite d .
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the Palwo Bvfcot tasted the ©11, he died#1 Puyonga’a death
coincided with the evacuation of the Egyptian position# 
in Bunyoro in 1889.* 2 3

Following miyanga'e death, msny of bin r̂rusura and 
Baragan# flocked to Hupina to seek protect 1cm, Bupina’e 
strength was rroeh reinforced.^ It tms then that he 
launched aeries of military attacks on Kabalega. The 
Osukcma mccesRfnlly repulsed Mupine’ e attack# and later 
launched a night attack on the 3alw© during which Muptna’ s 
palace mn nearly captured,1̂ Mxrplaa had to escape to 
Fukiaere In Lango whoro he died ehortly afterward## The 
death of Mupina narked the end of the attempt of the 
Bale© to regain their privileged position in Bunyoro-Kitara. 
Kabalega established his author iiy over them. It remains 
to see how they fared under the man to whom for twelve years 
they constituted the greatest internal problem.

1* P#H.T. 85, Dulasio Oyundu and -Terre Katulikire 31/7/71*
2 . A. J. Gray, ou.clt.

3* P.H.T. 85, as previously cited.
k. Ibid*
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After the death o f  Mupina* Kabalega took measure a 
to reassert hie authority over the Balwo and guard against 
a possible re-occurence o f  their insurrection. Re had 
succeeded in doing this before Africa was partitioned. 
During the partition, Bunyoro came under the British sphere 
o f  influence. It was later conquered and a British colonial 
administration was established. This means that from the 
death o f  Mupina until their total disintegration, the Palwo 
had two successive masters» Kabalega and the British.

Immediately after Kabalega learnt of the death o f Mupina* 
he sent Rat angola a leading member o f the Abarusura to 
Palwoland as sasa ch ie f,1 Katongole was accompanied by a 
company o f  the Abarusura to take care o f any pocket o f  re
sistance to the Osrakama’ s authority# The Palwo did not, 
however, o ffer  any resistance to Katongole. They submitted 
to the Omukama’ s authority and offered Katongole the respect 
due to a king’ s representative. The Palwo had to do this 
because they seemed to have had no ether choice in the 
circumstance. The death o f their Bwhodi seemed to have

1. P.H.T, k5 as previously cited
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resulted In a lose of morale. Much as they fe lt  strongly 
about their claim to the throne of El tars* the lose o f 
Ruyonga and Mupina who had been championing their cause 
seemed to hare compelled a resignation to fa te . Hence no 
single voice or action was raised against Eatcugole.

The appointment o f Katcngole, a Muni cur a, as eaza chief 
was one o f  the measures taken by the omukama to prevent 
further rebellion against his authority. Rabalega had 
broken with the practice o f  appointing Babito princes as 
the Omukama' s representatives in the provinces,1 incumbente 
of such posts for example* Kacope and Xsagara, had hitherto 
been using their position and royal blood to undermine the
omukama*s authority by creating self-ruled empires out of 

2
the provinces. Kabalega not only appointed cowioners but 
made sure that even the commoners did not stay fo r  too long 
in the provinces. They were for most of the time supposed

1. Kaba legs’ s experience with the Pal wo wee the reason 
for this major change o f  policy* see Hyakatura, 
o p .c lt .* p, 108.

2* It was not only the Palwo who did this, Kasoro used his 
influence to aid Kaboyo to secede during ITyamutukura * s 
reign. See Wilson, o p .c lt .
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to be in the Omukana’ s palace and v is it  their territories 
only when the occasion demanded it* The Idee was to 
prevent them from building local following ihich might be 
used against the Oraukama. The day-to-day administration was 
le ft  in the hands o f the local rulers appointed by the people* 
In Balwoland, the tTaghi were allowed to continue ruling 
the chief dome hut made to realise that they had got a new 
master in the person o f  Kabalega* They were directly 
responsible to Eatongole who served as a link between them 
and the omukama*

The Palwo were not slow in reconciling themselves to 
the fact that an end had come to their hope of restoring their 
privileged position in Bunyoro-Kltara empire* The tributes 
hitherto paid to ?%plna and Puyengs were forwarded to 
Katcmgole* Paring harvests, tributes were also sent to 
Kabalega through Katongole. Like the other inhabitants 
o f Bunyoro-Kitara empire, the Palwo were thenceforth 
compelled to absent themselves from their farms whenever 
the Omfcama fe lt  sick or indisposed*1 .Ml these measures 
were proofs o f  their acceptance of Eabalega’ s suzerainty*
The importance o f  the empango festival has been mentioned 
earlier* Absence o f the representatives o f a province was 
regarded as a sign o f  rebellion.against the Omukama, Ever

1* Odero and Marla Kyanda, P,H,T* 11, Klryankende, 6/U/71.
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since the time o f  Kacope and laagara* c *1830-1860 the 
Palwo had not been attending the festival* With the death 
o f Unpins and the aeetsnption o f authority toy Katcmgole, 
the IJalwo resumed attendance at the Omukama*e court during 
the erapango. I t  took not lees than two months to prepare 
for the annual festival* Katewgole informed the Jaghi who 
in turn informed the clan heads through the Batongole chiefs* 
The clan heads were urged to co lle c t  food stuffs and other 
a rtic les  as present for the Omukaaa* Hie elan heads also 
selected three people including themselves as clan repre
sentatives, A ll the clan representatives were then assembled 
in the Jaghi’ s place and from among them, * individuals o f  
su fficien tly  good comportment to enter the '"rnukama1 s palace”1 
were chosen to  represent the chiefdoms# These chiefdom 
representatives which Included the Jaghi constitute the Palwo 
o f f i c ia l  delegation to the empango festiv a l, Katoalegs*s 
centralisation policy was such that even holders o f minor 
o ffice s  had to toe personally introduced to him before their 
appointments could toe deemed confirmed* ruch new appointees, 
i f  any, were usually included in the o f f i c ia l  delegation,

gHeaded toy Katongole, the o f f i c ia l  delegation was accompanied 
toy a large number o f  men who did some menial duties in the

1* Ibid.
2, Ib id .
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course o f the journey to the cap ita l. mm  o f  them* usually 
slaves* carried the tributes meant to be given to the 
Oraukaaa. others moved in advance o f the o f f ic ia l  delegation 
to  prepare camp© where member© o f the delegation passed 
the ni^ita* Katongole* a personal representative o f the 
omukama* was not supposed to trek; he had to be carried a ll  
the way from P&lwoland to the Omuksma’ a palace* Amid 
singing and dimming* the Balwo treked for three days to 
Xabalegafe palace* On their arrival at the Oraukama's 
court the Palwo used to move Into the tent reserved for 
them* thereafter* the seven-day celebrations began* After 
the celebrations * the Omnkama engaged in routine consultations 
with members o f the o f f ic ia l  delegations briefing them on 
wars to be fou^it* and the arrangements to be made* He also 
confirmed appointments made in the provinces and conferred 
honours on outstanding individuals.5'

Apart from ensuring the presence o f the Pslwo at the 
r'mufcBGa’ c court and forwarding tributes to Kabalega*
Katongole is  also remembered for having organised the 
emigration o f  a large number of Palwo Barnsura and their 
families to the Omuksma’ s palace at Bugahya* Xabalega’ s 
motive in ordering the emigration is  not clear* ?oae 
informants said that he was anticipating the attack o f the

-  188  -

1* Ibid
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British and therefore saw the need to strengthen his army,1 
Others believe that la ©pit© o f  the t̂ Iwo’ b payment of 
tribute, the Osukaita was afraid o f  their military potential

gand thought that the Pals© m i#t plan a surprise attack, 
■hatever might have been the motive, Papina and >?uyonga*s 
Barusura were rounded up and taken to Bugahya. On their 
arrival, the Omuhasa was said to have beheaded Mupina*s 
well known military commanders and conscripted many of the 
Palwo warriors into ths Abarueura. The remaining warriors 
and their families were settled in the valley of Pusai ja 
Mukaru h i l l .  There, the Palwo encountered considerable 
amount o f hardship. The area was so barren that even the 
maximum e ffo rt  In faming could not yield any appreciable 
quantity o f  foodstuff. Kabalega seemed to have realised 
this, hence he asked the Bagahys to bring foodstuffs to 
the Balwo,^ The supply fe l l  short o f shat the a lso needed, 
Bose lion© lived on the h i l l  overlooking the valley where 
the Palwo were settled and for a long time, the Palwo who 
had been deprived o f their guns were easy prey for the animals.

1, P*H.T, 38, Xaehariah Manyura, Kiroko, 31/5/71. 
P.H.T. 38, Petror Owor, klroko, 28/5/71.

2. P.H.T. 55t Okelo ’Tange, Xirwala, 25/6/71,
$* m a .
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Later on Kabalega ordered the shooting o f the animals.
It was while some o f  the Palw© were s t i l l  in Kabalega* s 

custody in Bugahya that 7̂ whit a Raehope, the worst famine 
in Pal wo history, occured. Opinions S ifter as to what was 
d irectly  responsible for  the famine, though they a l l  link 
Katigo and Kabalega with it*  A group o f  Informants say 
Kabalega was aware o f the support given by Katlgo to Mupina 
and Kuyooga. m m  Kabalega succeeded in  defeating them, he 
went and Insulted Katlgo’ a Kibandwa* He sent to the Klbandwa 
presents that were contemptuous in fo ra ,1 These were ashes, 
co ffee  fru its and waste products. It  was in retaliation 
that Katigo brought excessive sunshine on Bunyono-Kitara, 
Another group say that ’ ochien’ , a cow belonging to  Katlgo,
was captured by Kabalega'e men in retaliation  fo r  the Juok's

2support for Kabalega *s riva ls . Immediately this cow was 
slaughtered, an outbreak o f  famine occurred. Others say 
that Katigo*s Kibandwa who was then living  at Wavbroya was 
taken to Bugahya and while there, the cow was stolen.

1* P*H,T, 27, Zachariah Manyuru, Kiroko, 27A/71.
P.H.T, hi, Zachta Jo©, Kinagamna, 3 /6/71.

2 , P.H.T, 87, ?.*aya, Bweyale, 2/8/71.
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Katigo in reta lia tion  brought famine.1 While i t  is  poorib1® 
that Ka tit© had to do with the famine# i t  also seems that 
the sixteen years o f  m ilitary con fronts t i  ana 1871-1887 
during which not only was the productive sector o f the 
population killed# but in addition, attention waa diverted 
from farming, was enough to cause an acute shortage o f  food# 

TJwhita Bachope might have been caused by war and 
dissatisfaction  by Katigo# However, as a resu lt, a l l  the 
crops dried up and people had nothing to toed  upon# The 
Palwo, especially those liv in g  in Bugahya, lied  in great 
numbers# Those who remained in their territory  resorted 
to eating the roots o f banana but the scanty supply could 
not keep pace with demand* In desperation, some o f the 
Palwo gave their children in return for  quantities o f food 
with which to save the liv es  o f  other memberr o f the family* 
For some time, those who had been hoarding food experienced 

a period o f  boom, They could s e l l  food on return fbr
children* ttsnyl had to s e ll  his daughter to Globe in Pa$ao

2for  a bag o f  m illet which sustained him for  some time* The 
Alur having heard what was happening in Palwo land brought 
food stu ffs to exchange for children. Many o f the Palwo died. * 2

1* P#H 83# Bulasio Oyundu and Terre, Katulikire# 
28/7/71.

2, P*H*T, h i, as previously cited
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But, apart from dying in great numbers there occurred an 
outbreak o f small pox epidemic among the Tfclwo at Bugahya. 
Fearing the possib ility  of the epidemic affecting the 
Banyoro, Kabalega decided to send the surviving Paiwo at 
Bugahya back to their territory . Some o f  their people how
ever managed to remain behind in Bugahya« Bescendants o f 
such individuals like Okele o f Puehua elan, Otlm of Pugara,
0donso o f Dakwor now claim Bugahya (Hyoro) cltizenship,1 

i t  is possible to see Kabalega*s evacuation o f the 
Palwo to  Buhahya and their treatment the re as a reprisal 
for their support to his rivals* In fa ct, descendants5 o f 

members <$f the Barueura see Kabalega as a wicked blood-
thirsty tyrant who seemed to have derived satisfaction in 
making people su ffer. They believe that there was no need 
for Kabalega to ask the Barusura to move to Bugahya and 
settle them on a place where there was no food and which 
made them vulnerable to attack by lions* It may be true 
that there was an element o f vengeance in Kabalega*e action. 
At the same time, however, there was the fact that the Ffclwo, 
though they were fin a lly  beaten, had demonstrated their 
valour, and the logica l thing for a Icing lik e  Kabalega to 1 2 *

1. Ibid*
2. e .g . Fauolo Oehewa, P.H.T, 1*5, as previously cited ;

and Maya, ?*H*T. 87, as previously d te d .
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do was to conscript them Into hie army in order to  be able 
to execute his internal policy o f  reviving the lost  glory 
o f  Kitara. Kabalega did not ask a l l  the Palis© to move to 
Bugahya, ho was only concerned with the Baruoura which 
formed as i t  were the equivalent o f  his Abarusura.

Regardless o f what the descendants o f  the Barueura 
think, majority o f the Balwo informants see the other side 
o f  Kabalega.1 They admit that though he fought and defeated 
them, he did nothing to punish them for their ro le  in the 
struggle between Muplna and miyonga and him self. The Barueura 
formed such a neglig ible part o f the population that the 
treatment meted to them did not condition the opinion of 
the average P&lwo man, Moreover membership o f  the Barueura 
was not exclusive to the Ralwo, Any brave man regardless 
o f  his origin  could become a 'Murueura1, Eebalega's treatment 
o f the Barueura could not therefore be regarded as a 
barometer o f hip feeling  tor  the nalwo.

In fa ct, i t  seems as i f  Kobelegs embarked on a policy  
o f wooing the Palwo and trying to make thorn forget the 
events o f  the previous decade* The reason for the outbreak

1. e ,g . BruoI o Ochewa, P.H.T, h5$ as previously cited . 
Qkelo ’Tange, P.H.T, 6 3 , as previously cited .
Sachin* Jao, i*l, a® previously c ited .
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o f Rwhlta Baehope had been mentioned, The famine was said 
to hare stopped only a fter Xabalega made a present o f  seven 
cows, seven goats# chicken# end many other a rtic les  to 
Katigo, This was tantamount to a recognition o f Katigo*s 
efficacy# and showed a willingness to  care for the Palwo. 
Thereafter Kabslega was said to hove been offering goats# 
and chicken to Katigo during its  annual fe s t iv a l. This 
was a major concession to the Palwo, The Omiksaa^ 
participation in the worship o f their Jok gladdened their 
heart and promoted their loya lty . Moreover, Kabalega, a fter 
the death o f  Muplna married a Pair© woman Achanda and 
accorded her a better treatment than his other wives# The 
Palwo claim that i t  was Adhanda vho produced Andrea Pohaga,* 
the omukama crowned by the British a fter Kltahisbwe had been 
deposed. Andrea Buhaga also married a Palwo women who gave 
birth to Sir Tito winyi# the last Omukama. Even the 
Banyoro do not refuse to admit that Tito "inyi was born o f 
a Palwo woman and that his real name was Oweny (a Lwo name).

2 . The au then c ity  o f  this is  doubted. At least Kyaketura
contests i t .  t\h,T . 150, John Byakatora, Hoima# 25/10/71*

2* There Is no doubt about th is , even Byakatura, P.H.T, 130, 
as previously elted# admits th is . The Queen Mother was
s t i l l  alive at the time the writer was In Bunyoro* The 
Banyoro say she is  a Palwo woman.
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Kabalega’ s marriage to a Palwo woman was a master
stroke o f diplomacy. It showed a willingness to compromise
with the aspirations o f  the Palwo. Much as he was not born
o f a Pslwo woman* his marriage to a Palwo woman gladdened
the heart a o f the Palwo and made them fee l that should the
son bom to Kabalega by the Palwo woman become king, what
they had fa iled  to achieve by war might perhaps be achieved
peacefully, Palwo informants are not slow in mentioning
with pride that, in spite o f their failure to wrest the
crown m ilitarily  from the Bantu usurpers, the last Omukama
was bom by a Palwo woman and thus o f Lwo blood.1 The
important thing is that the marriage o f *chanda to  Kabelega
softened the hearts o f the Palwo and they became more attached
and devoted to the Omukama, Usolgwe also recorded that
Kabalega in addition to his mother tongue Bantu learnt and

X
spoke Lwo* This must have also impressed the Palwo, Finally, 
the Omukama was said to have been paying particular attention 
to the representatives o f the Palwo at his court during the 
erapango fe s t iv a l. They were usually awarded g ifts  and 
specially taken care o f .  At one time, the ambition of 
every Palwo man was to be included in the delegation to v is it  
the Omukama because he knew he would benefit from i t ,  1 2

1, The last Omukama, Sir Tito Vinyl, was deposed when 
Uganda adopted the Pepublican Constitution in 1966,
This man who died in 1971 was bom by a Palwo woman.

2, (1. N. Usolgwe, "Kabalega and the Making o f a Hew Kitara".
loc eft
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Thu®, by the time the British came, Kabalega had been 
able to heal the sounds o f  the previous decade o f war. The 
Bel wo had come to accept the OmukRma as their ruler and had 
grown to like him, L ittle  wonder that when the British came 
and fought Kabalega they met with s t i f f  opposition among 
people regarded as hie traditional enemies.

The Anglo German agreement of 1888 ceded the control 
o f Uganda to the B ritish .1 Because of the reluctance of the 
British government to assume direct control o f  her colonies, 
the Imperial British Sgst Africa Company ©as by grant o f  
a royal charter given wide powers to govern the area 
under concessions or treaties obtained from loca l rulers.
The British were Impressed by what they saw In Buganda 
kingdom and sought to establish an administration there,
The British thus cultivated the friendship o f the Bttganda 
and judged other areas and people o f Uganda by what the 
Buganda fe l t  about them, Kabalega who had fought against 
Mwanga in an e ffort to recover part o f  hie territory loot 
to Bugsnda was an implacable enemy o f the Buganda. He was 
painted in lurid colours by the Kabaka. That apart, ever 
since Baker*s v is it  in 1872, the impression had gained ground 
in i°2urope that Kabalega was an implacable enemy o f c iv i l i 
sation and legitimate commerce* He was presented as a

1. John Flint, '’The wider Background to  Partition and 
Colonial Occupation", in Oliver and Mathews (ede)
History o f  Bast Africa, op .c it .
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person vfoo understood no other language than that o f  
force , Successive o fficers  o f the British Bast Africa 
Company therefore cam in through Buganda said attacked 
Kabalega at Kafu, Mpsro and Budongo.1 As Kabalega 
suffered defeats in succession, he moved northwards towards 
Falwoland* In every territory where Kabalega pitched his 
tent, new recruits of able-bodied men were made to re
inforce the depleted ranks of his Abarunura• ^hen in 189U 
Kabalega began moving towards Rwampindo in Palwoland, Katongole 
ordered a conscription o f able-bodied men to fi^ it  against 
the British.2 Oweny carried out the recruitment in Koe 
while Okalo organised i t  in Pajao, Dakor took charge 
o f Kisoga. The new recruits were hurriedly trained and 
camped at Rwampindo. It  is  perhaps a tribute to Kabalege’ s 
hold on his people that# in spite o f their awareness that 
the Omukaaa was being chased by superior forces, the 
Palwo s t i l l  accorded him the honour and respect due to a 
king, A palace was constructed for him at Rwampindo and 
every morning the Pslwo went there to pay homage, bringing 
foodstuffs and cattle as a mark o f  loyalty and devotion.
The evenings were spent drumming, singing and damsing.
In preparation for the military encounter, Katongole, the 
tlaghi, and the senior movers of the Peru sura including

1, Marie de Kiewet Hemphill, "The Brltifh Sphere 188I*-189UM
in Oliver and Mathews, (eds), Hfotorv of  Bast Africa
OpirCit , , ' ' '.K

2„ Kochariah Manyuru, P,H,T, 31, Kiroko, 19/h/71*
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Jaei, the Omukema1b son, trained the new recruits how to 

handle the guns. The Palwo Batet also made more spears.1 
The British fbrces came later and the Palwo attempted to 
use their knowledge o f the topography o f the area to their 
advantage* They allowed the British to pass through 
Pwaiapindo but before they gpt to river Toahi, the Palwo 
encircled them and opened.fire. Though nary o f the British 
soldiers were k illed , the quality and quantity o f  the men and 
ammunition proved the decisive factor* The Palwo were over
powered and among those who lost  their liv es  in the encounter

9with the British were ongwech* Dungwen, and Angwack.
Kabalega escaped to Lango where he was fin a lly  captured 
along with twangs by a force commanded by Kvatt. The 
Kabaka and the Onrukama were, in 1899, deported to "aychelles 
island* Thereafter the British established their administra
tion in  Bunyoro d is tr ic t  which included Palwo territory .

Palwo and British Colonial Rule in Bunvoro
By the time Kabalega was captured, Company rule had 

been terminated. The British government had taken over the 

task o f  administering the colonies* Prom August 1900 
George Tilson was appointed co llector  fo r  Bunyoro.1 in 1 2

1. ?*H.T. kO, 7.achia j ao, Kinagarana, 2 /6 /71.
2. Ibid,
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1901 a decision wee made to introduce indirect rule 1® 
Bunyoro, The d istr ict was to be ruled through a system 
o f counties, sub-counties, and corresponding system o f 
chieftainships under king Kitahimbwa and assisted by a 
court o f  local parliament, the Rukurato, In addition, 
there were to be regular barasa, open a ir  audiences at 
which public business was discussed and grievances heard, 
George Wilson then invited a '’Uganda, Jemusi Mitl, to 
come over to Bunyoro with the t i t le  o f saza chief and 
teach the Banyoro ana the alwo how to govern themselves.
By 1901, Hlti divided Bunyoro into sazaa, gombololas, and 
mirukaa. Of the ten Raza chieftainships two were held by 
the Banganda, Through Wit i, many Baganda found their way 
into Bunyoro and served in various capacities lik e  court 
clerk, taw collectors, gombolola and or miruka ch iefs . It  
was through these Baganda and other Banyoro chiefs, notably, 
Byabaehwezi and Rwabudongo, that the British carried out 
its  administration o f  Bunyoro, The British government 
instituted the collection  o f  taxes, forbade the shooting 
o f elephants, constructed roads and public buildings and 
organised courts3, which adjudicated on a l l  types of cases.

1, For details o f British administration of Bunyoro, see 
A, R, Dunbar, ou .c tt ,
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Though Kaba legs was deported, the Pal wo remained loyal to  
him, and were thus h ostile  to  the new administration. The 
oaukaraa’ s attempt at reconciling with the Palwo seemed to 
have succeeded so nuch that the Palwo came t o  hate a l l  that 
stood against Kabalega, This, to some extent, explains the 
attitude o f  the Palwo to  the Colonial administration and 
i t s  Baganda agents.

Moreover, in administering Bunyoro d is tr ic t , the British 
government regarded and governed It as a conquered terr itory . 
The Palwo and Bunyoro inhabitants were made to  understand 
that they were not like the Baganda who had e  treaty with 
the British government. The British were therefore free 
to make such arrangements as they thought necessary without 
caring fo r  what the Palwo and the Banyoro f e l t .  On loth

g
Fareh 1900 as a result o f  the Uganda Agreement, the 
boundaries o f  Buganda were formally advanced to the Divers 
Kafu and Vkusi, areas inhabited by the Bantu o f  Bunyoro,
This was perhaps an acknowledgement o f  the help given by 
the Baganda to the B ritish in their wars against Kabalega,

1, A, H. Dunbar, o u , c l t . ,  p , 106,

2, Ibid,
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The British government had such to complain against 
in Banyoro d istrict, There was the inefficiency and unco
operative attitude o f the Palwo and Banyoro chiefs #10 

refused to go far in carrying out government orders and 
even flouted the law. The attitude of the peasantry did not 
satisfy the British o ffic ia ls . Their response to taxation 
and forced labour was poor. Regulations regarding the 
shooting o f elephants were not complied with* and the chiefs 
especially those from Buganda failed to secure their good 
w ill, le t alone co-operation. At fir s t  the Palwo and the 
Banyoro maintained a silent indifferencef bordering on 
non-cooperation to the administration# Later on their 
reaction changed to one o f hostility* The presence o f 
Baganda chiefs was the aspect o f British rale most detested 
by the Palwo and the Banyoro. The climax o f the Palwo and 
Banyoro resistance to colonial rule was the outbreak of the 
Hkysngire revolt o f 1906-1907.1

There were several reasons why the Thlwo joined the 
Banyoro in organising the Rkyangire revolt. The Kihukya 
and Ribanda counties to which Palwoland was divided were

-  201 *

1, For details o f  the reaction o f  the Banyoro to the 
Colonial rule* see 0. If, Bsoigwe, "The Kyanglre 1907» 
Passive Eevwlt against British over rule" in Revolution
M O a a u a
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administered by Baganda chiefs. Mika Fataki was in charge 
o f Kihnkya while Antoni Klrubo ruled Klbanda. Apart fro® 
the fact that the Palwo, like the Banyoro, grew to hate the 
Baganda for their collaboration with the British against 
Xabalegs, the conduct o f these particular individuals le ft  
much to be desired* Mika Fataki was said t© be awarding 
the heaviest penalty for the slightest offence* It was 
under the pretext o f trying to co llect taxes that ho killed 
many o f the Pal wo in Kidopo * The reaction provoked by the 
incident forced the colonial administration to conduct an 
inquiry into the incident,1 we was also said to hare brought 
In some Baganda as court clerks* These men forced people to 
pay more for offences committed, Antoni Kirube2 was even 
worse. He forced people to dance before him, threatening to 
lock up those who refused to do so* Hs even organised raids 
on the inhabitants o f  his territory making use o f the Langi, 
Part of the goats, cattle, and farm products captured in such 
raids were given to him* The British administration found 
him guilty o f  illeg a lly  confiscating such property as goats 
and farm products,

1* 0* Henry, Assistant D istrict Commissioner Masindi.
Repent on fa ir , 31/7/1906 ^Secretarial Minute Paper*, 
Uganda Archives Entebbe, Ho, 1314, Mika Fataki was 
absolved from guilt#

2* correspondence from George Wilson collector o f Bunyoro 
to Gatt 20/3/19G4, Secretarial Minute Paper Uganda, 
Archives Entebbe, No* 1314*

•  202 *
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It was these morally debased Individuals who were 
saddled with the responsibility o f executing the instruc
tions o f the Colonial government among the Palwo* Colonia
lism in Itse lf was undesirable, '/hat made it  more undesirable 
for the Palwo was that its  agents were from a group for 
whom the rWlwo had developed an aversion and who were 
themselves of questionable character. The Palwo thus saw 
the Baganda as symbolising a ll the evils o f  colonialism 
because i t  was through the Baganda chiefs that they learnt 
o f government regulations which went contrary to their 
interests.

There were three regulations which the Palwo largely 
refused to comply with. These were the prohibition o f the 
shooting o f  elephants, payment o f taxes and their con
scription for work on roade and constructing public buildings. 
The colonial administration, probably in an effort to 
conserve the elephant®, directed that the chiefs could 
grant permission to the Ranyoro to shoot two elephants 
on the payment o f a fee o f ten pounds.3. To other inhabitants 
o f Bunyoro d istr ict who were not very close to where the

1, Oeorge Wilson to Harry Johnson, 23rd April 1901, 
Pile A/12 item Ho. 13, Uganda Archives, Entebbe,
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elephants were found, the regulation did not mean raudh j b$t 
to the Balwo, whose liv es  were sometimes threatened by the 
elephants, the regulation was impossible to comply with,
Hie present Murchison Falls National Park in Uganda is  located 
right on the former Falwo county o f Xihukya* The animals 
not only devoured their crops but sometimes k illed  their 
children. Hie Palwo could not afford to wait and pay ten 
pounds before they could shoot the elephants. Apart from 
that, the Falwo had been making a lo t  o f  wealth from the 
k illin g  o f the elephants. In fact in the late nineteenth 
century, shooting elephants was their most profitable 
occupation,* ihen the Bagenda chiefs informed the Palwo o f 
the government regulations, the feeling  was that it  waa 
the Baganda ch iefs who wanted to harm them.

Taxation was the aspect o f colonialism hated most by 

the Falwo. By 190h Colonial rule was yet to be extended 
to Acholi and Lango inhabited by the Lwo. The Falwo could 
not understand why they should beasked to pay tax when 
their fellow  Lwo liv ing in Acholi and Lange were not 
paying, ’hen confronted by tax co lle cto rs , the Falwo 
escaped either into the bush or Lango and hid there. They

1. Bee chapter five  above
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sometimes physically assaulted, the tax co lle cto rs . When
Wilson v is ited  the two Palwo counties, he reported that,
in Klhukya, ”We found the people in great fear having heard
that I was coming. Many o f the© le f t  their farms and ran
o f f  into the woods* . 1  He had to stay fo r  a couple o f  days
in order to  gain their confidence. He managed to ev ict
promises o f payment which were largely unfu lfilled* Things
were even worse in Kibanda. Most o f  them had moved their
goats, sheep and women to Lango on hearing that Wilson

was coming. The ch iefs could do nothing with them, very

l i t t l e  hut tax had been collected  and when the ch iefs asked
than they refused saying their friends in Lango do not pay.
" I f  the white man tr ies  to make the© pay they w ill a l l  go 

2to Lango*. Wilson fe l t  that not much could be achieved 
u ntil the hut tax was put to force in Lango,

Apart from the reluctance to  pay, the procedure for  
the co llection  o f  tax was not such that would make fbr easy 
co lle c t io n , Thougi the saza d iie fs  were supposed to 
supervise co llection  in  their areas, the v illage  chiefs who 1 2

1, George Wilson, Unyoro monthly Report, Peb. 10 1903 in 
Pile A13 item No. 3, Uganda Archives 'Entebbe.

2. Ibid.
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really demanded the money fro® the people were unpaid 
but allowed to exact free labour fro® their subjects. This 
privilege was often abused by the village chiefs. They 
took eo much away fro® their subjects, thus leaving thea 
with l it t le  or no time to work for the payment of tax.
C* w, Fowler's suggestion that the village chiefs b© paid some 
portion o f  the ten per cent of collections being paid to 
the Pass chiefs was not accepted,* The result was that 
even i f  the T’alwo wanted to pay, the requirement o f having 
to work for the chiefs precluded thea trm  doing so, Fvan 
those who paid were without tickets, sou© ch iefs were 
alleged to have deliberately withheld tickets and spent 
money paid as taxes privately. This ms because the 
masses were not aware o f  the Importance o f tickets as
proof o f payment. There was thus no way o f differentiating

2ft tax payer from a defaulter.
Thus, the f ir s t  ten years o f Colonial administration 

brought so much stress on the Palwo as well os on the 
Sanyo ro, As In many other parts o f Africa, reaction to 
Colonial rule was often manifested through it s  agents. 
Appointed chiefs were made the scape seat for the evils 
o f colonialism. In Bunyoro d istr ict, the Bagcada chiefs

-  206 -

i ,  c, w, wowier, e s xAm U Q>
1908. File A12 item No. 6, Uganda Archives mtebbe.

2, Ibid,
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were seen as the twin partners of the European who combined 
to bring hardship on the people. The personal conduct o f 
the Baganda chiefs and o ff ic ia ls  seemed to have lent weight 
to thin view, The feeling a ll  over Bunyoro d istrict wee 
that once the Baganda were removed there would be a change 
far the better*

This was the mtiro that inspired the Kkyangim revolt 
o f  1906-1907* Palwo and Benyoro Chiefs, and other leading 
individuals clamoured fe * »  t h e  removal o f  t h e  Baganda a n d  

even laid plans for the murder o f a ll  the Baganda should 
they not be removed. At open a ir conferences, the Banyoro 
and Palwo made known their determination to get rid  of the 
Baganda and backed the demand with refusal to p a y  taxes* 
‘rominent Ralw© individuals like Verrm&o Onyango, Ongwech 

X.achara, and Ciobo Joined Byebachwezl who spearheaded the 
protest, to ask for the removal o f  the Baganda. Though 
many of them were arrested and imprisoned, the colonial 
government did not appoint Baganda as sasa chiefs in 
Bunyoro after the revolt and whenever any "Uganda chief 
or o ff ic ia l  was found, guilty he was removed and replaced 
with m  indigene,1 Antoni rirube was for instance

1, For details about the organisation, and consequences 
o f  the Kyangire revolt see a, M, Ozolgwe, Revolution
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removed and replaced with Ruyonga’ e ecu.
The removal o f  come Baganda o f f ic ia ls  did not however 

make the Palwo more amenable to Colonial rule. Their tax 
returns wee s t i l l  poor and they refused to comply with re
gulations prohibiting the shooting o f elephants, a s  late 
as 1910 The Assistant d istr ict Commissienter for  Masindi 
described them as an extremely truculent l o t . 1  Falwoland 
was described as an extremely d if f ic u lt  section o f  the 
d istr ict to deal with. When as a result o f  the spread o f  
sleeping sickness to Palwoland from other parts o f  Uganda, 
i t  became necessary to evict the Palmo from their homeland, 
Knowles? the Provincial Commissioner for  North era Province,
called for emit ton in the conduct o f  their eviction because

2they are one o f  the wildest tribes in the protect orate". 
Knowles warning was timely, Che eviction o f  the Palwo did 
not prove an easy task as w ill be seen presently. The 
Colonial government encountered the same d ifficu lty  in 
evicting other groups who were affected by the epidemic . 1 2

1, Peport on '"our by C. Henry, Assistant District Commissi oner Masindi, 31/7A910. Oecretarial Minute Paper, Ho, 1321* Uganda archives Entebbe, Ibid,
2. Despatch from Knowles to Chief Secretary 11/1/11. 

Secretarial Plante Paper Ho, 131bt Uganda Archives 
Entebbe.
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The disease fes  said to have been brought by the Sudanese 
tvoo?n o f  vain Pasha vdiom Lugard transported to  Kampala 
to Join the forces o f  the Imperial British Bast Africa 
Company. 1  I t  has also been suggested that the disease 

was introduced by the Arabs from Khartoum, and Zanzibar 
who v is ited  Buganda In the l 88o ’ s and settled on the

2northern shores o f Lake V ictoria in  Buganda and Busoga.
Prom whichever direction the disease came, by 1902 how to  
deal with sleeping sickness had become an important aspect 
o f  administrative policy in Uganda and a major concern 
o f sc ien tists  in Britain. Paries o f Commissions were 
appointed to deal with the epidemic and "diydham was appointed 
o f f ic e r  in charge o f  sleeping sickness administrative measures. 
In a ll  the areas where the epidemic occurred the inhabitants 
were removed and sent to tee tee free areas. 'This was exactly 
what happened to the Palwo when they experienced the epidemic.

1. Harvey Gordon
fflpft&LASS _________University o f  nyracuee 
was quoting the reasons
Protectorste Government.

History o f , AaHl.D 1110818,
,a.. 1971, Introduction, 

advanced by the Uganda
Goff

2 . Ibid* a o ff f8 personal suggestion
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Though i t  zai^it have existed earlier in Pair©land, the 
r>roteetorete Governifcnt did not begin t© notice the 
sleeping sickness epidemic until 1903. aerc rally  known 
as Mongotta# sleeping sickness made i t s  victims to develop 
protruding be llies  and insatiable a p a tite  later on* they 
collapsed and died. The Klbandt/a proved incapable o f 
saving the victims who on realising that they had been 
affected by Mongotta resigned themselves to death, ’*hen 
Fauolo Ochewm went to co llect tax in Psacrc village in 
K teom  seven people died in h ie  preserase an th e  game day,* 
The chiefs brought news o f the outbreak o f the disease to 
the attention o f the d istr ict administration* This left

2to an investigation conducted by Colonel "hydham. It  
was revealed that ninety per cent o f the people along the 
Juka and Toehi Elvers had died. In many villages* 
specific date were not available* but many people wore 
said to have died. It was only Tawir, and Hoc counties 
in Kibanda that were not seriously affected, /I I  the 
chief dome in Kihukya county and Kisoga and Hlsona in 
KibancLa were seriously depleted by the epidemic, "hydhatt 
believed that i t  was necessary to remove a ll the survivors 1 2

1. »?, 51# Pauolo Qchewa* Kyegemywa* 17/6/71.
2. Toff, op .cit
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In the e ffected  area# Phydham*e suggestions were examined 
by Dr. a , 0 . stratham, Medical O fficer in Masindi* He 
counselled with administrative o ffice rs  as well as the OnmJsama 
and i t  was agreed that the Palwo should be moved* At f i r s t ,  

i t  was suggested that Butobe be made the s ite  for the 
re-settlement o f  the Palwo* I t  was a fe r t i le  area, f ly - fr e e , 
and had an equitable supply o f  water* The Omukama, however, 
f e l t  that Butobe was too small to accommodate the Palwo*
The QmuKama then recommended Rlguraba and Masindi port.
These two areas were situated on the main road, had an 
adequate supply o f  water. Besides, the settlement o f  the 
Palwo in these areas would provide a permanent source o f  
labour for road maintenance* It was hoped that i t  would 
be easier to get the Palwo to  work on the roads -unlike in 
the former areas where they used to hide in the woods.
Flans for the removal of the Palwo were then laid down.
The plan would have been carried out in January 1911 but 
had to be postponed t i l l  July in order to allow for  the 
co llection  o f  food with which to feed the migrating Palwo.
It was further agreed that the Palwo be granted a two-year 
period of exemption from taxation as a compensation for the 
inconveniences involved in the eviction.2'

1* Details of the discussion in the site for the resettlement of the Palwo are available in Doff, op.cit. and 
Secretarial Minute Paper, Ho. 131h» Uganda Archives, Entebbe.
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Durlng the preparatory discussion©* the Palwo were not 
informed o f th e ir  impending relocation , It  was net until 
January 1911 that the chiefs told them. Their reaction 
was one o f  disagreement and h ostility  to a l l  those connected 
with the planned eviction . The reasons advanced did not 
satisfy  them. Moagotta, the Palwo said* was Just lik e  any 
o f  the epidemics they had experienced from the time they 
had been liv ing  along the N ile. Since the previous epidemics 
did not last long, the ^alwo believed that Sfongotta was 
also going to be o f short duration. There was no need to 
drive them away from a place regarded as their homeland 
because o f a disease the e ffe ct  o f  which they fe l t  would 
have been temporary. 1  The attempt o f the colonial government 
to compensate them for leaving their territory was not 
appreciated. The two-years period o f  exemption from taxation 
did not satisfy  them, when the period elapsed, the Palwo 
argued, they would be asked to  resume paying taxes. The 
Palwo were opposed to taxation in princip le. After a l l ,  
their lam brothers in Acholi and Lnngo were not paying 
taxes at that time. The P ile basin which they had been 
inhabiting provided an adequate supply of water* fish , 
fe r t i le  s o il ,  and cheap meat. No other areas, the Palwo 
rightly fe l t ,  could provide such advantages. Majority o f  
the Palwo thus refused to leave their territory and the 
agents o f  the colonial administration were compelled to

1. Zachariah Manyuru, P*H,T. 38, Kiroko, 32/5/71*
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bum their huts. 1  It  was only a fter then that the Palwo 
began to trek to Kigumba.

The trek from their territory to Klguabe and its  
environs was said to have lasted three days and practically  
a l l  those who had been affected by Mongolta before the start 
o f  the journey died* The Palwo were forced to  leave the 
Nile basin but the majority o f  them did not go to Kiguaba 
and Masindl as directed by the colonial administration.
The Colonial Government made sure that they (the Palwo) 
le ft  the sleeping sickness area, but did not exercise 
enough care to ensure that thqy went to the areas newly 
alloted to them* Thus, while same o f them were found in 
Kiryandongo and some areas of Broil, majority o f them went 
to Minakulu, gave up their Palwo identity, and regarded 
themselves as Aeholi and Langi, not to mention their 
descendants.

The Palwo chose to go to Minakulu instead o f Kiguaba 
for  various reasons* F irst, Klguroba was inhabited by the 
Banyoro whose language many o f the Palwo did not understand. 
I f  they had to leave their homeland, they preferred to 
stay with their Lwo brothers in Minakulu who spoke the same 
language with them. °econdly, many of the Palwo had clan 
members in Minakulu, and when i t  became d e a r  that the Palwo

1* Ibid
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would have to leave their territory , the Inhabitants o f  
vlnakulu Invited their clans men to come and at ay with 
them* One factor which heifh toned the scale o f  movement 
to Minakulu was that the ^ lw o moved in related clan 
groups, 1  once a clan happened to be Invited to Minakulu, 
a ll other related clans went with it# For Instance, when 
Oweny Okldl went to Minakulu to meet Odongo Aroko, Dadao 
Bella, the nephew o f  Owney Okldl, led his *fusanguyi elan to 
follow Oweny, So also did Owor Oteke o f Pukwonga clan, 
an in-law o f  Dadao Bella , 2 Thirdly, by 1911 Acholi and Lango 
were yet to come under colonial rule, consequently, the 
inhabitants were not paying taxes. This proved attractive 
to the Palwo who had a ll  the while been demonstrating 
their reluctance to pay taxes, Kven those who went to 
fUguraba had to run back to Minakulu when the agents o f 
the Colonial administration compslled them to work on the 
roads.^ Thus many Palwo le f t  the Pile basin and went to 
Minakulu, with these men giving up their Palwo identity 
the ?alwo are today very small in population.

1# Sawri Oduonga ?,H,T, 37 Oombolola Headquarters, 
Kiryandongo, 29/5/71.

2* Ibid,
3. Ibid,
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The outbreak o f  the sleeping sickness me one o f  the 
incidents which scattered and reduced the population o f 
the Palwo. More than Kabalega's eviction of the soldiers 
to Bugahya, and the outbreak o f ihshlta Bach ope, the epidemic, 
affected a large proportion o f Palwo population. The con
sequent eviction o f the Palwo fro® Kihu&ya turned Balwoland 
which Crazsolara called the HBig Lwoo settlement’’* into a 
sere shadow o f its  former se lf in terms of population. 1

1, Crazzolara, The Lwoo Part I , p, 7®
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CONCLUSION

Daring the five centuries covered by this work, the Palwo 
made remarkable impact on the history of Kitara empire and 
beyond it. This branch of the Lwo who settled in Northern 
Bunyoro became a force to be reckoned with in Uganda when they 
overthrew the Bacwezi dynasty and established themselves as 
rulers in the empire of Kitara. Royal princes of the Palwo 
Babito dynasty went to establish kingdoms in other parts of 
Uganda, thus making the Palwo an important element in state 
formation in Uganda.

However, the attempt of the Palwo to make the Kitara 
throne their exclusive preserve brought them into conflict 
with the Bantu* The ultimate effect of the conflict was 
that Palwo numerical strength was reduced. They also 
declined in importance in Kitara empire as well as in 
present-day Uganda. The series of wars fought in order to 
maintain or regain their control of the Kitara throne resulted • 
in the loss of many Palwo lives and their flight to sorrounding 
areas.

But it was not only the wars which diminished the 
importance of the Palwo. The Palwo themselves seemed to 
have unconsciously initiated moves, the effect of which made 
them lose their identity and recognition. Having set up a 
minority ruling dynasty, the Palwo made deliberate efforts 
to win the loyalty of their subjects. Efforts were made to 
learn Bunyoro language and government was ordered along
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*  , " 5 5 5 9 1 ,  Ik* fh.
dhfi/tc. The  fire n m t a v i e e  i i f t il ij  f i 'H f it " l fl"ir~ h r r i  liman a n  mritTiiilTT W  -  

^s)ccJolp )s*\j><\oi’ on TU< htibsrry o r  J cifa se e*-v\f^re cts^cT h ey en d  7h 
osm^  Thin branch of the T.wo mho settled In North e m  Bunyore
became a force to be reckoned with In Uganda when they over-
threw the Bacwezl dynasty and established themselves as
rulers in the empire of Kit era . Royal princes of the Palwp
Babito dynasty rent to establish kingdoms in other parts of
Uganda, thus making the Bale© an important element in state
formation in Ugar*'

However, % m t o of the Pallro to make the Kitara 
throne their exclusive $•reserve brought then* into conflict 
with the Bantu. The ultimate effect of the conflict was 
that Pal wo numerical strength was reduced. They also 
declined in importance in Kitara empire as well as in 
present-day Uganda, The series of were fought in order to 
maintain or regain their control of the Kitsra throne 
resulted in the loss of many Pslwo lives and their flight 
to sorrounding areas.

But It was not only the wars which diminished the 
Importance of the Pal wo. The Pal?® themselves seemed to 
have unconsciously initiated mowes, the effect of which made 
them lose their Identity and recognition. Having set up a 
minority ruling dynasty, the Palwo made deliberate efforts 
to win the loyalty of their subjects. Efforts were made to 
learn Bunyoro language and government was ordered along
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lines to which the Banyoro were fam iliar. The search fo r  
acceptance by the Palwo even extended to marriage.

’'lien Rukldl and his successors married Banyoro women, 
they began a trend which has continued t i l l  the presen t-day.* 
For instance, the last Omukama o f Kitara who died in 1971 was 
a product o f a union o f  a Munyoro man and a Palwo woman. 
invents lik e  the emigration o f  Palwofs Barusura to Bufcahya, 
and the 1 9 1 1  eviction  consequent on the outbreak o f the 
sleeping sickness brought the Palwo to Bunyoro and many of 

them Intermarried with, and were assimilated by the Banyoro. 
The one striking aspect is the ease and seeming willingness 
with which the Palwo were assimilated by the Banyoro,
Perhaps the numerical superiority o f  the Banyoro explains 
th is .

The Britlah colon ial rule seemed to have accelerated 
the process o f Banyoro assimilation o f  the Palwo at least 
in terms o f  language. The British administrators adopted 
Runyoro as the medium o f instruction a l l  over Bunyoro 
d is tr ic t  including the two Palwo counties o f Kihukya and 
Kiban&a. Up t i l l  now, o f f ic ia ls  o f Palwo*e Kibanda county 
conduct their business in Runyoro. O ffic ia l notices, tax 
receipts, and court sessions are conducted in Runyoro* In 1

1. See Appendix 2 for l is t  and origin  o f Omukama fs wives.
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Kiban&a, Runyoro, not Lwo, is the language o f  instruction in

the primary schools, L ittle  wonder why many o f the Palwo 

speak Runyoro flu en tly , Bvsn the La© d ia lect o f  the Palwo 
has so rraeh o f  Runyoro accent and vocabulary that a Leo 

from Acholi who was employed by the w riter as an assistant 
found i t  d i f f i c u lt  to understand the Pale© end had to be 
replaced with a Palwo, Perhaps a strik ing evidence o f 
Bunyoro cultural imperialism is  the fa ct that the present 
trend among the Rule© is  to have a Bunyoro equivalent o f  

their name using whichever they ftaund convenient. In o f f i c ia l  
documents, most o f  thorn use the Kunyoro equivalent, A ll 

these tend to ju s t ify  O liver’ s declaration that in Uganda 
the Lwo "were the conqueror-a o f  a culture which absorbed 

them far more tru ly  than they absorbed i t " . ’*’

The 1911 relocation  further accelerated the process o f 

their assim ilation into Bantoro culture. I t  is  only in 

Ki bands county that one can com© in contact with pure Pa lwo. 

Those in Bunyoro as well as Acholi had been completely 

assimilated by their areas o f  settlement. Those o f  than who 

had achieved positions o f  eminence do not want to be labelled  
as Palwo* Particularly, those in Bunyoro, have imbibed the 1

1, R, O liver, "The In terior", in History of t Africa
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Banyoro attitude o f  looking down on the Palwo, For a man o f 

reasonable statue in l i f e ,  i t  Is derogatory to be ascribed 
a Pair© or ig in . He prefers to be ca lled  a Munyoro,

In e f fe c t , no individual o f  considerably hijafr status 
admits he is  a Palwo, Bunyor© d is t r ic t ,  fo r  instance, has 
a tota l o f  37  Oombolol* ch iefs o f  which only one, rukana 
nalobo o f Kaljuba Oorabolola in Buruli county, admits he is 
a Palwo, 1  Informants could not mention an Assistant ~i s t r ic t  
Commissioner o f  "a lso orig in  not to talk  o f  a M e tr ic !  
Commissioner, The writer did not come across a single Pslwo 
who m o in anyway connected with Makerere,

While th is could be explained in terms o f the tendency 
o f the e l i t e  to fe e l shy o f th e ir  Palwo o r ig in , there is 
also the fa c t  that the Pal wo were not able to benefit enough 
from missionary a c t iv it ie s  and the western education it  

provided, Bevoiion to traditional re lig ion  war, one o f  the 

factors which m ilitated against the Pfelwo’ s acceptance o f  
C hristianity , But m is i s  not peculiar to  them. In other 
African so c ie t ie s , o h r ir t ic c ity  and Western education were 

accepted a fter  an in it ia l  reluctance caused by the African atta< 
ment to h is  traditional god. By the time, the sleeping eickneci 1

1. There are other ch iefs who admit th eir  Pal so ancestry
but now regard themselves as Banyoro e .g , ,  Mr, Bnoek 
Bigirwa, Kibanfla County Chief,
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epidemic occurred, Christianity was yet to make sufficient 
impact on the Palwo, At least the best and most rewarding 
aspect of the new religion which is the provision of Western 
education has not been sufficiently introduced to that. Though 
some Mission schools were eetablished in Pravda and Kichua, 
the outbreak of sleeping sickness compelled their closure.
It was only in Bawir and Koc chlofdoias that the schools 
survived, Sven there, the fear of the possibility of the 
spread of sleeping sickness slowed down the rate of expansion 
of the existing primary schools. Moreover, no oost-primary 
institutions were established. It was whm the Balwo got 
to Kigtmba and. Ulnaknlu that they were converted, went to 
schools and became important. They, hewevra*, identified 
themselves with their new areas of settlement* The Palwo of 
tlbands who managed to be educated were few and did not 
climb very far in the educational ladder. The farthest they 
could go was to spend four yearn in the primary school*.

Thus, the Palwo do not have individuals who are well 
to do enough as to make other inhabitants of Uganda aware 
of their presence, Except for the old generations of their 
immediate neighbours of j.choli, Lango and Bunyoro, the 
inhabitants of the remaining ten districts of Uganda are 
unaware of the existence of the Palwo* It is indeed an 
irony of history that a group of people who formed, as it
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were, the centre o f  h istor ica l activity  by establishing the 
Bablto dynasty the authority o f  Thleh covered practica lly  
every part o f  present-day Hgandn be lew the river Kafa could 
pale into meft insign ificance, "he fault nee not theirs but 

that o f circumstance© o f  history tiUEL ©TrddWTCkent,
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APPENDIX I

mm. mm  jbl.y a h .cq.s p̂ q .( m gEffwa

m m KOC KIBOKA m e n MDNXAI i a i a PAJAO

Dukeno Duchotoo Dukeno Duke no • Batoito
Dukwenga Batoito Datooro Dusira Dunya ko Ifapalatoek •Tuaonga
Duweno Dangwan Danywen Bukonya Datoouk Nyakakwer Besiago
Batoito Dupalatoek Datouk Duaira Duchua Datowomgo unywen
Dukonha Dugsmtoe Duchotoo Mukorogo Duyonga - Dtmywen
Kicutoya mkor Baslta Batoito • Payetegi Tteylnwa

MMgJMMfiSEa
Latoerto Dakor
Payetegi Basegya
Padhola Dakoriha
Patooor Dakwer
Patiko Baslta
Kikungulu Dudyena
Payinluk Dahotoo

They cannot to© identified with particular ChiofdoraaUNIV
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APPENDIX II

vxuuo anmm urn, mi

PAWIR KOC KI300A KISONA vhm &L MUHYAI PAJAO

11+09*1436 Nyawir - Bacweai?
11+36- 11+6 3 Uyo - Babito

11+90-1517 Lakturn?

151> 15UU Dalobo?

151*4-1571 Umah?

1571*1598 Ongwecsh

1598-1625 Oaal Ocol - by Odongo

1625-1652

1652-1679 . Modo

1679-1706 Ojok Apeche Kagoro

1706-1733 Jambe Uyo Duliech Lochara Adoor Okelo’ s (Oweny 
iChwa

1733-1760 Onqr Kachiele Onwech Miro Okelo (Chwa

1760-1787 Osar Okona Olendu Onyunta Rabyetekya Olcwir Oketch Jao

1787- 1811+ Oner Okona Otim Ayira Kambeja Kukidi mum Dalokar Jagbo l-iuchua

1814-181+1 Kachope and Isagara Rebellion During the 
reign of Omukama Nyamutukura Kyebambe IV.

181+1-1868 Kachope and Isagara’ s attempt to replace 
Kamurasi as Omukama of Bunyoro-Rltara.

1868-1895 Wupina and Ruyonga versus Kabalega.
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11*09
11*36

1652

1679

1733
1787

♦1811*
181*1
1868

IMPORTANT PATHS IS PALffO.fflSTSgE

11*36 Coming of Nyawir and Bacwezi to Pawir 
11*63 Arrival o f  the Babito

Disappearance o f  the Bacwezi 
1679 Mod©*a arrival from Ma&i Lula -  Establishment 

o f  Pajao.
1706 Ryamdere famine, sxodus from Pawir, establishment 

o f KOc, Kisoga, Munyai, and Baitwol.
1760 Olimi lsansa*e war against the Polwo 
1811* Laparanat famine 
181*1 Secession from Kitara 
1868 Attack cm Kanurasi
1895 Palwo War against and conquest by Kabalega.

♦ Absolute dates available
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APPENDIX XV

GM M L03T  OP THE BABITO_ m m M £

Ineinroma Mwu® R ukidi___
Generate

1
Ocaki Rwangira ( 2) Oyo Nyimba 2

Winyi I i 3
Olimi I ( 5) 4
Nyabongo I ( 6) 5
tplnyl I I ( 7) 6
011«1 I I  

1

( 8) 7

Chwa |l ( 10) Fyarwn ( 9) Maesmba 1( 11) 8
Kyebambe I  ( 12) 9
Winyi I I I  ( 13) 

1
10

-....- -................ 1-------------------------
Kyebambe I I  ( 15) Nyaika ( 14) 11
Olimi I I I  ( 16) Persecution o f the Palwo

( 1730) Nyakatura 12
Puhaga I  ( 17) 13

Olimi TV ( 16) Kyebambe 1 I I I  ( 19) 14
Kyaboftgo I I  ( 20)

________ 1______________ _
15

O lla i V ( 21) Kyebambe TV Kamureeij ( 22) 16
Chwa I I  Kabarega ( 23) 17

__ ________________ I_____ ____________________
Kitahliabwa ( 24) Duhaga IX ( 25) winyi XV ( 26)

Taken from a ,  R. Dunbar in  H ia to ry o f  Bunyoro-Kljaga 
P* 55.
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S i n g Hame Q f  J S u e jn C la n O r i g i n  o f
M o t h e r

1 * N y a b o n g o H y a t w o r o K w onga (L u o )

2 *  

3 .

O ca k o J
)  B r o t h e r s  

O yo )

m **

w l n y l - K w onga (L U O )

5 . O l l m i N y a g i r o H y w a g i (L u o )

6 . N ys b o n g o  11 - o u a (L u o )

7 , W i n y !  I I • -

8 . O l i a i  I I - K fo n g a ( L u o )

9 . SJysrwa - Gw e l (L u o )

1 0 , (baas m a i l - G w a i (L u o )

1 1 . Wa sam ba F e m a le  
r e g e n t

-

1 2 . K y eb a m b e Ih esa be B i t e ( L u o )

1 3 . W i n y i  I I I G a e a K y w a g i (L u o )

U * . K y a ik S * -

1 5 . K yeb am b e I I - B a l g l B a n tu

1 6 . 0 1 1 m l  I I I - B i t © L u o

1 7 . O u h a ga  I - S a i g i B a n tu

1 8 . O l l m i  I V - C u a L u o

1 9 . K yebam b e I I I - C u e L u o
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A.ooondix V ConM.

20. Nya bongo III - Punjo Bantu

21. Olimi IV - Basina Bantu

22. Kamuraei - nita Bantu

25. Kabalega - Cua LUO

21+. Duhaga - Mwenge Bantu

25. Winyi IV Aberi Liyv/agi Luo

*Tai5en from Clsot* P* Bitskf 
c i t . ,  p.

^ .lla lon  o f  the.
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m m m m .

PRIMARY SOURCE

S»cept fo r  the last half o f  the seventh chapter* the 
period covered by this work fa lls  largely in the pre- 
colonial era, nines this was a period when written documents 
were not available, the only method by which the material 
on that period could be gathered is by using oral tradition. 
At this point, i t  is  necessary to lobk at the method used 
in collecting  the oral tradition o f  the Palwo.

Between October 1969 and December 1970, I was at the 
University o f  Ibadan preparing for f ie ld  work by reading 
published literature on Uganda generally and Bunyoro-Kitara 
in particular. In addition, T went through a ll the written 
materials on the Lwo that could be found at the Ibadan 
University Library, Having established contact with Mafeerere 
University’ s History Department, I was able to read the 
Department’ s publications on Uganda history especially those 
on Bunyoro-Kitara and Acholi*

Between January 1971 and April 1972, I was in Uganda 
and was attached to Makerere University's History Department, 
Hy arrival coincided with the period when the Department 
was engaged in the co llection  o f  Oral evidence for  the
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purpose o f publishing books on the pre-ce". onial history o f  
Uganda. I was thus able to  work 5n close collaboration with 
other researchers especially  those working on the other 
branches o f  the Lwo*

After h month o f  my arrival in Uganda, I succeeded in 
getting the permission o f Uganda's Uatienal Research Council 
to carry out interviews among the Ualwo, The Council gave 
me n le tte r  o f introduction to the D istrict Commissioner o f  
Bunyoro, ratio in tarn, introduced rae to hie assistant in 
Masindi through whom I got in touch with the ch ie f o f  Palwo's 

county o f  Kibanda, the headquarters o f  which is  in Kiryandongo. 
The county ch ie f, in whose house T lodged, introduced me to 
the Gombolola and Be tong ole chiefs the later o f  which knew 
a l l  the old men in their v illa g es . The village ch ie fs , acting 
on the instruction o f the county ch ief, informed a l l  the old 
and knowledgeable men In their areas, asking them to try to 

remember a l l  they could about their h istory . I deliberately 
refused to  send questions in advance in order to prevent 
premeditated answers which may not always be true.

In the conduct o f the interviews, I was guided by the 
training received while attending a s i*  month lecture series 
on research methodology organised by Ibadan University 
History department between October 1969 and March 1970, I 
also arrived in tine to attend the trpining course oners ted
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by Makerere History Pepartwent for  students co lle ctin g  Opal 
evidence fo r  the purpose o f  h is to r ica l research* I moved 

around on a b icy c le , and was accompanied by my interpreter, 

and the ch ie f o f  the v illa g e  In which the interview was 

being conducted. Kirysndongo, 11+5 miles north o f Kampala, was 
my base. However, I had cause to spend a month in Mutunda 
anil two weeks in *eholi in order to be able to meet some o f  

my informants.
The interview usually began with the v illa g e  ch ie f, who 

in a l l  eases wee a Palwo and well known in the lo c a lity , 

explaining the purpose o f  the exercise , stressing the 
importance o f  written h istory  as a way o f  bringing the Palwo 
to the attention o f  the outside world. The fa ct  that only 
they o f  a l l  the t,**5 have no written h istory  was emphasised. 

This rrdo n good impression on the e lders, more so as many 
o f  them were aware o f  the fa ct that the untranslated Runyoro 

edition  o f  Nyskatura’ s book was being used as the standard 
h istory  text for  their children in the primary schools. 

Association with the v illa g e  ch iefs proved rewarding. It  

served to a llay  fears ar to the researcher*e intention, 

and made i t  possible to get in contact with as many people 
as p oss ib le .

At th© f i r s t  meeting with the v illage  elders, questions 

were thrown open for any o f them to provide answers. The
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principal aim o f the group interview was to work out a king 
l i s t .  In some cases, it was one or two men considered the 
alfieot or most in tellig ib le , dominating the discussion with the 
others only coning in to add marc to the information. In 
son® other places, there wne a lot o f argument on the 
order of succession o f kings. The group Interview is perhaps 
the best method o f establishing a king l i s t .  After prolonged 
arguments on relationship between successive kings, the 
order of suecession, the circumstances of their accession 
and death, something approximating the truth was usually 
arrived at*

In a compilation o f Pelwo history, two seta of king 
l is t s  were required; namely, the Bunyoro-Kltars genealogy 
and that of* the Palvo ch ief dome. Thottth Nyak&tura could be 

ro lled  on with regards to Bunyoro, e ffo rts  were made to 
check and confirm i t s  accuracy. Though rone o f  the Palwo 
elders could remember a ll  the twenty-three kings who ruled 
in Bunyoro, those whose reigns affected Palwo history were 
widely remembered. The events that occurred in the reigns o f 
Rukidi c.lhf9~lU3u* Olimi leans® c *1733- 176 0 , Nyamutukura, 
1776-1330 were w idely  remembered. Kamurcsi and 'iCabalegs *s 
ralgnn cccfflcd *too fresh * to be forgotten, r^articularly 
with Kfcbalegs, come o f  the elders claim to have witnessed 
part o f  his reign. The story o f  the coming o f  Kukidi and
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the manner in which he overthrew the Baowesi seemed to have 
been handed down so well from genera tione that every old man 
began hia evidence with a narration o f  the story. Ollmi Isansa 

whom they c a ll  Olimi Kyabambe, meaning Usurper, is  remem
bered with bitterness fo r  his 'persecution’ which forced 
them out o f  their territory , Many of the informants claim 
to have lived  to Bee or hear their fathers talk about, or 
serve, Eabalega, Thus the kings o f Bunyoro whose reigns 
affected Pnlwo history were widely remembered. The knowledge 
o f  the k ingliste and history o f  the seven Palwo chiefdoras 
depended on the origin  o f the informants i . e ,  to which o f  
the chief&ora they belong. In this regard, descendants o f 
principal characters in the history o f  these chiefdoms 
proved particularly useful. These were Zachia Jao from Pajao,
EaChariah Manyuru from Paitwol, Kirube from Kisoga and Isaya 
Byewar^o from Pawir,*

A king l i s t  having been established, the elders were 
then asked to narrate the important event© that happened in 
each reign. It  was in the process of answering these 
questions, that the writer was able to spot those who knew

1* Bee Notes on Principal Informants fo r  information on 
these men and the basis o f  th e ir  knowledge o f  Palwo 
history.
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sore than the popular stories o f  the ©owing o f  Rukidi, 
Kyebambe’ e persecution and Kabalega’ s wars, Arrangements 
were then wade to interview them individually .

Certain aspects o f Palwo history are best known to 
people who are connected with them either by descent or 
practice . Such topics as the trade In ivory, the orig in , 
function, and manner o f worshipping o f the gods are best 
known to people who are somehow connected with them* 
descendants o f  principal ivory traders some o f  whom helped 
their fa th ers in organising the transactions proved usefu l.

My experience confirms what has been said o f  the v a li
d ity  and lim itations o f  Oral tradition as source material 
fo r  h istory . The need to  exercise care in interpreting 
evidence, by taking into consideration the source o f  the 
evidence, the circumstances in which the evidence was given, 
and the extent o f  the involvement o f  the informant in the 
issue being discussed became more evident, Borne o f the 
informants esp ecia lly  those related to  Kahnlegs’ e riva ls  
and victim s were to  partisan that they painted the nmukama and 
the Banyoro in very bad l ig h t , Palwo’ s m ilitary successes 
were maximised and defeats minimised, The writer thus had 
to crosB check with evidence from Bunyoro and other unemo

tional Palwo informants in order to present something 
nearing the truth. Perhaps a description  o f the w riter ’ s
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experience with some of the principal informants will show 
the necessity for tact in dealing with informants,

2acharlah Msnyuru, aged 90* member o f inrcalabek clan,
Klroko village, Klryandongo Oorobololc. Interviewed in 
April-May 1971.

gachariah is a descendant of Paynor the fir s t  bvhot 
of Paltwel, He was the first person to relate the story of 
the coming of the Bablto and the disappearance of the 

Bftcwezi to me, Zachariah was quite familiar with the activi

ties of Mpplna, His knowledge of Palwo history was acquired 

from his father who was one of lupins*s Barusura. Rwot 
lupin® was said to have been relating the story of the 
Bahito to members and servants of the royal household in 

justification of his attacks on Kabalega. f.achnriah through 

his father acquired considerable information on the organi

sation of the Rrhot's household, and the organisation of the 

wars, I found ?,achariah a very useful Informant. He 

Introduced me to three of his agesnates, though none of them 

had anything new to offer. It was, however, with much d iffi

culty that "aehariah could disclose the name of hie clan.

He refused to te ll  its  history. This was probably because 

he fe lt  it  was too personal a secret to disclose.
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gachia Jao. aged 92* a member of Bab It o elan, Klmgagana 
village, Rlgumba ttombolola, Interviewed in May-Juna 1971.

Eachla is a grandson of Jao the Iwhot of Pa jao at the 

timo Kacope and Isa gam made ml wo land their power-base 
c.1830. Almost a hundred years old, Sachis Jao was my 
principal informant on the history of this Madi chiefdoa 

of Pal wo land. Apart from some hazy ideas of Mppina and 
the wars with Kabalegs, gachia, a ll the miwo originated 
from r>a jao, When asked to name the kings of Palwoland, 
he menticaned the Pwhodl of Pa jao and claimed that they 
exercised authority over all parts of Palwoland. It is , 
however, fair to mention that his knowledge of ^  jao history 
is very detailed, f.aehla emphasized the Madi origin of the 
Pa jao by saying that his Palwo language has some Madi 
accents. Sachie was a young prince at the time the Palwo 
were evicted from the basin of the rile . He recalled the 
efforts made by Omukama Andre Puhaga to ensure that he, 
being a Fublto prince, was brought back to Bunyoro from 
Acholi where one of his guardians took him, Zachia was very 

co-operative. He did not hesitate to te ll us a ll that he 

knew including his clan history.
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Kirr/andortgo Goabolola. Interviewed in July 1971.
Okelo Range's great ancestor Maso was a slave to Chwa,

the third Pwhot in Paflao, Maso proved to be so loyal a 
servant that he was assimilated into the king*a household 
and treated like a mestoer of the royal family, This is why 
the surviving members of both families, gachia Jao, and 
Okelo Wangs now regard themselves as relatives, 'Though he 
did not know as much as zaehla on the history of Paiao, he 
was quite at home with the causes and course of the Palwo 
wars against the Banyoro. He knew more of Mupina than 
Puyonga. This is probably because 'upina exercised authority 
over his territory. He is a strong believer in the efficacy 
of the ^alwo gods,

Samwlrl OAuonga,„ aged 75, mqgrtbar of ,Î >ito,.slan̂ , ,Ii,azgM 
market. Klgumba Qombolola. Interviewed in June 1971.

A grandson of leagara Katlritirl, Bamwiri is one of 
the moot partisan of my Palwo informants. He did not attempt 
to hide his hatred of the Banyoro. After reciting the story 
of the arrival of the Babito emphasising how they success
fully displaced those, as he put it, "whom the Banyoro had 
been worshipping-, Bamwiri sees no reason why the Banyoro
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should "reap where they did not b o w "  , I t  was quite easy to 

see the impact o f  h is origin  cm the Issues being discussed, 
namwiri was quite fam iliar with the wars against the 

Banyoro. Chough considerable care was taken in handling his 
evidence, namwiri was perhaps one of the moat enthusiastic 
o f my informants, Pie was one o f  the informants isho came to 
my residence whenever he remembered anything he had for
gotten to mention during the interview.

Xaaya 3yawar.1o around 120 yearn old , member o f Punvako 
elan, Chonelwor r4ma Qoabolola, Inver-viewed in August 1971.

Perhaps the oldest and most knowledgeable o f  my in for
mants* I s ay a learnt the history o f  the Pal wo from his grand
father who was an agemate o f  Kaeope. He is  a native of 
Pawir and supplied the bulk o f  the information on the ch ie f- 
dom, linking i t  with the story o f the "Spear and the bead". 
He also knew about the chiefdome o f Klsoga and Kisonn, 
Isaya's knowledge o f the organisation and e ffe cts  o f  the 
trade in ivory was remarkable, His father was a victim o f 
the raids conducted by the Laagi on the Palwo a fte r  the 

la tter  had acquired wealth from the ivory trade, Isaya's 
father also took part in the wars against Kabalega and 
narrowly escaped being drafted to Bugahya by the Omukama,
By the time the British came to fight Kabalega in the 1890s*
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Tsaya was considered old enough to supplement the ranks of 
the depleted Abarusura. He showed us the scars of the wound 
inflicted on him by the British army, Isaya sees Hkyangire 
as a P a l  wo reaction against the Bagan&a* Much as Isaya knew 
about Palwo history, he did not hesitate to express his 
ignorance of or reluctance to discuss some topics,

Odero aged 80, member o f  mdwar clan, Xirvankende T illage , 
Klryandongo flombolola, Interviewed April 1971,

I found Odero a good informant on Hunyai chiefdora 
a fter the v illage  ch ief succeeded in convincing him o f  the 
sincerity o f my intention. At f i r s t ,  the old man could not 
understand why a Higerisn should inquire into the past o f 
the palwo, Odero is  a descendant o f Okwir, the f i r s t  known 
Rwhot o f  Munyai, He claims to have been an eye witness o f  
the procession o f  the Palwo to Kabalegs’ s courts during the 
empango fe s t iv a l, Odero also supplied useful information on 
various aspeets o f  the l i f e  o f the Palwo notably, naming, 
marriage and burial ceremonies,

Francis Klrubet agca85, member of. Dalwalor elan,.,M_u$und&, 

Interviewed in September 1971.
Klrube is  from Klsoga the history of tfiich he knew.

His father, he claimed, was an eye witness o f the v is its
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o f  Baker ana fk>rdon to Buyanga, and knew o f  the e ffo r ts  o f  
the ^iropeans to cooperate with the Belw© kwhot against 

Kabalega, Klrube’ ii father was a Muruaura. He took part in 

a l l  the encounters Thiyonga had against Kabalega. The eye 

witness accounts were related to Granola, The informant is 
one o f  the few educated **lwo men I s e t . He is  a convinced 
Catholic who has completely severed connection with the 
J ogi. Christianity, he said, provided education o f  which he 
took advantage, Mucatidn qualified  him for  anpointaant as 
Combelole ch ie f Mutunda in 19h6, Then B, J . K. Baker a 

grandson o f  ea«ttcl Baker ceae to Mntunda in 1957» i t  was 
Francis who took him to Bujenje where he met Kosiya L&bwoni, 
the grandson o f  Ruyenga* The problem with Francis was that 

he pretended to  have answers to every question put to  him. 
Considerable caution was therefore taken in analysing his 
evidence,

■intonlo Onyuru around 80 years old,, Qeiaber_.pf nuchobo clan, 

Mutunda. September 1971*

Duchobo is  the royal clan o f  Koc. Dullech, the f i r s t  

Bvhot, i s  the great ancestor o f  Antonio. Like Eli rube* 

Antonio’ s father Manyoro was a saza ch ie f under imyonga.

It was through him that Antoni learnt some deta ils  o f  the 
Rwhot’ s personal l i f e .  His remarks on Ruyonga’ s character
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agreed vith the observations of Gordon and la in  ^aeha, 
«anyoro, Antonio1® father, was an elephant hunter, Antonio’s 
accounts of the organisation of the Ivory trade, and Its 
social and political effects an Talwa society were very 
vivid. The informant served as a tax collector in Puodi 
village. He sees ikyangire revolt as a reaction against 
the imposition of hut tax by the British and not a mani
fest at icai of Palvo hostility to the Boganda,

Tanansi Plaice, around 100 j£**v e old, a member of rukonya 
elan, Katullklre. Interviewed in August 1971.

Tanansi la the Kibandwa of Katlgo, one of the principal 
Jogi of the Taltro, It took a considerably long time before 
Tanansi agreed to discuss the topic about which he was 
particularly •oiovrledgeable. Apart from the reluctance to 
reveal whet he considered a sacred secret, Tnnanal feared 
the possibility of my being & detective agent, who was 
collecting information that might lead to his detention 
for practising an Illegal religion. But for the trust he 
had In ny interpreter who had had cause to seek his assis
tance on several occasions, he could not have agreed to 
speak in spite of the village chief’s assurances,
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*hen he agreed to apeak, Tananoi treated as to a long 
recital of the origin, function and importance of the Palm) 
Jogi, He explained ovory ma^or event in Palwo history in 
terms of religion. The fiacwezi, he said, fell because they 
angered the gods by giving away the drum, Xaaope and 
Isagara succeeded because Nyakatsre had the audacity to 
call the efficacy of the r-slwo Jogi to question, Puyonga 
and hipina succeeded initially because they complied with 
the instructions of the Jogi, It was when they ceased to 
consult the Kibandwa that they met their doom, Rwita 
Bach op c famine was duo to Kabaiega's rudeness to K&mbega, 
Christianity, he emphasised, did not succeed in undermining 
the importance of the Paine Jogi* He cited the misfortunes 
which befell those who deflected to the new religion to 
support his argument,

flswMto Kpsiyn i>bwon1, a round. 90 veers old* Thi.1en.1e 
v illa g e  ndi, Tnterviewed In October 1971.

vosiya Is a grandson o f  Puyonga. His father Pujumba 
net* appointed tstra chief of Kibanda doping the early years 
o f  colon ia l administration. Earlier on Pujtmba was provided 
accommodation by kobalega »s part o f  his effbrts to recon
cile with the Pslwo after the death of Puyonga. Kostya was 
born at Masindi and was educated there. He speaks the
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Rngliah language very fluently. He was also a eaasa chief 
in Kibanda in 1936 and was a member of the Banyoro delega
tion who went to Britain to argue the case for the resto
ration of the Banyoro*e counties which were annexed to 
Bugnnda. Kostya*e long sojourn in Bunyoro end hie Palwo 
origin made him a useful infownant especially on various 
aspects of Bunyoro-Palwo relations, He speaks Runyoro and 
Palwo language ecually well* He is not as sentimental as 
expected in his attitude to Kabalega, though he maintains 
that the Palwo had a good case for attempting to win back 
the throne of Kitara,

John ?/llllam Nvakatura. around 100 years old, member of 
Bab1to clan. Holme. Interviewed in October 1971.

He is a Mubito. His father was one of Kabalega*e 
chiefs and it was he who got John Interested in the tradi
tions of Bunyoro. John was one of the first group of people 
to be educated in Bunyoro, He thus served as a court clerk* 
teacher, and saza chief in many counties including Kibanda 
(where the Palwo live). He was one of the delegates who 
presented the petition of Bunyoro*s lost counties to the 
Queen in London in 1955, John was encouraged by the 
missionaries to undertake the collection of Bunyoro*s 
historical tradition. He claimed to have travelled to all
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parts of the district to collect information. 'These were 
written in a book titled Kings of guuvoro-Kitara, but which 
Uzoigwe who edited the translated text titled History of 
Bunyoro-K i t ara.

John, though regarded as the traditional historian of 
Bunyoro, allowed his Banyoro patriotism to becloud his 
attitude to the Pslwe, He would not agree that the Rabito 
are Palwo even thotigh he said Rukidi, the founder, came 
from the north of Bunyoro and stayed in Palwoland before 
coming to Rnnyoro. Nyakatura also admits that the Babito 
kings were buried in Palwoland, His attempt to explain the 
succession of the Ralwo to the Osakans ship only in terms of 
their aggreelve tendencies sounds unconvincing.

However, in spite of his prejudices, T railed mainly 
on his book and the interviews T had with him to check 
some of the Palwo claims. The week long interview had to 
be brought to an end when Hr, nyakatura resorted to reading 
his book in answer to my questions.
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LIST OF INFORMANTS*

NAME PLACE
1. Oder© - Kiryankende
2. Zachariah Manyuru - Kiroko
3. Tegurazi Bitatule - Klryandongo
4* Mama Fyanda - Kiryankende
5. Julius John Kahwa - Klryandongo
6. Naphatali Byenkya - m

7. 3iman Kasigwa -
8. Petro Owor - Kiroko
9. Petero Apieer - Kiryankende
10. Parawiri oduonga - Kigumba
11. Mustapha - Kirwala
12. Zachla Jao - Kinagarana
13. Abakachun - n
Hu nawokor Miro - Kinagarana
15. Wanda - H
16. Paulo Ochewa - Kyeganywa
17. Wasario - n

18. Wanda Odyek - H
19. NWachakam — «

* The l i s t  is  "by no means exhaustive. Many informants 
especia lly  those who took part in group Interviews 
refused to d isclose  their identity .
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LIST OF INFORMANTS (Contd.)

s m

2 0 ,  M o d e a t K a k i i z a mt

P LA C E

K i r o k o

2 1 ,  Y o s la h  K a c h o p e - K y e g a n yw a

2 2 .  T o p a e h o  Kawa -
H

2 3 .  O k e lo  W ange - K lr w a d a

2ti t S t a n l e y  Iru m b a K ik u n y a

2 5 ,  O w o r M a a ln d l - K l a l b u

2 6 .  A l i f a l e d i  C h a n m e ra - K iguafb a

2 7 .  Ja m b e  M a ra -
ft

2 8 .  O k w a n y M uchua - «

2 9 ,  R a m w rl P a lo b o -

3 0 ,  M a n y o ro  c h o l a -
H

3 1 ,  O ru k a n a  E u m g a la - K i  jum a

32• K e a a c h ia h ~ K l z i b u

3 3 .  O w o r T k t i k
n

3 U .  G a b r i e l  Odwee -
M

3 5 ,  T^w^chakam -
tf

3 6 .  o d y e la - B w e y a le

3 7 .  O d o ch - K a t u l l k i r e

3 9 .  T a m s n a i  O la k e - *?

3 9 .  M aya - B w e y a le

k O , W a a a r lo -
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LIST Off INFORMANTS (contd.)

4 1 . Bulasio Oyundu - Katulikire

4 2 . Werre -
M

4 3 . Jan^ok nbapyat -
It

4 4 . Stanley Olobo - Pocherah

4 5 . TJadaap Alikayi - Kalulu

46 . Isays Byewarjo - Ohopelwop

4 7 . Ochawu - 19

4 8 . William Ochanda - niraa

49 . Ojok Adem -
H

50. Olaya Atiya - ♦9

51. Kraeati Ogege -

52. Bakor Minobwa -
H

53. Okuimi Odoch -
n

54. Antonio Oyuru - Mutunda

55. brands Kirube - ft

56, Okele - H

57. Okelo Yamana -
«♦

58. Kija Mulala - If

VJ
I

V
O . Olwotch Oped • ft

6o . Okelo Yamana - It

61. TJma Kyemanywa - f|

62. Kigine - n
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LIST OP IKPQRMAHfS (ContH. )

ffAMB FI*AC 3

63. nestutyo Okelokoko - Mutunda
6h« Matayi Piluka - w

65. Opodi - n

66, A, B, K, Gigatta - n

67. All Kanjero Ojok - *#
68, Mallko Ojera - w

69. Kosiya Labwoni - BujenjJe Waslndi
70, Abwoll - «
71* John Nyakatura - Hoima
72, Mugongu - Wasindi

73• Ochor - Mutunda
7 k. Ralio Opeo - It

75. Vernaeio Onyango -
»

76 • ^iaeon Wa»da - Klryandongo
77, Bnoch Bigirsra - ♦t
78. Byaruhanga Akikl - Itafcerere
79. Joseph Kasaija - Holffla
80. Okech Ahua - Minakulu
81, Okelo Onya go - H
82, BiEK>n Odongto -
83, J* P. Crazaolara - Oulu
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